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Fax: 
E-Mail: 
Date: 

     

 
 
Mark Hamill 
01698 302430 
 
hamillm@norttlan.gov.uk 
17 Feb 2020  

     

 

 
 
Members of the 
Local Review Body 
     

   

Chief Executive’s Office 
Archie Aitken 

Head of Legal & Democratic 

 Solutions 

Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street 

Motherwell ML1 1AB 

DX 571701, Motherwell 2 

www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk     

  

Notice is given that a Meeting of the LOCAL REVIEW BODY is to be held within the Council 
Chamber, Civic Centre, Motherwell  on Thursday, 27 February 2020 at 10:05 am or following 
conclusion of the Planning Committee, which you are requested to attend. 
 
The agenda of business is attached. 
    

Head of Legal and Democratic Solutions  

Members :     Councillors: L Anderson, H Brannan-McVey, B Burgess, M Coyle, S Coyle, H Curran, 

T Douglas, S Farooq, F Fotheringham, S Goldsack, A Graham, T Johnston, P Kelly, 

M Kerr, J Logue, F MacGregor, J McLaren, M McPake, A McVey, C Quigley, 

J Reddin, W Shields, D Stocks, A Stubbs, S Watson.  
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 AGENDA

(1) Declarations of Interest in terms of the Ethical Standards in Public Life Etc. (Scotland) Act
2000

(2) Planning Application 19/00843/FUL - Two Detached Dwellinghouses at Netherhall Farm, Dura
Road, Allantan

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 5 - 6) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 2 September 2019 (page 7 - 10) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice of Review Submitted on behalf of the Applicant (page 11 - 90) (copy herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 91 - 94) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations Received from Interested Parties (page 95 - 102) (copy herewith)

 (f) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 103 - 130)
(copy herewith)

 (g) Photographs and Maps of the Site Location (page 131 - 144) (copy herewith)

(3) Planning Application 19/01329/FUL - Two Detached Dwellinghouses with Garage - Site Off
Greenhill, Hareshaw, Motherwell

 (a) Local Review Body Procedure (page 145 - 146) (copy herewith)

 (b) Decision Notice of 12 December 2019 (page 147 - 150) (copy herewith)

 (c) Notice  of  Review  Submitted  on  behalf  of  the  Applicant  (page 151 - 188)  (copy
herewith)

 (d) Report of Handling (page 189 - 192) (copy herewith)

 (e) Representations Received from Interested Parties (page 193 - 208) (copy herewith)

 (f) Extract of Relevant Policy Documents - North Lanarkshire Local Plan (page 209 - 236)
(copy herewith)

 (g) Photographs and Maps of the Site Location (page 237 - 247) (copy herewith)
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 2A
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Our Ref: 19/00843/FUL
Your Ref
Contact: Mr Ritchie Gillies
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: esplanningnorthlan.gov.uk
Date: 2nd September 2019

Mr David Naylor

d o A:B Studio Chartered Architects Ltd

32 Langside Place

Langside

Glasgow

UK

G41 3DL

Dear Sir/Madam,

HIRE
INCIL

Enterprise And Communities
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 1JW
esplanninqnorthlan.qov.uk

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Two detached dwellinghouses
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton, North Lanarkshire, ML7 5DJ,
I refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was
registered on 25th June 2019. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 28th
August 2019.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and value customer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where
we need to improve. This allows us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NLCdevelopmentmanagement. If you submitted on paper a
survey form and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

Z.(−Lorna

Bowden
Planning and Place Manager

ICdisobi1ityI INVESTORScon Accreditedfid IN PEOPLE ' j r I 2021LEADER

LIVE
LEARN
WORK

INVEST
VISIT

AGENDA ITEM 2B
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NORTH
LANARKSHIRE
r − COUNCIL

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 19/00843/FUL
Date: 28th August 2019
To: Mr David Naylor

d o A:B Studio Chartered Architects Ltd
32 Langside Place
Langside
Glasgow
UK
G41 3DL

With reference to your application dated 25th June 2019 for planning permission under
the above Acts and Regulations for the following development:

Two detached dwellinghouses
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton, North Lanarkshire, ML7 5DJ,

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and
Regulations, hereby REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the
paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification
The proposal is considered not to comply with the terms of the adopted local plan policy
NBE 3 B (Rural Investment Area) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development) in the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan in that it is an inappropriate development in the rural area. The
proposed dwellinghouses will also adversely affect the rural character and amenity of the
area.

/ A",
Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
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Reasons

2

3

The proposed development does not comply with the terms of local plan policy
NBE 3 B Rural Investment Area and associated Supplementary Guidance 8
'Development in the Rural Investment Area,' as it is not part of an existing
cluster, nor does it enhance an existing cluster.

The proposed development does not comply with local plan policy DSP 4
(Quality of Development) as it is not of the high quality design expected in a
rural location.

The proposed development, if approved, would result in an undesirable
precedent being set for sporadic development of housing in the countryside.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT

INTENDED TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH

YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY OUT. IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO

RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN
ARCHITECT OR CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he
may request that a review of the decision is undertaken by the Council's Local Review Body. A request for
a review (Notice of Review) should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services Section
in accordance with the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal
with the application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific
issues raised in the Notice of Review..

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Council's Corporate Services
Section, Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell MI−1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review
form is available online at www.eplanning.scotland.gov.uk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become
incapable of reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably
beneficial use by the carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve
on the Planning Authority a purchase notice of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve
enforcement and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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4 L North
anarkhire

Council

Fleming House 2 Tryst Road Cumbernauld G67 1JW Tel: 01236 632500 Fax: 01698 302115 Email: esdmtnorthTan.gov.uk

Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100204163−001

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application)

Agent Details

LI Applicant ZAgent

Please enter Agent details

Company/Organisation: Ab Architects

Ref. Number:

First Name:

Last Name: *

Telephone Number: *

Extension Number:

Mobile Number:

Fax Number:

Email Address: *

100204163−001 You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Gordon J
Building Name: j I

Hotchkiss Building Number: 12

107986402841 Address(Street):

Address 2:

Town/City:

Country:

Postcode: *

Garrioch Drive I

Glasgow

United Kingdom I

G2O8RS

Igthplanyahoo.co.uk I
Is the applicant an individual or an organisation/corporate entity? *

LI Individual E i Organisation/Corporate entity

Page 1 of 5
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Applicant Details
Please enter Applicant details

Title: Mr You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Other Title: Building Name:

First Name:

Last Name:

David Building Number:

Address 1Naylor (Street): *

12

flat 3−1 12 garrioch drive

flat 3−1 12 garrioch drive

glasgow I
AB Architects I

Company/Organisation Address 2:

Telephone Number: *

Extension Number:

Mobile Number:

Fax Number:

Email Address: *

07986402841 I
Town/City: *

ICountry:

Postcode: *

United Kingdom I

g2O8rs I
gthplan©yahoo.co.uk

Site Address Details
Planning Authority: North Lanarkshire Council

Full postal address of the site (including postcode where available):

Address 1:

Address 2:

Address 3:

Address 4:

NETHERHALL FARM

DURA ROAD

ALLANTON

Address 5:

Town/City/Settlement: SHOTTS

IPost
Code: I ML75DJ

Please identify/describe the location of the site or sites

657241 I 286271Northing E a s t i n g I

Page 2 of 5
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Description of Proposal
Please provide a description of your proposal to which your review relates. The description should be the same as given in the
application form, or as amended with the agreement of the planning authority: *
(Max 500 characters)

Proposed two new dwellinghouses

Type of Application
What type of application did you submit to the planning authority?

Application for planning permission (including householder application but excluding application to work minerals).

El Application for planning permission in principle.

LI Further application.

LI Application for approval of matters specified in conditions.

What does your review relate to? *

Refusal Notice.

LI Grant of permission with Conditions imposed.

LI No decision reached within the prescribed period (two months after validation date or any agreed extension) − deemed refusal.

Statement of reasons for seeking review
You must state in full, why you are a seeking a review of the planning authority's decision (or failure to make a decision). Your statement
must set out all matters you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. If necessary this can be provided as a
separate document in the Supporting Documents' section: (Max 500 characters)

Note: you are unlikely to have a further opportunity to add to your statement of appeal at a later date, so it is essential that you produce
all of the information you want the decision−maker to take into account.

You should not however raise any new matter which was not before the planning authority at the time it decided your application (or at
the time expiry of the period of determination), unless you can demonstrate that the new matter could not have been raised before that
time or that it not being raised before that time is a consequence of exceptional circumstances.

See Appeal Statement

Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at the time the L I
Yes

0 No
Determination on your application was made? *

If yes, you should explain in the box below, why you are raising the new matter, why it was not raised with the appointed officer before
your application was determined and why you consider it should be considered in your review: (Max 500 characters)

Page 3 of 5
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Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice of review and intend
to rely on in support of your review. You can attach these documents electronically later in the process: * (Max 500 characters)

Appeal Statement Application Form —19 / 00843 / FUL Report of Handling − 19 / 00843 I FUL. Decision Notice − 19/00843/
FUL. Committee Report − 11 1000361 FUL. North Lanarkshire Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 ( SPGB). Block Plan.
Application Supporting Statement.

Application Details
Please provide details of the application and decision.

What is the application reference number? 19/00843/FUL

What date was the application submitted to the planning authority? 19/04/2019 I

What date was the decision issued by the planning authority? * 28/08/2019

Review Procedure
The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any time during the review
process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine the review. Further information may be
required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions andlor
inspecting the land which is the subject of the review case.

Can this review continue to a conclusion, in your opinion, based on a review of the relevant information provided by yourself and other
parties only, without any further procedures? For example, written submission, hearing session, site inspection.
LI Yes Z No

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of your review. You may
select more than one option if you wish the review to be a combination of procedures.

Please select a further procedure *

By means of inspection of the land to which the review relates

Please explain in detail in your own words why this further procedure is required and the matters set out in your statement of appeal it
will deal with? (Max 500 characters)

To enable the review body to view the site and consider proposal

In the event that the Local Review Body appointed to consider your application decides to inspect the site, in your opinion:

Can the site be clearly seen from a road or public land? * Yes L I No

Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely and without barriers to entry? * E1 Yes
L I No

Page 4 of 5
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Checklist − Application for Notice of Review
Please complete the following checklist to make sure you have provided all the necessary information in support of your appeal. Failure
to submit all this information may result in your appeal being deemed invalid.

Have you provided the name and address of the applicant?. *

Have you provided the date and reference number of the application which is the subject of this
review? *

If you are the agent, acting on behalf of the applicant, have you provided details of your name
and address and indicated whether any notice or correspondence required in connection with the
review should be sent to you or the applicant?
Have you provided a statement setting out your reasons for requiring a review and by what
procedure (Or combination of procedures) you wish the review to be conducted? *

Yes LII No

Yes LII No

LI Yes LII
No

L I N/A

LI Yes
LII No

Note: You must state, in full, why you are seeking a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters you consider
require to be taken into account in determining your review. You may not have a further opportunity to add to your statement of review
at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your notice of review, all necessary information and evidence that you rely
on and wish the Local Review Body to consider as part of your review.
Please attach a copy of all documents, material and evidence which you intend to rely on

I I
Yes

Eli No
(e.g. plans and Drawings) which are now the subject of this review•

Note: Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification, variation or removal of a
planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in conditions, it is advisable to provide the
application reference number, approved plans and decision notice (if any) from the earlier consent.

Declare − Notice of Review
I/We the applicant/agent certify that this is an application for review on the grounds stated.

Declaration Name

Declaration Date:

Mr Gordon Hotchkiss

19/11/2019

Page 5 of 5
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Application No:

1 1/00036/FUL

Date Registered:

18th February 2011

Applicant:
Mr & Mrs Thomson

Application Level:
Local Application

Proposed Development:

Erection of 2 Dwellinghouses
Site Address:

Netherhall Farm
Dura Road
Allanton
M U 5DJ

Agent:
Gary Murray
DTA Chartered Architects Ltd
9 Montgomery Street
The Village
East Kilbride
G74 4JS

Contrary to Development Plan:
Yes

Ward:
012 Fortissat
Charles Cefferty, Malcolm McMillan, James
Robertson,

Recommendation:

Reasoned Justification:

Representations:
No letters of representation received.

Approve Subject to Conditions

The proposed development fails to meets the criteria set out in the relevant policies contained
within the Southern Area Local Plan 2008. The proposals however comply with the relevant
policies of the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan and the approved supplementary
planning guidance SP 08 Development in the Rural Investment Area. The proposed
development can be accommodated at this location without significant detriment to the
surrounding rural area.
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ProposedConditions:−That

the development hereby permitted shall be started within three years of the date
of this permission.

Reason: To accord with the provisions of the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006.

2. That, except as may otherwise be agreed in writing by the Planning Authority, the
development shall be implemented in accordance with drawing numbers;− L(2−) 01 Rev
C, L(2−) 02 Rev A

Reason: To clarify the drawings on which this approval of permission is founded.

That the development hereby permitted shall not start until a Notice of Initiation has
been submitted to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority.

Reason: To accord with the provisions of the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006.

4. That BEFORE the development hereby permitted starts, full details of the facing
materials to be used on all external walls, windows and roofs, guttering and
architectural detailing etc shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning
Authority and the development shall be implemented in accordance with the details
approved under the terms of this condition. Notwithstanding this requirement the facing
materials shall include stone, neutral coloured smooth or wet dash render, timber doors
and windows and slate or slate substitute tiles for the roofs.

Reason: To enable the Planning Authority to consider these aspects in detail.

That BEFORE the development hereby permitted starts, full details of the design,
location and height of all fences and walls to be erected on the site shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority. Thereafter any walls or fences
erected shall be implemented as per the approved details. Notwithstanding these
requirements the boundaries shall be dry stone walls to the principle elevations no
higher than 1 metre in height and post and wire fencing for all other boundaries.

Reason: To enable the Planning Authority to consider these aspects in detail.

6. That PRIOR to any works of any description being commenced on the application site,
a comprehensive site investigation report shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Planning Authority. The investigation must be carried out in accordance with
current best practice, such as BS 10175: The Investigation of Potentially Contaminated
Sites, or CLR 11. The report must include a site specific risk assessment of all relevant
pollution linkages and a conceptual site model. Depending on the results of the
investigation, a detailed Remediation Strategy may be required as part of the above
report.

Reason: To ensure that the site is free of contamination in the interests of the amenity
of future residents.

That prior to the first occupation of any of the dwellinghouses hereby approved, any
remediation works identified by the site investigation report required in terms of
Condition 7 above shall be completed and a certificate (signed by a Chartered
Environmental Engineer) shall be submitted to the Planning Authority confirming that
any remediation works have been carried out in accordance with the terms of the
Remediation Strategy.

Reason: To ensure the site is free of contamination in the interests of the amenity of
future residents.
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That PRIOR to the commencement of development, the applicant shall provide written
confirmation to the Planning Authority that all the requirements of Scottish Water can
be fully met to demonstrate that the development will not have an impact on their
assets, and that suitable infrastructure can be put in place to support the development.

Reason: To ensure the provision of satisfactory drainage arrangements.

9. That before any works start on site, full details of the septic tank and soakaway system
to be installed shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Planning Authority
and the applicant shall confirm in writing to the Planning Authority that the drainage
arrangements to be provided are to the satisfaction of the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA).

Reason: To prevent groundwater or surface water contamination in the interests of
environmental and amenity protection.

10. That before each of the dwellinghouses hereby approved are occupied the associated
parking and manoeuvring area as shown on the approved plans, shall be levelled,
properly drained, surfaced in a material which the Planning Authority has approved in
writing before the start of surfacing work and clearly marked out, and shall, thereafter,
be maintained as parking and manoeuvring areas. For the avoidance of doubt the
parking and manoeuvring areas shall be finished in tarmacadam for the first two metres
only and thereafter shall be gravel.

Reason: In order that vehicles can enter and leave the site in forward gear, to ensure
adequate parking provision and in order that the development is in keeping with SP 08
"Development in the Rural Investment Area".

11. That before any works start on site full details of the proposed landscaping buffer plan
as shown on approved drawing no L(2−) 01 Rev C shall be shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The approved landscaping scheme shall
be implemented contemporaneously with the development and shall be completed prior
to the occupation of the second house within the development hereby approved. For
the avoidance of doubt the landscaping scheme to be submitted shall include full details
of the scheme of tree and shrub planting, incorporating details of the location, number,
variety and size of trees and shrubs to be planted (which shall be of native species); an
indication of all existing trees and hedgerows, plus details of those to be retained, and a
timetable for the implementation of these works.

Reason: To allow the Planning Authority to consider these details, in the interests of
amenity and to secure the integration of the new development into the rural setting.

12. That the scheme of landscaping and planting, approved under the terms of condition
(11) above, shall be implemented in accordance with the approved timetable and shall
be completed prior to the occupation of the last dwellinghouse within the development
hereby permitted. Any trees, shrubs, or areas of grass which die, are removed,
damaged, or become diseased within two years of the completion of the development,
shall be replaced within the following year with others of a similar size and species.

Reason: To ensure that the required landscaping does not fail to be established
through damage or neglect.

13. The scheme of landscaping approved in terms of conditions 12 and 13 above and
coloured green on the approved plans shall not be altered or removed without the prior
written agreement of the Planning Authority.

Reason: To ensure that the landscaping scheme is retained on site in the interests of
the visual amenity of the wider rural area.
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14. That core path 302 and right of way SM052, that follow the line of the access track
which passes through the middle of the site, must be maintained in a passable
condition at all times.

Reason: In order to maintain the public right of way.

15. That before any development starts on site a scheme of improvements to the
private access track, including improvements to the surrounding roads/verges
and the relocation and improvement of the access and the inclusion of passing
places and road widening, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Planning Authority.

Reason: To allow the Planning Authority to consider these details.

16. That before either of the dwellinghouses hereby approved are occupied the scheme of
access improvements approved under the terms of condition (15) above shall be
completed to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority.

Reason: To ensure satisfactory vehicle access to the site.

17. That within 4 weeks of the development hereby permitted being occupied a Notice of
Completion shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority.

Reason: To monitor the development, to enable the Planning Authority to retain
effective control.
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Background Papers:

Consultation Responses:

Transportation
Environmental Health (including Pollution Control) 281h February 2011
Greenspace 28th March 2011

Contact Information:

Any person wishing to inspect these documents should contact Mr Edward McLennaghan at
01698 274113

Report Date:

3011, June 2011
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APPLICATION NO. 11/00036!FUL

REPORT

1. Site Description

1.1 The application site is part of Netherhall Farm including the site of the farm house and
steading and an area of land to the south. The site is situated to the south east of
Allanton with access from the site onto Dura Road. Netherhall Farm is a traditionalU−shaped

farm steading comprising a one and a half storey main house with single
storey attached outbuildings which have been converted and incorporated as part of
the existing farmhouse. The site is relatively flat and is surrounded by agricultural
land on all sides.

2. Proposed Development

2.1 Planning permission is sought for the erection of two detached dwellings on the land
to the south of the existing farm steading. The proposed dwellings are L− shaped
principally one and a half storey in height (7.4 metres) with a single storey wing.
Each dwelling has its own off street parking with access taken from the private farm
track leading to Dura road. The layout of both plots is fairly extensive and both
include large garden areas to the rear.

3. Applicant's Supporting Information

3.1 The applicant has submitted detailed plans of the proposed dwellings and 3D
modelling of the proposed cluster to demonstrate its overall scale and impact in terms
of the existing principal property.

4. Site History

4.1 Application 97/10021/OUT Rehabilitation of Existing Derelict Farmhouse. Approved
2711, March 1997.

4.2 Application 98/00372/REM Rehabilitation and Alterations to Derelict Farmhouse.
Approved 141h April 1998.

4.3 Application 09/01334/FUL Erection of 4 No. Dwellinghouse. Withdrawn 11th March
2010.

5. Development Plan

5.1 The site is zoned as ENV 8 (Rural Investment Areas) in the Southern Area local Plan
2008.

5.2 The application site is zoned as NBE 38 Assessing Development in the Rural
Investment Area in the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan 2009

6. Consultations

6.1 A summary of the comments received from the consultees are asfollows:−i)

Transportation has indicated that

ii) Greenspace Services requested that ecological surveys be provided if any
buildings or trees were proposed to be removed as part of the development.
Given that the proposals do not involve the removal of any buildings or trees
Greenspace are content that no additional surveys are required in this
instance and have no objection to the proposed development.
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iii) Protective Services have no objection subject to the submission of a site
investigation report.

7.1

8.

Representations

Following the standard neighbour notification process and newspaper advertisement,
no letters of representation have been received.

Planning Assessment

8.1 In accordance with Section 25 of Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997,
planning decisions must be made in accordance with development plan unless
material considerations indicate otherwise. The application raises no strategic issues;
it can therefore be assessed in terms of the development plan policies. In the
Southern Area local Plan 2008 the site is covered by policy ENV 8 (Development in
the Rural Investment Area). Policies HSG11 (Housing in the Greenbelt and
Countryside) and TR 13 (Assessing the Transport Implications of Development) are
also relevant. In the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan FDNLLP the site is
zoned as NBE 3B Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area with the
associated Supplementary Planning Guidance 08 (Development in the Rural
Investment Area) also relevant. Both the FDNLLP and the approved SPG 08 are now
material considerations in the assessment of such cluster developments.

Adopted Local Plan:

8.2 Policy ENV8 states that the Council will not normally permit development other than
that directly associated with an appropriate rural use. The associated text outlines
that any proposed development will require to be justified in terms of various criteria
including:− economic benefit, specific locational need, infrastructure implications, and
environmental impact. The proposed development fails to meet the criteria above as
it proposes the erection of 2 new dwellings in the countryside without adequate
justification in terms of the criteria listed above. The proposed development is
therefore contrary to policy ENV 8.

8.3 Policy HSG 11 (Housing in
dwellings in the Countryside,
accordance with the criteria
contrary to policy HSG 11.

the Greenbelt and Countryside) provides scope for
but only where there is a proven operational need in

set out in policy ENV8. The proposed development is

8.4 Policy TRI3 requires assessment of the proposal against various criteria
including: the level of traffic generated and its impact on the road network and
provisions made for access, parking and vehicle manoeuvring. Transportation
has recommended refusal of the proposed development given the substandard
nature of the access and visibility. The proposed development provides
adequate off street parking and turning facilities and conditions are
recommended regarding improvements to the surrounding roads/verges and
the relocation and improvement of the access. The access will be repositioned
and the inclusion of passing places and road widening are recommended by
attached conditions. Therefore, although the proposal is not considered to be
completely in accordance with Policy TRI3, I consider the access
arrangements to be acceptable at this site.

Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan

8.5 The application site is zoned as NBE 38 Assessing Development in the Rural
Investment Area in the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan 2009. This policy
seeks to protect the character of and to promote development in Rural Investment
Areas through restricting development to acceptable types. There is a general
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presumption in favour of granting planning permission for new dwellings in the RIA if
they:−Enhance

an existing cluster of development and are acceptable in terms of
design, scale and countryside integration.

ii) Enhance the natural heritage value of the site (new planting, removal of
intrusive features)

iii) Respect the natural boundaries (road, hedge, tree line, watercourse) and
include works to reinforce and enhance boundaries and buffers.

In addition the proposals are required to be assessed against the criteria outlined in
the related SPG 08 "Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area".

8.6 The proposed development is located at a steading which is a recognised building
cluster in terms of the criteria contained in section F of SPG 08. The building is
considered a cluster by virtue of the original dwelling and the two attached
outbuildings which have been converted and form part of the main dwelling. The
proposed new dwellings are closely grouped together and will form a tight building
group adjacent to the principle dwelling of Netherhall Farm. The size, configuration
and design of the buildings proposed by the applicant are considered to be of a
design appropriate for the rural area and are in keeping with the guidance contained
in SPG 08. A condition is proposed to secure the use of appropriate materials. The
proposed dwellings should be finished in stone with white render, slate or slate
substitute tile roof with, timber windows and doors. The proposed housing designs
are of a simple U−shape form with simple traditional detailing and are appropriate to
the rural setting and will integrate well in the countryside location. The new
development has a clear relationship to the principal building within the building
cluster, with a replication of the existing building layout.

8.7 Section 1.4 of SPG 08 states that "any new development proposals should relate to
the existing building footprint and the need to create a sense of enclosure and
space." The scheme as submitted achieves this aim with the two dwellings located
close together replicating the footprint and form of the existing steading building and
have a clear relationship with each other and the principal dwelling within the
proposed building cluster.

8.8 Section 1.5 of SPG 08 requires any new development to be located within a 50 metre
radius development footprint (aka the circle of opportunity). Both the proposed
dwellings are located within the 50m radius of the existing steading thus will not be
seen in isolation but rather as part of the existing building cluster. The proposed
development is accommodated within the circle of opportunity with the ratio of built to
un−built land being no more than 40% of the total area which also complies with the
criteria of SPG 08.

8.9 Section 1.6 of SPG 08 clearly advocates the creation of courtyard forms, this is
achieved by the proposed development of the two dwellings to the south which
replicate the existing courtyard form of Netherhall Farm by creating a matchingU−shape

form creating a sense of enclosure within the cluster.

8.10 Policy NBE 3B requires that any development should result in an enhancement of the
RIA landscape through extensive boundary planting to settle the development into the
landscape setting. The applicant has provided an indicative structural landscaping
scheme to the western and southern edges of the site to allow the development to be
integrated into the landscape. Conditions are proposed requiring submission of full
details of and to secure the implementation of the structural planting. The buildings
will be screened from the principle views by the proposed landscape buffer. It should
also be noted that the only public view to this development is a distant one from Dura
Road.
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8.11 The development is accessed from an existing private access road. The form and
location of the car parking and manoeuvring areas for the proposed dwellings
complies with the guidance at section 0 of SPG 08 and at 200% in curtilage car
parking provision also meets the Council's current transportation guidance. A
condition is recommended to secure that he surface material for any hard standing
areas will be rural in character e.g. gravel, with the standard distance from the public
road in a suitable hard surface material e.g. tarmac and a condition is recommended
to achieve this.

8.11 The FDNLLP also requires proposed developments to be assessed against policies
DSP 1 (Amount of Development), DSP 2 (Location of Development), DSP 3 (Impact
of Development) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development). The proposed development is
considered to accord with policy DSP 1 as the number of units accord with that
stipulated in both policy NBE 3B and the associated SPG 08. The development
accords with policy DSP 2 in that it is located in the rural investment area in the
location of an established cluster outlined in SPG 08. The proposals are considered
to accord with policy DSP 3 as the impact of the development is considered
acceptable and will result in the improvement of the rural investment area by
incorporating a high quality design of development and additional structural planting.
Furthermore the proposed development would enhance the visual amenity of the
wider area. With respect to policy DSP 4 it is considered that the proposed design of
the dwellings are such that they will satisfactorily integrate with the countryside and
as such accord with policy DSP 4. As such, the proposal accords with the emerging
local plan.

Consultations:

8.12 The consultation response received from Transportation and their concerns
regarding the proposed development are noted. However the policies
contained in the NLLP and SPG 08 allow for new housing in such rural
locations. Notwithstanding the principle of Transportation's opposition to
access from a remote rural road, the access and parking arrangements for the
individual houses proposed is acceptable as detailed in paragraphs 8.9 above.
In general, the remaining consultation responses received offer no objections
and all issues raised can be addressed by suitable planning conditions and
submission of further details.

9. Conclusions

9.1 To conclude, the proposed development is contrary to both policies ENV 8 and HSG
11 of the Southern Area local Plan 2008, however the emerging North Lanarkshire
Local Plan and its approved supplementary planning guidance SP 08 "Development
in the Rural Investment Area" are given significant weight in this instance given the
age of the current development plan and its alignment with current national planning
guidance on development in the rural area. The development is considered to comply
with the policy requirements of the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan and
the approved SPG 08. The proposed development is therefore considered an
acceptable departure from the adopted local plan and is recommended for approval
subject to the conditions above.
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t O Introduction

This short statement has been prepared in order to highlight pertinent policies within Supplementary
Planning Guidance Note Ref. SPG.08 (assessing development within the rural investment area) and
outline our case for approval based on these.

2.0 Rural Investment Area

2.1 Types of acceptable development

Section Bi of SPG.08 states that up to 4 additional housing units can be considered appropriate
within the rural investment area when extending an existing cluster of buildings around an original
farm house. The existing situation comprises an original farm house (Netherhall farm) and 2 new
dwellings adjacent (given consent in 2011, reference 1 1/00036/FUL and now complete and
occupied). This provides an opportunity for 2 additional new dwellings within the cluster.

We contend that the 2 dwellings given consent in 2011 form a distinct precedent as it has already
been deemed appropriate to extend the original farm cluster.

2 new dwellings given consent in 2011 from entrance to Netherhall Farm
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2.2 impact Criteria

We feel that we comply fully with Section B2 of SPG.08 and that the proposed new dwellings would
enhance the existing cluster. The new houses have been designed in order to form a dialogue with
the existing buildings in terms of scale, massing, design and in order to form a coherent overall group
of buildings by lining new facades through with the original farmhouse and by respecting natural
boundaries. Additional natural hedgerows and small areas of stone walling have also been proposed.

The proposed site is not prime agricultural land (classes 1,2 or 3.1).
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3.0 Clusters

3.1 Development Within Existing Clusters

Section C of SPG.08 states that new development should be located within an existing cluster of
buildings or farm steading groups and not isolated in open countryside. We feel that we can
demonstrate compliance with this.

3.2 Defining a Cluster

Section F of SPG.08 states that a cluster should form a group of buildings located mostly within a
lOOM diameter circle (section G further notes that it is acceptable to have 85% of building footprint
contained within this circle —we have based our design on this with less than 15% of the new
proposed footprint outwith the lOOM diameter cluster).

Section G further outlines potential extension options for given cluster examples, the emphasis being
on the formation of distinct coherent groups of buildings rather than sporadic unrelated development.
Section F mentions that cluster buildings should be grouped within C or U shaped formations. We feel
that we have complied with the spirit of this and have tried to form a visual dialogue between all of the
buildings within the cluster.
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4.0 Detailed Design Issues

4.1 Location

The choice of location has been taken to try to form the best visual arrangement with the existing
cluster buildings but also to minimise the visual impact of the new buildings. The proposed buildings
are not isolated and are visually connected to an existing grouping but also the retention of many of
the existing mature trees will help to shelter and visually minimise the bulk of the new houses and
help settle them into the landscape context.
Drainage and water throughout the site can be easily managed via existing watercourses.

..D.(

The site looking to the West − the existing trees and hedgerow should help to sensitively position the houses
within the landscape.
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4.2 Form

Section K of SPG.08 requires that new dwellings should reflect the scale of traditional vernacular
buildings with a compact plan width and avoid suburban sprawling features. They should be of 1.5
storey design with simple detailing and materials which are sympathetic to the local vernacular.

We have formed a traditional 1.5 storey design with a compact plan width, of similar width to the
majority of Netherhall farm and also similar width to the existing 2 new−build dwellings within the
cluster. The roof pitch and type is typical of the local vernacular. The proposed massing also includes
some single and some one and a half storey elements in order to reduce perceived scale and break
up the massing into smaller more typical vernacular elements.

The C−shaped form of the 2 proposed buildings has been designed primarily to relate to the existing
farmhouse but should also offer an element of shelter.

By keeping most of the existing hedgerow (including hedgerow forming the existing roadside
boundary) and providing more we feel that the houses will feel private and rooted within the local
landscape and have minimal visual impact from the road.

Netherhall Farm − existing single and 1.5 storey massing
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4.3 Window Proportions! Materials and Detailing

We feel that we fully comply with section N and 0 of SPG.08 including by the use of dormer windows
as these are already evident within the existing cluster. Detailing and materials are fully consistent
with the local vernacular. When designed in detail the dwellings will require under current building
regulations to be airtight, energy efficient and to provide sufficient natural light.

PLOT 2: PROPOSED E.

4.4 Access and Car Parking

We propose to move the existing entrance to the site but to replicate/ replant the existing boundary
with indigenous hedgerow plants.

Parking has been positioned behind the existing mature hedgerow on the boundary with the road
which should effectively screen all parking spaces from the road.

PLOT 2: PROPOSED SOUTH ELEVATION 1:100
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4.5 Landscape Assessment and Integration

We feel that the location of the proposed dwellings near existing mature trees and existing/ new
hedgerows will integrate the development well and sensitively within the existing landscape.

With regard to orientation for maximum solar gain, given the location of the existing buildings and
seeking to maximise integration within the cluster we felt that it would not be appropriate in this
context to site the new houses further to the North and provide private gardens and orientate the main
spaces and larger areas of glazing towards the South (which is the side adjacent to the road). Also
given the main views are to the North it seems only sensible to orientate the main rooms, main areas
of glazing and private rear garden areas to the North. Any other arrangement we feel would have
created a very odd arrangement of house to garden and result in loss of privacy and loss of cohesion
within the cluster. We have therefore not orientated the houses for maximum solar gain in this
instance although we feel that this is not possible in all locations and that we have good grounds for
proposing this.

4.6 Biodiversity

By retention of the majority of the existing trees/ hedgerows and provision of extensive new
indigenous hedgerow planting we feel that biodiversity will not be unduly compromised as a result of
the development.

We do not believe at this point that the scheme would impact on any designated site or protected
species although this has not been verified by a qualified ecologist. It has been presumed that any
requirement to do this if necessary will be met as part of the application process.
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INTRODUCTION
1. The countryside is a valuable asset to the people of
North Lanarkshire for the visual amenity it provides as
well as the opportunities for both formal and informal
recreation. It covers 31,424 Ha of the land area of North
Lanarkshire with 16,543 Ha designated as Green Belt
where restrictive planning policies apply with a further
14,881 Ha designated as Rural Investment Area (RIA)
where more permissive development policies apply. It
contains a variety of land uses, including agriculture,
grazing, recreation, housing and businesses, and is an
area where many changes are currently taking place.
Increasingly these changes require to be carefully
managed to safeguard the areas character and
population.

2. This leaflet addresses issues in the Rural Investment
Area, providing detailed advice to supplement the policies
for development and land use as set out in the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan. There are separate and distinct
leaflets for Development in the Green Belt (SPG 07),
Landscaping (SPG 01) and Biodiversity and Development
(SPG 20)

. : . : . . . I . .

.. .,.

....

CONTENTS The latest Supplementary Planning Guidance can be
found online at:− www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklspg

A Policy Context p.02 L Equestrian Development
B RIA Boundary & Settlements p.03 M Design Issues for the Conversion of Buildings
C Key Issues for Development in the RIA p.04 N Window Proportions
D Agricultural Permitted Development (APD) p.06 0 Material and Detailing
E Control of APD p.06 P Access and Car Parking

F What is a Building Cluster? p.07 Q Landscape−Assessment and Integration
G Development Options in a Building Cluster p.08 R Biodiversity Assessment and Mitigation
H New Dwellings & House Extensions p.10 S Other Consents You May Need
I Conversion and Reuse of Rural Buildings p.10 T Sources of Further Guidance
J Building Cluster Locations in the RIA p.11 U Contact Details
K Key Design Requirements for New Buildings p.12 V Development Checklist

p.14
p.15
p.17
p.18
p.20

p.21
p.22
p.23
p.23
p.23
p.24

The rural character of the RIA − hero North of Green gairs − needs to be retained
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A. POLICY CONTEXT
1 The following Rural Investment Area Policy NBE 3B was incorporated in the Finalised
Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan approved by the Council on the 27th of November
2008, the policy complies in full with the Scottish Planning Policy of February 2010. This
document represents the Supplementary Guidance referred to in Policy NBE 3B.

2. Planningapplica−tions
will need to

demonstrate − through
the design and written
submissions −compli−ance

with all these key
tests where they are
appropriate to the
particular situation.
They also need to
demonstrate how the
rural character will be
retained and enhanced

− as set out in thisguid−ance.

Other relevant Scottish
Government and Local
Plan Policies also need
to be complied with.

See paras 159−164 of
the Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP).

Other relevant policies
within the Local Plan
include:−Policy

DSP.4 Quality of
Design (see SPG.15)

NB SPG. 08 Assessing
Development in the
Rural Investment Area is
a material consideration
in determining
applications for planning
permission.
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B. RIA BOUNDARY & SETTLEMENTS
1. The map below shows the extent of the Rural Investment Area within North
Lanarkshire in comparison to the Green Belt. It also indicates the settlements which are
located in the Rural Investment Area which constitute the centre for public services and
facilities for the dispersed rural communities.

Regional Scenic Area

AThis map is based upon Ordnance Survey
material with the permission of Ordnance Survey
on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office 0 Crown copyright. Unauthorised 00.51 2 3 4 5 Km
reproduction infringes Crown copyright, and may
lead to prosecution or civil proceedings
North Lanarlvshire Council 100023396 2009 Page 37 of 247



C. KEY ISSUES FOR DEVELOPMENT IN THE R.I.A.

Supported Housing, Berwickshire,
Oliver Chapman Architects

/

.J 1ITTEJ

Affordable Housing, Berwickshire Private dwelling, Speyside,
Oliver Chapman Architects Malcolm Fraser Architects

1. Unlike the Green Belt, there is no presumption against the granting of planning
permission for new development in the Rural Investment Area (RIA). However, this is
qualified by the requirement for new development to be located within an existing cluster
of buildings or farm steading groups (see Section H below). Isolated developments in the
open countryside are not acceptable under Policy NBE 3B.

2. The Council does not consider it appropriate to grant
planning permission in principle (PPP), but will in allcas−es

require a full detailed planning application to ensure
that all of the requirements of this guidance have been
met. The need for a full range of information at the time of
application − as opposed to granting approval butsub−ject

to conditions − is important as officers of the Council
need to have sufficient information to assess whether the
development (architectural plans) and the development
setting (landscape plans) have been well considered and
whether the criteria set out in this guidance have been
complied with. This cannot be properly done with a PPP
application.

3. In addition to arresting the depopulation of the RIA this
guidance is also seeking to promote increased
commercial and employment generating uses in the RIA
to aid farm diversification and to attract investment into
the countryside (see Section M). However, these
commercial and employment uses must be carefully
located and designed to enhance the environmental
landscape of the RIA. The landscape geology and
topography of the RIA is such that commercial operations
such as open−cast mining, quarrying and renewable
energy developments are acceptable uses which,
because of their impact, have required there own specific
supplementary guidance documents.
(see SPG 11 Minerals Development and SPG 12Assess−ing

Wind Farm Developments)

Landscape of the RIA in North Lanarkshire can include farm buildings, wind turbines, and agricultural land.

4 Contemporary design can help private dwellings or farm steadings fit in − using mature trees to provide scale and shelterPage 38 of 247



4. Occupancy conditions will not be applied in the Rural
Investment Area in an effort to arrest the decline in the
rural population through household growth. This is a step
change from the previous policy which required all new
developments to be justified on the basis of a specific
locational need tied to a limited set of acceptable uses in
the countryside. In effect new development can be sold
on the open market thereby increasing the opportunity to
increase inward migration to the RIA and help to stabilise
rural populations and secure the thresholds required to
maintain rural services.

5. New development should not however prejudice
landscape character, or environmental and biodiversity
features. It should meet the Council's design and
environmental performance standards as detailed in
Sections Kto 0 of this guidance document. In seeking
to promote new development in the R.I.A the Council's
primary objective is to achieve betterment in the character
of the local environment through the requirement for all
new development to have a positive impact on the local
landscape through extensive structural landscaping and
sensitive siting of development (see Sections M and N
and separate Landscaping S.G). This requirementsup−ports

the actions required to improve the environmental
quality of the RIA as set out in the Structure Plan.

−

Analysing the character of the agricultural land or local buildings or walls can help set the rural landscape context.

Traditional buildings can be reused − whether with a contemporary extension or as a private dwelling

Private dwelling, Speyside,
Malcolm Fraser Architects

Farm steading in the PIA, North LanarkshireFarm steading in the RIA, North Lanarkshire
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D. AGRICULTURAL PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT

Traditional farm buildings are grouped around a yard and are flexible in use.

1. For certain types of Permitted Development there is a
"Prior Approval" procedure (with a fee) which you must
follow. The types of development covered by this "Prior
Approval" procedure are:
a) New or significantly altered or extended agricultural

and forestry buildings.
b) Agricultural and forestry roads, certain excavations or

waste deposits or the placing or assembly of fish tanks.

3. The Council has 28 days to determine if it wishes to
give approval to details of the development prior to its
construction. If the Council does not wish to give approval
you will be notified within the 28 day period. If the Council
does wish to give approval it has 8 weeks from there−ceipt

of the submitted details to issue its decision. A form
setting out the information required may be obtained from
the Planning Service. (see contacts on page 19)

2. You must notify the Council with the following details
which will normally be requested on a location plan showing:
a) the siting design and external appearance of

agricultural or forestry buildings,
b) the siting and means of construction of a private road,
c) the siting and excavations or waste deposits within an

area exceeding 0.5 hectare,
d) the siting and appearance of fish tanks.

4. The Council will require prior approval of all such
details in the Clyde Valley Area of Great Landscape
Value (A.G.L.V.) and where proposals would affect sites
of Nature Conservation Value (SAC's, SPA's, SSSI's and
SINC's as shown on the N.L.L.P Proposals Map) or other
sensitive areas.

5. Proposals in other areas will be examined on their
individual merits but prior approval will always be required
where a proposal is likely to have a significant impact on
its surroundings. For design considerations (see Section
Q. If you are in doubt whether this procedure applies to
you, a Planning officer can advise you.

E. CONTROL OF AGRICULTURAL PD

S

Agricultural buildings in North Lanarkshire can have diverse uses − from modern farm sheds to storage.

1. Landowners seeking to convert existing non domestic
buildings in the RIA to domestic use need to explain why
the buildings are functionally obsolete.

2. Landowners will not be allowed to declare existing
functional buildings obsolete in order to develop them for
domestic use and then seek to develop new/replacement
functional buildings elsewhere within their landholdings/
farm unit as this would result in a proliferation of buildings

in the landscape and would have a negative
6 impact on the open character of the RIA.

3. The Council will therefore examine proposed changes
of use of agricultural buildings to dwellings withparticu−lar

care. Where consent is granted for the conversion of
agricultural buildings to a non−agricultural use, the Council
may consider withdrawing agricultural permitteddevelop−ment

rights which allow construction of new functional farm
buildings through the imposition of a legal agreement. This
will be appropriate where the conversion would result in the
need for replacement agricultural buildings which would
have an adverse effect on the landscape through theprolif−eration

of development in the open landscape.Page 40 of 247



F. WHAT IS A BUILDING CLUSTER

1. The National Planning Guidance upon which this guidance is based (PAN 72) advocates
the siting of new development in the RIA within or adjacent to an existing building cluster.
However, the national guidance does not define a building cluster and leaves each Planning
Authority free to provide its own definition. In an effort to define what constitutes a building
cluster officers of the Council assessed every building and building group in the RIA to
arrive at a defintion as to what constitutes a building cluster in North Lanarkshire.

All illustrations are intended
as general guidance only

2. Having examined over 100 existing farm steadings and to and from the farm steading. It is felt that these historic
building groups within the RIA the average number of factors are still valid today as they reflect the tradition of
buildings within a building cluster is five. A building cluster development in the landscape. In seeking to promote new
in North Lanarkshire comprises a residential property and development in the RIA the Council wishes to maintain the
associated agricultural outbuildings (see photographs open character of the landscape. As such this guidance
and plans overleaf). The buildings are closely grouped seeks to maintain existing patterns of development within
together within an average building footprint diameter of the RIA. Any proposals for new building clusters must
some 100 metres. Buildings are traditionally grouped at have a minimum separation distance of 1,000 metres from
right angles to each other to form a U or C block creating an existing building cluster.
a courtyard providing shelter from the wind and allowing 4. The overall intent of Policy NBE 3B is to focusdevel−supervision

of the buildings from the principle dwelling.
opment towards the recognised building clusters (seeThe ratio of built to unbuilt land within the average building Section J), as this minimises the impact on the landscape,cluster footprint should not exceed 40 %.

3. Analysis of the spread of built development within the
R.I.A also indicated that each recognised building cluster
or farm steading group also has an average separation
distance from the next building cluster. This separation
distance relates to historic factors such as the average
size of the farm unit and the movement of farm machinery

secures environmental improvements to the setting of
existing buildings and allows new development to connect
with existing infrastructures and services. Proposals for
non−residential use may be acceptable outwith recognised
building clusters dependant upon the nature of thepro−posed

use and the impact of the buildings on thecharac−ter
of the RIA (see Section M).

These domestic building clusters in North Lanarkshire need mature planting to integrate.. Atypical farm building cluster in North Lanarkshire

Farm building clusters benefit from the right location for shelter and trees to provide scale. This domestic building cluster needs planting

Daviesdyke FarmEaster Glentore FarmBogside Farm Duntil/and Farm
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G. DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS IN A BUILDING CLUSTER

Barnhill Farm Blacktongue Farm East Mains Holding
1. The images on these pages indicate typical farm steading building clusters in North
Lanarkshire. The images show the figure−ground plans of all of the buildings within a
cluster. Buildings within a cluster are highlighted in white. The farm−houses are coloured
in black. The average development footprint of a 50 metre radius has also beensuper−imposed

on the plan.

2. The intent of this guidance is to illustrate the type and
form of development that would be appropriate (in green)
within a building cluster or farm steading group and that
which would not (in red). The starting point for an assessment
of the development potential of the building cluster is to
determine the building footprint. This will establish a
benchmark against which new proposals will be measured.

3. If the non−residential buildings are functionally obsolete
the preference is for stone buildings to be retained and
refurbished for residential or commercial use with minor
extensions used to achieve modern living standards. The
structural condition of the buildings will determine whether
they are capable of refurbishment (see Section Q.

4. In addition, new buildings need to respect thetradi−tional
building form and layout by being located to provide

enclosure and shelter − typically by being placed at right
angles to the principle residential development so as to
replicate courtyard forms (see Section M). Ideally with
large mature trees providing scale to the cluster.

0

5. All new development must be substantially contained
within the 50 metre radius development footprint so as
to avoid proliferation of development out into the wider
landscape. As long as the majority of the building footprint
(85% plus) is contained within the average radius then
part of the building and associated private open space
can be accommodated outwith this area (as long as it
complies with Section M which emphasises the need for
containment).

6. If the non−residential buildings are of no architectural
merit then their floor area can be used to determine the
appropriate thresholds for any new development. Any
new development proposals should relate to the existing
building footprint and the need to create a sense of
enclosure and place. The massing and height of the
structures to be replaced will also provide a guide as
to the form and massing of the new development e.g.
maximum ridge heights and mature trees will dictate the
number of storeys in any replacement building.

Contemporary additions to a traditional farm house or steading need to provide shelter and fit in terms of scale and ridge height

East Mains Holding

East Redmire Farm

Barnhill Farm Blacktongue Farm East Redmire Farm
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G... DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS IN A BUILDING CLUSTER ... /2
All illustrations are intended as general guidance only
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H. NEW DWELLINGS & HOUSE EXTENSIONS
1. There is a general presumption in favour of granting planning permission for new
dwellings in the R.l.A if they are:
(a) sensitively located within or adjacent to an existing building cluster and
(b) designed in such a way as to respect the local building form and detail.
Isolated developments insensitively located and of poor design will not be supported and
will be regarded as being contrary to Policy N B E 3B.

2. New dwellings need to be carefully grouped so as not
to prejudice landscape character, or quality, or sitefea−tures

or mature planting, and should meet NorthLanark−shire
Council's standards for environmental performance.

3. Extensions to dwellings in the RIA are generally
acceptable provided that their size and scale does not
prejudice the open character of the surrounding
countryside and the design is consistent with the
character and scale of the existing building group.

A

4. As a general guideline, the Council considers that an
extension or succession of extensions which increase the
original floorspace of the house by more that 30% are
likely to form an intrusive feature in the landscape and
prejudice the integrity and original scale of the dwelling.

5. Because of the likely visual impact of a new dwelling in
the countryside, the Council does not consider itappropri−ate

to grant planning permission in principle consent, but
will in all cases require a full detailed planning application.

Additions which respect the scale, character and materials can help a traditional farm house or steading become contemporary

I. CONVERSION AND R E U S E OF RURAL BUILDINGS
1. The Council will examine proposed changes of use of agricultural buildings to dwellings
with particular care. Where consent is granted for the conversion of agricultural buildings
to a non−agricultural use, the Council may consider imposing a condition on the farm unit
withdrawing agricultural permitted development rights so as control the construction of any
new farm buildings(see Chapters D and Q.

Conversion is likely to be Conversion is not likely to beappro−appropriate
where: priate where:

1. The building is functionally obsolete. 1. The proposal fails to maintain or enhance
2. The form, massing and general design of the buildings the wider landscape setting.

are in keeping with their surroundings.
3. The re−use of the building will not prejudice the extensions which are inappropriate in scale and

purposes, open character and visual amenity
of the RIA. 3. The proposal alters essential elements such as walls

4. The proposals are set within the context of the farm/
steading unit and will maintain and enhance the wider stone steps and flagstones.
landscape setting and site features (see Section J). 4. The proposal introduces

5. Proposals seek to improve the external appearance exposed parking areas, garages, storage areas,
of the building, especially in conjunction with any
necessary structural changes, in order to contribute to
the visual amenity of the RIA. 5. The proposal would result in unacceptable levels of

6. The proposed use can be accommodated within the traffic on local roads, noise or other unacceptable
existing structure of the building, without major change adverse environmental impacts.
or extension (e.g. less than 30%).

7. In traditional buildings, the proposal retains essential and satisfactory mitigating measures
features such as openings, walls and roofs. cannot be achieved.

8. The original character of the rural setting around
10 the building is maintained and enhanced.

2. The proposed use requires construction of large scale

design in relation to the existing building (eg over 30%).

,openings, roofs and individual characteristics such as

urban clutter' such as

sheds, washing lines or new driveways which would be
visible in the wider landscape.

6. The building is within an area of flood risk
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J. BUILDING CLUSTER LOCATIONS IN THE R.I.A
1. The map below shows the spread of building clusters within the RIA. The number and
location of the building clusters reflects traditional farming units and as such provides an
equitable distribution of development opportunity in the RIA. This developmentopportu−nity

provides an economic up−lift to landowners thereby aiding rural
diversification whilst satisfying the demand for rural housing from the indigenous
population and also commuters. ,These factors seek to arrest rural de−population.

uilding Clusters

ent Areas

N

I I I
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K. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW BUILDINGS
Agricultural Buildings

− •. ...• .

Typical North Lanarkshire stone farm buildings and steading groups provide design clues for new development
1. Agricultural buildings are an integral part of the landscape. Well designed and located
structures can enhance the visual amenity of the area. Conversely, poor siting and design
can have an adverse impact on the appearance of the countryside. Below are somede−sign

objectives to facilitate the integration of new agricultural buildings into the landscape.

2. Roofs in new agricultural buildings often have a wide
span and shallow pitch which make them prominent in the
landscape. Dark colours should therefore be used such as
sombre greens, blues and browns. Avoid reflectivemateri−als.

Timber cladding should, if used, be dark stained.

3. Making roofs darker than walls and keeping the eaves
simple and as traditional as possible will help reduce
the perceived mass of the building. Modern "box eaves"
should be avoided.

4. Roof lights often form very visible features. They should
be avoided unless functionally essential and are best
finished flush.

5. Proposals should include measures to prevent pollution
from animal waste and encourage re−use of grey water.

Commercial & Business Premises

6. Where walls are especially noticable in the landscape,
they should be suitably rendered or appropriately clad,
rather than left as exposed concrete block. Dark plastic
U.P.V.0 guttering and down−pipes are acceptable as they
help to provide relief and shadow.

7. Storage areas and fuel tanks may be necessary.
Choose locations well screened from view either byexist−ing

or proposed buildings or by trees and hedgerows.

8. The existing landscape should be enhanced so that
new buildings "fit in" rather than clutter the countryside.

9. Once construction is complete, regrade any disturbed
soil to blend with the existing landform, restore the top−soil
and re−seed.

Loch Lomond National Park Offices New commercial business, Port of Monteith
Page & Park Architects

1. New commercial and business premises may vary in
scale. However, in general their siting and design has
much in common with new agricultural buildings. Thefol−lowing

issues are of particular note to applicants:

2. In those cases where the nature of the activity to be
housed will result in a building of a different character, the
advice relating to landscape setting and site features are
very important.

3. External materials and detailing should be sympathetic
to the vernacular which here consists of stone,

12 timber, corrugated steel, slate and slate substitute.

4. The design of the building should seek to minimise
its scale and bulk in order to reduce its impact upon the
appearance of the surrounding landscape. Careful siting
and location is critical.

5. Businesses must be established for a minimum of 3
years prior to the consideration of a permanent dwelling,
18 months for a temporary dwelling, and such dwellings
will be legally tied to the operation of the business via a
Section 75 Agreement. In such circumstances, the criteria
in Section.G will also be applied.

Bute Recycling Centre
Collective Architecture
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K. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW B U I L D I N G S . /2
Dwellings Al l i l lustrations are in tended as genera l gu idance only

p.

"

TYPICAL HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT of a FARM STEADING

1. Traditional rural dwellings in North Lanarkshire are
usually small in scale with a compact floor plan reflecting
their historical origins as dwellings for agricultural workers
or for those working in other traditional industries. The
following issues are of particular note to applicants:

2. New dwellings should reflect the traditional scale of the
vernacular buildings. Proposals should avoid sprawling
layouts that are more appropriate to urban and suburban
areas, and which could adversly affect the open,
un−developed nature of the countryside.

3. Unless surrounding properties provide a unique context
dwellings rarely exceed 2 stories in height, and aretradi−tionally

one storey and a half with dormer windows.

−

4. Roofs are frequently of a narrow width, usually pitched
and often slated.

5. Older dwellings are usually built of natural materials.
These may vary from sandstone and ashlar to harling or
roughcast. New dwellings should use materials that
sympathise with the local traditions.

6. Traditional detailing includes dressed stone to
doorways and windows, and crow−stepped gabledetail−ing.

Detailing should reflect local traditions. Simple robust
detailing is usually most appropriate.

Appropriate Dwelling Forms (Suitable scale, rural in character)
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Inappropriate Dwelling Forms (Excessively large, suburban in character)
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L. EQUESTRIAN DEVELOPMENT

1. The keeping and riding of horses is a popular pastime
but one which, through the erection of stables, fences,
jumps and the like, can have a significant impact on the
character and appearance of the countryside. Isolated
developments insensitively located and of poor design will
not be supported and will be regarded as being contrary to
Policy NBE 3B.

2. The Council expects that facilities associated with the
keeping of horses avoid harming the visual amenity and
character of the countryside. In particular stables, jumps,
fences, access gates, hard standings, lighting, parked
vehicles, schooling areas and the like need to be carefully
located, well landscaped and built in materials which help
them "fit in" and make them unobtrusive features in the
landscape. The Council will resist such intrusive elements
unless they are well integrated into the rural landscape.

Siting
1. Facilities should avoid sky−line locations and any other
prominent sites which are highly visible from publicfoot−paths

and roads.
2. Stables and ancillary structures of two or more adjacent
facilities should be grouped into clusters, preferably in field
corners, using mature planting to reduce their visual impact.
3. Proposals which require long or visually intrusive access
roads will be resisted especially where proposals requirehard−surface

tracks. Facilities should be within 15m of the access.
4. Protect new planting from browsing − horses can
browse up to 2 metres over a fence.

Landscaping
1. Applications should also be accompanied bymanage−ment

proposals to ensure that existing and new vegetation
and any features of wildlife interest are properly protected
both during and subsequent to the implementation of the
proposals.
2. Use native trees and hedgerow plants and avoid using
conifers as hedging or screening as these are alien to the
traditional landscape (see SPG 01).
3. Applications will be accompanied by detailed schemes
of planting to help minimise the visual impact of
development.

Fences & Jumps
1. Fencing should be post and rail, a well laid hedge or a well
maintained dry stone wall depending on local characteristics.
2. New fences should be kept to a minimum and normally be
accompanied by new hedgerow planting in native species.
3. Moveable objects such as jumps should be removed
when not in frequent use. This is to minimise

visual impact and damage to grass. Provision
14 for storage should be shown.

Access Points and Hard Standings
1. Avoid the need to create new field access points onto
public roads. Two or more developments can often share
the same gateway.
2. Access points should be located to avoid the need for
visibility splays. Where such access splays are essential,
natural stonewalls or hedgerow planting will be required
(instead of post−and−rail fences) in order to retain a sense
of enclosure.
3. Hard standings and tracks should be suitably surfaced
to minimise their visual impact. Large areas of tarmac and
concrete should be avoided.
4. Particular care is required in the design and material of
gateways to maintain a rustic/rural character.

Stables
1. External materials and colours should be used which
will quickly weather to minimise their impact on theland−scape.

Dark stained timber can be more in keeping with
the landscape than external brick or block work.
2. Wherever possible adopt characteristics of design and
materials of older agricultural buildings in the locality
which are visually attractive.
3. Avoid the temptation to make a bold statement in the
landscape. Too many bold statements will compete
visually to the detriment of the local scene − facilities
should generally be discrete.
4. Buildings are usually best grouped around a yard to
provide shelter. Openings should generally face inwards
to the yard, field or building group. Solid wall areas can
help the character.
5. Using simple roof shapes, details and materials can
enhance the overall design.
6. Consider the needs of humans too! It is better to make
provision for facilities in the stable block than to usecara−vans

and the like as ancillary facilities

further advice is available from British Horse SocietyScot−land
at www.bhsscotland.org.uk and www.bhs.org.uk
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M. DESIGN ISSUES FOR THE C O N V E R S I O N OF BUILDINGS

Restored interior Former school converted to houses

1. The character of traditional farm buildings derives from
their original function as working agricultural buildings.
In general they are simple and unfussy both in form and
detail, which is part of their appeal. Effective conversion
should maintain this simplicity and protect the essential
features and original fabric of the building to be converted.
Retention of solid wall areas and other traditional details
helps.

Structural Survey
1. Conversion proposals should incorporate a full survey
carried out by a structural engineer or other suitablyquali−fied

person to show the current state of the building and
indicate how the proposed conversion can be achieved.
Annotated photos of the existing situation can also assist.
2. The survey should be realistic − neither 'belt & braces"
cautious or without detail. It should analyse any movement,
highlight elements of the building to be retained, repaired or
replaced, the shoring−up necessary whilst works take place
and other protective measures.
3. Elevations, cross sections and longitudinal sections
should be provided at a scale of at least 1:50.
N.B. If the building co//apses at any stage then freshper−mission

may be required.

Identify Essential Character

2. If you are intending to convert or reuse an existingbuild−ing
then you need to address the key issues in this section

when making a planning application. If your application fails
to satisfactorily address these issues, you may be requested
to revise your proposals or, in some cases, the application
may be refused. The Council encourages pre−application
discussions, once sketch proposals have been prepared and
the issues within the guidance have been considered. (See
Contacts on page 23 to make an appointment).

Landscape Setting
1. Applicants need to establish the landscape character
(see p.4 and 5) and use it as a basis for a landscape
strategy for the whole farm steading I unit. The strategy
should enhance the setting and should contribute to the
rural character of the converted buildings in their new use.
2. Traditional farm buildings are generally grouped
together around a yard to provide shelter − often forming
a small cluster or steading which may be visible over a
considerable distance.
3. Large specimen trees and natural hedging usuallycon−tribute

to providing shelter and scale to the setting.
Additional advice on landscaping is provided in SPG 01

1. The character of traditional farm buildings derives from their original function as working
agricultural buildings. In general they are simple both in form and detail, which is part of
their appeal. Effective conversion will maintain this simplicity and protect essential features
and the original fabric of the building to be converted. Retention of solid wall areas helps.

N cT
x / Vl**'
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Conversion possibilities Former School converted to a house
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M. DESIGN ISSUES FOR THE CONVERSION OF BUILDINGS ... /2

Identify Essential Character
Existing Farm Steading
1 A typical farmsteading in North Lanarkshire has been
developed over time Traditionally it takes the form of a
single or one and half storey stone U−block comprising a
dwelling with associated equipment and animal storage
buildings on either side Overall it forms an enclosed and
sheltered courtyard and hardstanding area typically with
a few large specimen trees to provide scale and shelter.

2 The buildings will typically be located within aland−scape
which has matured over time to provide shelter

from the elements and visual screening − so that the
− −

building in integrated well into the landscape.'−−Appropriate

Conversion
1 The image on the right indicates ways in which to − − −
sensitively design a steading conversion

2 The roof line and profile have been maintained through
the use of internal facing flush roof lights Alterations to
the existing openings have been contained within the..−−internal

courtyard as much as possible. New windows •.L.−− H
are of a traditional simple vertical emphasis and style
The mature planting has been retained and enhanced to
protect and screen the b u i l d i n g . '

−
3 The interventions are considered to be
appropriate in that they maintain the rural character of
the building while providing accommodation to meet the
needs of modern lifestyles.

Inappropriate Conversion
1. The image on the right indicates how NOT to
convert a traditional steading.

2. The box dormers do not respect the simple roof line or
profile. The insertion of overlarge horizontal windows on
blank gables harms the solid to void ratio of the building.
The removal of the mature planting exposes the building,
makes it more visible in the landscape, and increases the
perceived scale of the buildings.

3. The interventions are considered to be inappropriate in
that they reduce the integration with the adjoining
countryside and seek to suburbanise the rural character

16
of the building.

x
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N. WINDOW PROPORTIONS

Doors and Windows

All illustrations are intended as general guidance only

Simple traditional forms can echo the agricultural character. There is usually a needto h / , r r /'i ' i7ions and extent of openings

0 , M , M_
1 1 1 1 1 A

−
−

Traditional materials can be used in modern ways to reflect the traditional or agricultural character.

1. In general, agricultural buildings have few windows and
door openings, and those which exist are rarely arranged
symmetrically within an elevation.

4. Where additional floors are to be provided at first floor
level, they should be set back or designed to avoiddis−rupting

the appearance of the existing full height windows.

2. New openings are discouraged, particularly if they face
outwards. The layout and type of accommodation that can
be provided in the converted building may be restricted by
the number and sizes of existing openings.

3. Where additional doors and windows are to beprovid−ed,
they should generally be on the least public face of the

building and should copy existing patterns. Simple robust
frames (timber or metal) will normally be mostappropri−ate

and usually these should be stained or painted in dark
colours to be sympathetic to the surrounding walls.

Window to Wall Ratios
The ratio of window to wall area and the proportions of the
openings are all important to help a building fit in.

5. Where roof lights are needed, they should be themini−mum
necessary. They should be finished flush with the

roof to avoid disruption of the roof line and should be on
the least public face of the building. A large "conservatory
type" section of roof may alternatively work.

6. Barn door openings of substantial proportions are found
on many farm buildings. Full height windows may be
inserted but these usually benefit from being set back into
the opening to maintain the impression of shadow and
depth attached to the original opening. The frames should
be simple, robust and dark stained.

777

7'T,P

Modern rural housing can use traditional materials and forms to fit in Vertical openings usually fit in better than horizontal proportions
Oliver Chapman Architects Rural Design Architects Studio KAP Paterson Architects

/

,v/vvoe,v'
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0 . MATERIALS AND DETAILING

Reflecting diverse local materials can help development fit in − whetherpainted metal corrugated sheeting, slate roof with lead
flashings, to timber doors, windows and screens and crow−stepped gables

1. The original building fabric should be retained where
possible. New or recycled materials should where
possible be sourced locally to reduce the carbon footprint
of the development. Completely new re−building will not
normally be acceptable.

2. External materials should either be matched exactly
to that of the original building and steading group or be
clearly distinctive and modern.

3. Appropriate external building materials are stone, pebble
dash, timber, corrugated iron/tin/steel, slate or slate substitute.

4. Windows and doors should generally be of timber or
metal construction.
5. The urban character of modern ground surfaces such
as concrete paving and concrete blocks is inappropriate
for rural buildings. Surfaces should be permeable (see
SPG 09). Tarmac may be appropriate if used in a limited
way and with simple or hidden edging. Applicants should
reuse existing materials supplementing these as
necessary. For large areas, gravel and whinstone are
recommended.
6. Proposals should include measures to prevent pollution
from animal waste and encourage re−use of grey water.

Retaining and reflecting traditional details and materials − from white painted roughcast render, ser
gutters & downpipes,' − can be carried though to modern textured rendered walls with slate roof, or

Anciliary Buildings & Gardens
1. Gardens often contain domestic clutter i.e: washing lines, play equipment. Careful
location and landscaping should aim to contain and enclose these so as to avoid a
suburban character.

2. Existing out−buildings should be used to house domestic items where possible. If new
anciliary outbuildings are required these should be limited, located sensitively within the
plot to form a clear relationship to the existing buildings and the external materials should
compliment the existing buildings within the plot.

3. Private garden areas should generally be well screened with existing walls and hedges
enhanced wherever necessary. (See Landscaping Guidance SPG 01). A clear distinction
between the residential garden area and any adjoining agricultural fields is essential.

details.

Building Materials
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0 . MATERIALS AND DETAILING /2
Roof− −−−−

r ! I −

71−

roor rroruie All illustrations are intended a s general guidance only

N
−

.///

_
.i_•1

ii.
Photographs showing various traditional and contemporary gables and roof profiles.

1. Original roof structures and pitch should be retained 4. Appropriate roofing materials are natural slate, high
wherever possible − setting height and massing limits, quality concrete tile, slate substitute and corrugated metal.
Approval will not normally be given to unjustified alteration sheeting.
of roof trusses and other structural roof timbers. 5. Dormer windows (if not already used within thestead−2.

Carefully designed solutions may be necessary to ing) are generally unacceptable. Where proposed they
achieve adequate head room and retain the original need to be limited in number. A small number of roof lights
structure (e.g. lowering floor level). This requirement may may be acceptable on the least public roof slope.
restrict the amount and type of accommodation which can 6. Vents should minimise disturbance to the roof line but
be provided, can have their visual impact reduced by placing them
3. Simple, large unbroken roof slopes are characteristic of along the eaves using ducting specifically designed for
traditional farm buildings. They often dominate elevations this purpose.
and can be prominent in distant views. To preserve the 7. New chimneys and flues, which suggest a domestic
original character of the building, these simple, undis− use, should not be used in non−domestic buildings.Metal−turbed

lines need to be retained. lic vents / flues are preferred to masonry chimneys in
order to reinforce the functional I industrial function of the
building.

Adjoining Buildings
Applicants need to establish the relationship of thebuild−ing

to be converted to any adjoining buildings. Theirloca−tion,
the way they will function and their character makes

it necessary to consider the future of the whole building
group (Impact on wider use I potential nuisance etc.)

Inappropriate Roof Details
A

2.

Appropriate Roof Details
x

−

3.

V
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P. ACCESS & CAR PARKING
Al! illustrations are intended as general guidance

I. The existing means of access should be used wherever
possible. New driveways across open land will generally
be inappropriate.

2. Avoid widening existing accesses onto roads and
removing walls, hedgerows or trees.

3. When creating access splays, natural stone walls or
hedgerow planting should be employed in order to match
the local context (rather than post−and−rail fences) and
also to provide a sense of enclosure in the lane.

4. Cars, vehicles and other modern requirements(wash−ing
lines, sheds, play equipment, etc) can detract from the

appearance of farm yards causing them to look suburban.
Containing parking and garages and other modern"clut−ter"

by careful location and good landscaping helps.

5. Existing out−buildings should be used whenever
possible to garage vehicles, provided that accessar−rangements

are suitable for modern requirements. The
Council will not normally approve new structures for
garaging when suitable accommodation for vehicles exists
within the stead ing group.

Appropriate and Inappropriate Parking Layouts

Aeprepireb− cc −reich

The p r h : A arrangement she: on in
P rn appropr:aie necariSe

the cys are in a dtscrete :0
Canon in are screened by denting
and do not clutter the maineleva−tions

o: the dwelling

20

Integrated within the Landscape

V V.x
r e l a t e c a r p a P h : n:..

The parkina arrangement shown in
this dta gram 's agoropriate because
the parsing bays are in a discrete 1w
cation and are screened by planting
and do not clutter the maineieva−tlons

of the dwelling

Entrances & Boundaries
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Q. LANDSCAPE−ASSESSMENT & INTEGRATION
1. This section seeks to highlight the need to consider the design of the proposed
development in relation to its landscape setting, to ensure that the amenity and character
of the rural landscape is enhanced by the proposed development. Development proposals
have to respond to both the general landscape setting and the specific characteristics of
the development site to ensure that it makes a positive impact on the rural landscape.
Applicants are therefore encouraged to establish the landscape setting and site features
as outlined below as a precursor to designing the buildings and landscaping of the
development. Please note that detailed guidance on Landscaping is incorporated in
SPG.01 Landscaping; SPG.01A Landscape Species Supplement; and SPG.20
Biodiversity and Development..

Establish the Landscape Setting
1. The rural landscape of North Lanarkshire is diverse.
It is an expression of various factors combining to give
an appearance to the land; factors such as landform,
vegetation and the impact of man through development.

2. The Clyde Valley Area of Great Landscape Value
(AGLV) is of regional importance. Topography, vegetation
and the pattern of settlement along the valley combine to
give the landscape its unique character. (see the Glasgow
and Clyde Valley Landscape Character Assessment at
www.snh.org.uk/publications/on−line/LCAlglasgow.asp)

3. Analysis of the landscape setting will also show the
traditional siting of buildings in the countryside, traditional
patterns of tree and hedgerow planting, and the local
importance of dry stone walls.

4. River corridors contain features which require protection
and enhancement. They also form wildlife corridors.

5. Proposals should have minimal visual impact and
should seek to enhance the landscapeby:−−

Reinforcing field patterns wherever appropriate and
retaining and improving traditional boundaries such as walls.

− Retaining & enhancing trees, woodlands and hedgerows.

− Introducing additional planting of indigenous broad leaved
woodland species in appropriate locations (grants may be
available from the Forestry Commission). This is consistent
with the objectives of the Central Scotland Forest which
seeks to increase the amount of woodland in N Lanarkshire.

− Sympathetic siting of new buildings within the site.

− Extending local landscape networks of woodland and
open space habitats in support of the aims of the Central
Scotland Green Network, a National Planning priority.

0
'0The sunpath changes according to season

Site Features
1. Any areas within the site which are of nature conservation
value (SAC's, SPA's,SSSI's and SINC's), conservation,
archaeological or historic interest, and any area beyond the
site boundary which may be affected by the proposal should
be identified − the following table shouldassist:−2.

An accurate site survey should include:
i) A description of the nature and extent of any features of

interest, levels, topography, north point (orientation).
ii) Details of the site drainage including ponds, burns and

ditches.
iii) Areas over which the public have access, including

footpaths and vehicular tracks.
iv)Existing boundaries, trees (trunk & canopies) and hedges.
v) Existing buildings (including their condition)
vi)Areas to be affected by land fill, earth moving and

excavation.

3. The proposals should identify:
i) The nature and extent of any impacts on the important

features.
ii) Mitigation measures (e.g. buffer planting) where adverse

impacts are identified, or any proposed changes in level.
iii)Features to be enhanced and restored and the means of

achieving this.
iv)Areas to be retained and managed to maintain existing

character value.
v) Protective measures during construction.
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Typical site survey information plan
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R. BIODIVERSITY−ASSESSM ENT & MITIGATION
1. Some forms of development can threaten biodiversity
but development can also contribute positively towards the
protection and enhancement of biodiversity. Opportunities
can vary from retaining existing vegetation to providing
new planting of native trees and shrubs; ensuring that
watercourses are protected and taking measures to protect
individual species. With a few simple steps developers can
ensure they comply with biodiversity legislation, meet the
Councils' requirements for biodiversity conservation, and
help avoid delays at a later stage. Development should not
result in a net loss of biodiversity. Where significant adverse
impacts to biodiversity are identified, appropriate mitigation
measures will be required. However, it should be noted
that long established habitats are almost impossible tore−create

and particular effort should be made to protect such
habitats. This is fully explained in SPG 20 Biodiversity and
Development and accompanying checklists − with the key
points in making a planning application described below.

Pre−Application Discussions
2. Discussions are encouraged at an early stage with
Council planning officers and Greenspace staff. Where
the development might affect Sites of Importance to
Nature Conservation, European sites or raise naturalher−itage

issues of national interest Scottish Natural Heritage
should also be involved in pre−application discussions.
This can provide information identifying how a proposal
can be improved to allow the development to proceed.

Site Audit
3. An initial site audit should be undertaken to determine
the possible ecological issues at a potential development
site. In the case of a site with a range of establishedenvi−ronmental

features/habitats/species this audit requires to
be undertaken by a qualified ecologist or landscapearchi−tect

with suitable ecological experience. The initial audit will
assist in the selection of an appropriate development site,
highlight the potential biodiversity issues and opportunities
at a site, identify existing species and habitat records and
identify where further survey data will be required.

4. Developers should identify any designations on or
adjacent to the site, eg, Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINCs), and should incorporate relevant
mitigation measures to ensure their protection. Details
of designated sites can be obtained by consulting the
ecologist within North Lanarkshire Council's Greenspace
Services. Even where existing survey information exists,
updated survey work is likely to be required to support
development proposals as the use of the site by protected
species can vary from year to year. The site audit should
be included with the planning application.

Detailed Surveys & Impact Assessment
5. Where the initial site audit indicates that the site does
or could support species, habitats or features of
biodiversity interest, specific targeted surveys should be
carried out. This information should be included with the
planning application.

6. The production of environmental surveys, impactas−sessments,
biodiversity objectives, detailed methodologies

for biodiversity conservation and biodiversity management
plans should be carried out by a suitably qualified ecologist.
As an absolute minimum, sufficient data should always be
obtained to determine the presence or otherwise of legally
protected and Local Biodiversity Action Plan PrioritySpe−cies

and Habitats and if present indicate their distribution
and population size/area.

7. Additional survey information may be necessary to
inform mitigation, enhancement, compensation and
management works on site, and will be a requirement for
certain development types or sites − particularly where
there are protected species or habitats − see SPG.20Bio−diversity

and SPG.22 on Environmental ImpactAssess−ment.
These additional data needs will be highlighted

by the initial site audit and / or by early discussions with
the Council and other relevant bodies. For instance, in
accordance with the Site Assessment Guidance of SPG
20, for proposals which are considered to have a likely
significant effect on any European designated sites and
Appropriate Assessment (under the Habitats Regulations)
will be required to investigate in detail the likely impacts
of specific development proposals on any such protected
sites. To be in accordance with the development plan,
proposals for the RIA must demonstrate that they will not
adversely affect the integrity of European sites.

8. In some cases more than one survey will be required to
provide sufficient data on a species/habitat. Given these
seasonal constraints survey requirements for adevelop−ment

should be determined at the earliest possible stage
to avoid delays later in the planning process. Optimium
survey seasons vary for different species and habitats.

9. Further information is available in SPG 20 Biodiversity
and Development and in the North LanarkshireBiodiver−sity

Action Plan.

Design Development to Incorporate Biodiversity
10. Having identified biodiversity opportunities andcon−straints

within a site these should be considered as part
of the design or masterplan for the site. It is important that
design should consider biodiversity not just within the site
boundaries but also existing biodiversity features in the
surrounding area and any links which can be created.
Even where few features of ecological value have been
identified on site, the developer will be expected to explore
opportunities to enhance the value of the site for wildlife. At
the detailed planning application stage more detail of the
design and biodiversity objectives will be required. Planning
conditions may be used to ensure the necessary work is
undertaken to achieve the biodiversity objectives.
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S. OTHER CONSENTS YOU MAY NEED
Building Standards Consent
This is necessary for any structural
alterations or new build.
Contact Area Building Standards Office.

Listed Building Consent
This is needed for any works which affect
the historic or architectural character of a
Listed Building in any way.
Contact: NLC Planning.

Advertisement Consent
Consent is needed for most signs and
adverts in North Lanarkshire.
Contact. N.L.0 Planning.

Scheduled Monument Consent
This is required when works affect the
scheduled area of a monumentdesig−nated

under the Ancient Monuments
and archaeological Areas Act 1979. The
consents are administered by Historic
Scotland on behalf of Scottish Ministers.
Contact: Historic Scotland

Waste Disposal
Waste disposal may require consent
and a licence.
Contact: N.L.0 Environmental Services

Works to Trees
Works to trees, including felling will
require consent where trees are subject
to a Tree Presetvation Order
Contact: N.L.0 Planning.

Foot−path Diversion
This will require approval under the
Planning or Roads Acts.
Contact: Area Transportation Team.

Drainage & Roads
Works affecting drainage and public
roads may need consent: Contact: the
area Transportation Team. Landdrain−age

consent may also be required from
S.E.P.A.Contact: S.E.P.A.

Protected Species Licences
These are required when works affect
European protected species (e.g.
bats, otters, great crested newts) or
their shelter I breeding places from
the licensing authority (the Scottish
Government). A licence is also required
for any works that are likely to disturb
badgers and their setts from thelicens−ing

authority ( SNH).

T. SOURCES OF FURTHER GUIDANCE
Scottish Government
www.scotiatid.gov.ok,ltopicslplatit7ing
Contains general information onplan−ning

and building standards.
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
para 92−97 (p.19−20)
Plus Policy Advice Notes:
PAN 72 Housing in the Countryside &
PAN 73 Rural Diversification.

Historic Scotland
www.historicscotland.org.uk
Historic Scotland "Rural Buildings of
the Lothian's: Conservation andCon−version

Guide for Practitioners"

See also
t'w/'N.scotland.gov.uk/ropicsffarmingnJrl
www.sears.scotland.gov uk

British Horse Society
www.b17s.org.uk
British Horse Society Scotland
for advice on all things equine and
equestrian, animal welfare,bridal−paths

etc & www.bhsscotlat?d.org.
by

COLLECTIVEARCHITECTURE
www.collectivearchitecture.com

U. CONTACT DETAILS
NOTE: All illustrations are intended as general guidance
COPYRIGHT − Please note this document contains
various copyrighted images all of which have been used toillus−trate

exemplar quality rural developments. The expresspermis−sion
of the copyright holders has not been requested.

North Lanarkshire Council North Lanarkshire Council The latest Supplementary
Development Management Development Implementation Planning Guidance and index

Team can be found onlineat−Fleming
House, 2 Tryst Road www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/spg

Cumbernauld G67 1JW Fleming House, 2 Tryst Road search Supplementary Guidance.
01236 632500 Cumbernauld,G67 1JW
esenquiries@northlan.gov.uk 01236 632625

esdesignnorthlan.gov.uk
North Lanarkshire Council
Transportation Team
Northern Area Office
Central Area Off itce
Southern Area Office
(see addresses above)
esenquiries©northlan.gov.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage
30 Hope Street,
Lanark, ML11 7NE
Tel 0155 566 5928
www.snh.gov.uk

S.E.RA Corporate Office
East Kilbride, 5 Redwood
Crescent, Peel Park,
G74 5PP
Planning.ek@sepa.org.uk
www.sepa.org.uk

See also:
wwwrics.org./scotland

www.historic−scotland.gov.uk

www.scotiand.gov.uk

www.sac.ac.uk

www.nfus.org.uk

www.icas.org.uk
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I ne uatest buppiementary manning (iuuclance and index can
www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/spg
This is one of a series of Supplementary Planning Guidance Leaflets aimed at
encouraging good practice in the design and layout of new development. The advice
supplements the policies in the emerging North Lanarkshire Local Plan. The Council
will have regard to this Guidance when assessing the merits of planning applications.
This leaflet was, following public consultation and consideration of all comments made,

formally approved as Supplementary Guidance on the 28th of July 2010. It
is available on−line can be translated or provided in other languages or
formats on request.24

LJ

onlineat:−Ref:

SPG 08 Assessing Development
in the RIA − Approved 28th July 2010
North Lanarkshire Council, Environmental
Services, Strategic Planning, Fleming House,
2 Tryst Road, Cumbemauld G67 1JW
Tel 01236 632625 esdesign@northlan.gov.uk
updated to 1 April 2011.
www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklspgPage 58 of 247



North
Lanarkshire

— q " r Council

Fleming House 2 Tryst Road Cumbernauld G67 1JW Tel: 01236 632500 Fax: 01698 302115 Email: esdm@northlan.gov.uk

Applications cannot be validated until all the necessary documentation has been submitted and the required fee has been paid.

Thank you for completing this application form:

ONLINE REFERENCE 100093493−001

The online reference is the unique reference for your online form only. The Planning Authority will allocate an Application Number when
your form is validated. Please quote this reference if you need to contact the planning Authority about this application.

Type of Application
What is this application for? Please select one of the following: *

Application for planning permission (including changes of use and surface mineral working).

I I Application for planning permission in principle.

III Further application, (including renewal of planning permission, modification, variation or removal of a planning condition etc)

LII Application for Approval of Matters specified in conditions.

Description of Proposal
Please describe the proposal including any change of use: * (Max 500 characters)

Proposed 2 new dwelling houses

Is this a temporary permission? I I I Yes No

If a change of use is to be included in the proposal has it already taken place? LII
Yes

I I No
(Answer 'No' if there is no change of use.) *

Has the work already been started and/or completed? *

No L Yes − Started Yes − Completed

Applicant or Agent Details
Are you an applicant or an agent? * (An agent is an architect, consultant or someone else acting

on behalf of the applicant in connection with this application) LII Applicant LJAgent

Page 1 of 9
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Agent Details
Please enter Agent details

Company/Organisation A:B Studio Chartered Architects Ltd

Ref. Number:

First Name:

Last Name:

Telephone Number:

Extension Number:

Mobile Number:

Fax Number:

Email Address: *

I Y o u
must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

Cohn I
Building Name:

I
Thompson

Building Number: 32

I07816 350 736 Address 1 1 Langside Place(Street): * I

Address 2: Langside

Town/City Glasgow

Country:

1
: * I

UKI IPostcode:

G413DL

colin.thompson@ab−architects.co.uk

Is the applicant an individual or an organisation/corporate entity? *

LI Individual l i i i Organisation/Corporate entity

Applicant Details
Please enter Applicant details

' I
Title: , Mr You must enter a Building Name or Number, or both: *

I IOther Title: Building Name: Netherhall Farm I

' I I IFirst Name: * DavidB u i l d i n g Number:

I tI I Dura RoadLast Name: * Naylor Address 1
(Street):Company/Organisation

Address 2:

I AllantonTelephone Number: * Town/City: *

UKExtension Number: C o u n t r y :Mobile

Number: Postcode: * ML75DJ I
Fax Number:

Email Address: *
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Site Address Details
Planning Authority: North Lanarkshire Council

Full postal address of the site (including postcode where available):

Address 1:

Address 2:

Address 3:

Address 4:

NETHERHALL FARM

DURA ROAD

ALLAN TON

Address 5:

Town/City/Settlement: SHOTTS

IPost
Code: I

ML75DJ

Please identify/describe the location of the site or sites

Northing 657241 I
Easting

Pre−Application Discussion
Have you discussed your proposal with the planning authority? *

Pre−Application Discussion Details Cont.

In what format was the feedback given? *

LI Meeting
0

Telephone
L I

Letter
L I Email

286271 I

I I Yes
L I I No

Please provide a description of the feedback you were given and the name of the officer who provided this feedback. If a processing
agreement [note 11 is currently in place or if you are currently discussing a processing agreement with the planning authority, please
provide details of this. (This will help the authority to deal with this application more efficiently.) * (max 500 characters)

Confirmed that within rural investment areas clusters up to 4 additional houses means 5 houses in total (including original house)
can be appropriate as other policies are met. This would potentially allow my client the chance to build 2 new houses (presuming
other guidance met). Later I requested pre−application advice on proposed design but was told it was policy of North Lanarkshire
Council not to provide pre−application advice.

Title: Ms Other title:

First Name: Lisa Last Name: Smith I

Correspondence Reference Date (dd/mrn/yyyy):
Number 21/09/2017

Note 1. A Processing agreement involves setting out the key stages involved in determining a planning application, identifying what
information is required and from whom and setting timescales for the delivery of various stages of the process.
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Site Area
Please state the site area: 2384.00

Please state the measurement type used: LII Hectares (ha) E I Square Metres (sq.m)

Existing Use
Please describe the current or most recent use: (Max 600 characters)

Farmland/ part garden

Access and Parking

Are you proposing a new altered vehicle access to or from a public road? * LI Yes
0 No

If Yes please describe and show on your drawings the position of any existing. Altered or new access points, highlighting the changes
you propose to make. You should also show existing footpaths and note if there will be any impact on these.

Are you proposing any change to public paths, public rights of way or affecting any public right of access? * L I Yes
L J No

If Yes please show on your drawings the position of any affected areas highlighting the changes you propose to make, including
arrangements for continuing or alternative public access.

How many vehicle parking spaces (garaging and open parking) currently exist on the application 0
Site?How

many vehicle parking spaces (garaging and open parking) do you propose on the site (i.e. the 6
Total of existing and any new spaces or a reduced number of spaces)? *
Please show on your drawings the position of existing and proposed parking spaces and identify if these are for the use of particular
types of vehicles (e.g. parking for disabled people, coaches, HGV vehicles, cycles spaces).

Water Supply and Drainage Arrangements
Will your proposal require new or altered water supply or drainage arrangements? I I Yes L I No

Are you proposing to connect to the public drainage network (eg. to an existing sewer)? *

LII Yes − connecting to public drainage network

No − proposing to make private drainage arrangements

1111 Not Applicable − only arrangements for water supply required

As you have indicated that you are proposing to make private drainage arrangements, please provide further details.

What private arrangements are you proposing?

EJ New/Altered septic tank.

LI Treatment/Additional treatment (relates to package sewage treatment plants, or passive sewage treatment such as a reed bed).

LI Other private drainage arrangement (such as chemical toilets or composting toilets).

What private arrangements are you proposing for the New/Altered septic tank? *

Discharge to land via soakaway.

LI Discharge to watercourse(s) (including partial soakaway),

LI Discharge to coastal waters.
Page 4 of 9
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Please explain your private drainage arrangements briefly here and show more details on your plans and supporting information: *

Please see enclosed plans

Do your proposals make provision for sustainable drainage of surface water?? * Yes L i No
(e.g. SUDS arrangements) *

Note:−Please

include details of SUDS arrangements on your plans

Selecting 'No' to the above question means that you could be in breach of Environmental legislation.

Are you proposing to connect to the public water supply network?'

LI Yes

LI No, using a private water supply

LI No connection required

If No, using a private water supply, please show on plans the supply and all works needed to provide it (on or off site).

Assessment of Flood Risk
Is the site within an area of known risk of flooding? * L I

Yes L I No Z Don't Know

If the site is within an area of known risk of flooding you may need to submit a Flood Risk Assessment before your application can be
determined. You may wish to contact your Planning Authority or SEPA for advice on what information may be required.

Do you think your proposal may increase the flood risk elsewhere? • L I
Yes

L I
No

9 Don't Know

Trees
Are there any trees on or adjacent to the application site? * EI Yes L I No

If Yes, please mark on your drawings any trees, known protected trees and their canopy spread close to the proposal site and indicate if
any are to be cut back or felled.

Waste Storage and Collection
Do the plans incorporate areas to store and aid the collection of waste (including recycling)? I

Yes
L I No

If Yes or No, please provide further details: * (Max 500 characters)

Space for wheelie bins

Residential Units Including Conversion
Does your proposal include new or additional houses and/or flats? * LI Yes

L I No
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How many units do you propose in total? * 2

Please provide full details of the number and types of units on the plans. Additional information may be provided in a supporting
statement.

All Types of Non Housing Development − Proposed New Floorspace
Does your proposal alter or create non−residential fioorspace?* LII

Yes
I J No

Schedule 3 Development
Does the proposal involve a form of development listed in Schedule 3 of the Town and Country L Yes I I

No
L Don't Know

Planning (Development Management Procedure (Scotland) Regulations 2013 *

If yes, your proposal will additionally have to be advertised in a newspaper circulating in the area of the development. Your planning
authority will do this on your behalf but will charge you a fee. Please check the planning authority's website for advice on the additional
fee and add this to your planning fee.

If you are unsure whether your proposal involves a form of development listed in Schedule 3, please check the Help Text and Guidance
notes before contacting your planning authority.

Planning Service Employee/Elected Member Interest
Is the applicant, or the applicant's spouse/partner, either a member of staff within the planning service or an

L
Yes

Z No
elected member of the planning authority? *

Certificates and Notices
CERTIFICATE AND NOTICE UNDER REGULATION 15— TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURE) (SCOTLAND) REGULATION 2013

One Certificate must be completed and submitted along with the application form. This is most usually Certificate A, Form 1,
Certificate B, Certificate C or Certificate E.

Are you/the applicant the sole owner of ALL the land? * EEl Yes 0 No

Is any of the land part of an agricultural holding? * EEl Yes LIII No

Do you have any agricultural tenants? * LII Yes EEl No

Certificate Required
The following Land Ownership Certificate is required to complete this section of the proposal:

Certificate E
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Land Ownership Certificate
Certificate and Notice under Regulation 15 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2013

Certificate E

I hereby certify that −

(1)— No person other than myself/the applicant was the owner of any part of the land to which the application relates at the beginning of
the period 21 days ending with the date of the application.

(2) − The land to which the application relates constitutes or forms part of an agricultural holding and there are no agricultural tenants

Or

(1) − No person other than myself/the applicant was the owner of any part of the land to which the application relates at the beginning of
the period 21 days ending with the date of the application.

(2) − The land to which the application relates constitutes or forms part of an agricultural holding and there are agricultural tenants.

Name:

Address:

Date of Service of Notice: *

(4) − I have/The applicant has taken reasonable steps, as listed below, to ascertain the names and addresses of the other owners or
agricultural tenants and *have/has been unable to do so −

Signed: Cohn Thompson

On behalf of: Mr David Naylor

Date: 19/04/2018

[ ] Please tick here to certify this Certificate.
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Checklist − Application for Planning Permission
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997

The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013

Please take a few moments to complete the following checklist in order to ensure that you have provided all the necessary information
in support of your application. Failure to submit sufficient information with your application may result in your application being deemed
invalid. The planning authority will not start processing your application until it is valid.

a) If this is a further application where there is a variation of conditions attached to a previous consent, have you provided a statement to
that effect? *
LII Yes I I I No

L I Not applicable to this application

b) If this is an application for planning permission or planning permission in principal where there is a crown interest in the land, have
you provided a statement to that effect? *

El Yes E l
No

I I Not applicable to this application

c) If this is an application for planning permission, planning permission in principle or a further application and the application is for
development belonging to the categories of national or major development (other than one under Section 42 of the planning Act), have
you provided a Pre−Application Consultation Report?
El Yes E l No nX Not applicable to this application

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997

The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013

d) If this is an application for planning permission and the application relates to development belonging to the categories of national or
major developments and you do not benefit from exemption under Regulation 13 01 The Town and Country Planning (Development
Management Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013, have you provided a Design and Access Statement? *

LII Yes E l
No

ED Not applicable to this application

e) If this is an application for planning permission and relates to development belonging to the category of local developments (subject
to regulation 13. (2) and (3) of the Development Management Procedure (Scotland) Regulations 2013) have you provided a Design
Statement? *
LII Yes E l

No
Z Not applicable to this application

f) If your application relates to installation of an antenna to be employed in an electronic communication network, have you provided an
ICNIRP Declaration?•

El Yes E l No
ED Not applicable to this application

g) If this is an application for planning permission, planning permission in principle, an application for approval of matters specified in
conditions or an application for mineral development, have you provided any other plans or drawings as necessary:

Site Layout Plan or Block plan.

1I Elevations.

LJ Floor plans.

L1 Cross sections.

Roof plan.

El Master Plan/Framework Plan.

I Landscape plan.

Photographs and/or photomontages.

El Other.

If Other, please specify: * (Max 500 characters)
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Provide copies of the following documents if applicable:

A copy of an Environmental Statement.

A Design Statement or Design and Access Statement. *

A Flood Risk Assessment. *

A Drainage Impact Assessment (including proposals for Sustainable Drainage Systems).

Drainage/SUDS layout. *

A Transport Assessment or Travel Plan

Contaminated Land Assessment. *

Habitat Survey. *

A Processing Agreement.

Other Statements (please specify). (Max 500 characters)

El] Yes

El Yes

El Yes

El Yes

Yes

El Yes

El Yes

El Yes

El Yes

N/A

IZI N/A

t1 N/A
( ] N/A

El N/A

E1 N/A

I I N/A

N/A

I1 N/A

Declare − For Application to Planning Authority
I, the applicant/agent certify that this is an application to the planning authority as described in this form. The accompanying
Plans/drawings and additional information are provided as a part of this application.

Declaration Name:

Declaration Date:

Mr Cohn Thompson

19/04/2018

Payment Details

Online payment: 378445
Payment date: 19/04/2018 14:52:00

Created: 19/04/2018 14:53
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LOCAL REVIEW BODY APPEAL STATEMENT

REFUSAL O F PLANNING PERMISSION BY NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

Erection of two detached dwellinghouses

Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton

North Lanarkshire ML7 5DJ

Planning Application Ref: − 19/00843/FUL

Agent

Gordon Hotchkiss

Cohn Thompson, A:B Architects

32, Langside Place,

Langsidc, Glasgow C41 3DL

Phone No. − 07816350736

Email − gthp1an(ãyahoo.co.uk

colin.thompson@ab−architects.co.uk

Acting as agents for

Mr. David Naylor
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Contents.

1.0 Historical Considerations.

2.0 Proposal.

3.0 Planning History − Decision Notice.

4.0 North Lanarkshire Local Development Plan Considerations.

5.0 Evaluation of proposal including an appraisal in relation to the Local Plan and
assessment of points raised in the Report of Handling concerning the application.

6.0 Perceived Precedent

7.0 Conclusion.

8.0 List of Productions.

1.0 Historical Consideration.

Prior to the early to mid−eighteenth century, Scotland was primarily a pastoral society
with the majority of the population residing outwith the relatively small cities or towns.

Although there were small hamlets and individual dwellings the prominent habitable
pattern in the countryside o f the lowlands were the so called 'fcrmtouns'. They were
widely scattered across the countryside and could comprise o f around five to twenty or
sometimes more dwellings. Their format varied from a loose cluster to a more organic
pattern which could cover a slightly larger area and resemble a very small village type
o f habitation.

It was subsistence agriculture based on the old run rig system for arable use and
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outfields for grazing. The standard o f living was poor with virtual poverty or starvation

a constant fear in bad harvest years.

Dwellings could be considered without a doubt as sub−standard in relation to similar

peasant societies in England or the continent although Ireland suffered from the same
poor infrastructure. The prevalent type o f dwelling for most could be considered as the
'longhouse' in which the family lived in one or possibly two small rooms sharing the
remainder o f the house with livestock.

The social hierarchy mainly consisted o f the aristocracy at the top and they basically
owned the land (although there were other areas owned by the Burghs and to a lesser
degree by the Kirk ). Although there were small Lairds under the aristocracy who had
control o f some land or leased it from the Lords the overriding pattern was one of
tenant farmers. Some o f these had moderately substantial holdings but the majority
leased relatively small farms. Within these areas there were smaller tenants usually
associated with the 'fermtouns' and below them the largely landless cottars and
labourers.

This system o f agricultural use returned poor yields and with the emerging 'Scottish
Enlightenment' in all aspects o f Scottish life coupled with innovations from England
and the continent many land owners began to seek to improve their land to gain higher
yields and revenue.

Enclosures began to displace the run rig system and free pasture, creating the landscape
o f largely rectangular fields that characterises the lowlands today. New farm buildings
replaced the 'fermtoun' and regional diversity was replaced with a standardisation of
building forms. Some smaller farms retained the linear outline o f the longhouse, with
dwelling house, barn and byre in a row, but in larger farms a three− or four−sided layout
became common, separating the dwelling house from barns and servant quarters. There

were other formats however with the servants housing being separated from the farm a
short distance away.

The result of these changes resulted in what is now considered the Lowland Clearances
in which hundreds of thousands of cottars and tenant farmers from central, eastern,
north−eastern and southern Scotland were moved from the farms and small holdings
that their families had occupied for hundreds of years.

This upheaval was usually carried out legally by the termination o f leases although
there were also some forcible evictions especially o f the landless cottars without, in
many cases, any consideration for the plight o f the poor.

As, in the Highland Clearances which mainly occurred later, this was a consolidation
into more profitable estates and to facilitate larger fields for arable use and grazing for
cattle and sheep.

Many small settlements were dismantled and their occupants were either forced or
made their way voluntarily to some of the new purpose−built villages provided by the
landowners or to the new booming industrial centres such as Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Dundee or other towns in central and east/northeast Scotland and northern England.
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Apart from these internal migrations many thousands of others eventually emigrated to
mainly Canada or the United States and to a certain extent Australasia finding
opportunities there to own and farm their own land.

In this way the countryside o f lowland Scotland was largely depopulated resulting in
the land pattern we witness today.

The memory o f these old 'fermtouns' however, in many instances remain and continue
in local place names especially with the suffix 'ton' in many communities. This is
possibly the case in North Lanarkshire with names such as Chryston, Millerston,
Netherton, Upperton, Wattston and of course Allanton.

It is commendable therefore, that the Local Plan recognises this historical depopulation
o f the countryside and has policies especially in relation to the Rural Investment Areas
in which the proposal is located which aim, in a way, to recognise this situation with
encouraging a degree o f diversification and repopulation of habitable clusters in the
countryside.

We may however, disagree with the interpretation by the Planning Authority on the
implementation of these policies which of course is discussed throughout this appeal!
review statement.

2.0 Proposal.

2.1 This proposal under review is for the erection of two traditionally designed detached 1.5
storey dwellinghouses.

2.2 These dwellinghouses are proposed in a fairly flat field to the west and adjacent to
Netherhall Farm.

2.3 The proposed site is not prime agricultural land (classes 1,2 or 3.1).

2.4 The proposed dwellinghouses form a U shaped courtyard to replicate the format of
Netherhall farm.

2.5 Between the site and Netherall Farm are a group o f small and larger semi/mature trees.
None o f these trees are subject to any tree preservation orders. It is proposed to remove
three of these trees to facilitate the building of the dwellinghouses retaining smaller
trees to the south boundary o f the site and larger trees to the northern boundary. Further
landscaping with native hedging is proposed along the north and western boundaries.

2.6 It is also proposed to remove a small drystone dyke/wall which is not a significant
feature within the site. The existing hedging and a portion o f stone wall will be retained

on the southern boundary along the road. A new wooden fence is also proposed on the
eastern boundary between the site and the environs of the farm.

2.7 New septic tanks for both properties are proposed within the curtilage with stormwater
soakaways.
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2.8 Parking for six vehicles will be provided infront o f the dwellings adjacent to the road
with a new access onto the road.

3.0 Planning History − Decision Notice.

3.1 In 2011 Planning Permission was granted for two dwellinghouses across the road to the
south o f the farm ( R e f — 1 1/00036/FUL − Production No − 04 ) These houses are now
built and occupied.

3.2 A previous application for the erection o f two dwellinghouses on the site was submitted
in April 2018 ( Ref− 18/00589/FUL) The Planning Authority however indicated that a
bat and Badger Survey and a Coal Risk Assessment were required and the application

was withdrawn.

3.3 This application under review was subsequently submitted with relevant drawings, a
Bat and Badger Survey, a Coal Risk Assessment and Supporting Statement and
registered by the Authority on 25th June 2019. ( 19/00843/FUL − Production −01 )

3.4 The Bat and Badger Survey indicated there was no evidence o f any protected species
being affected. The Coal Risk Assessment found no tangible risk from mining
operations.

3.5 Consultations were carried out with the Council's Greenspace Service, the Local
Development Plan Team and the Coal Authority. No response was received from the
Greenspace Service. The Local Development Plans team indicated that compliance with
policy NBE 3 B and SPG8 will be required to determine whether this proposal is
acceptable. The Coal authority raised no objections.

3.6 After due consideration and consultations the proposal was refused by the Planning
Authority under delegated powers on 28th1 August 2019. (Production No 03 )

The reasons for refusal were indicated as −

Reasoned Justification

The proposal is considered not to comply with the terms o f the adopted local plan
policy NBE 3 B (Rural Investment Area) and DSP 4 (Quality o f Development) in the
North Lanarkshire Local Plan in that it is an inappropriate development in the rural
area. The proposed dwellinghouses will also adversely affect the rural character and
amenity o f the area.

Reasons
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The proposed development does not comply with the terms o f local plan policy
NBE 3 B Rural investment Area and associated Supplementary Guidance 8
'Development in the Rural Investment Area,' as it is not part of an existing cluster,

nor does it enhance an existing cluster.

2. The proposed development does not comply with local plan policy DSP 4 (Quality
of Development) as it is not of the high quality design expected in a rural
location.

3. The proposed development, if approved, would result in an undesirable precedent
being set for sporadic development of housing in the countryside.

3.7 This refusal of Planning Permission in relation to the proposed erection of two detached
dwellinghouses forms the basis o f this Review Body Appeal.

4.0 North Lanarkshire Local Plan Considerations.

4.1 Under Section 25 o f the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, planning
decisions must be made in accordance with the development plan unless material
considerations indicate otherwise.

4.2 in this context, policies NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural
Investment Area) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development) are relevant. Supplementary
Guidance 8 (Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area) is also a material
consideration in relation to the Local Plan..

4.3 Policy NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area

− Rural Investment Area (RIA) ) seeks to protect rural areas from inappropriate
development.

The Policy however, also indicates that in certain circumstances within the Rural
Investment Area limited developments o f up to four additional dwellinghouses within

a defined cluster based on an existing development pattern is acceptable subject to
compliance with other relevant criteria and Policies.

4.4 Policy DSP 4 (Quality o f Development) seeks to ensure that developments are well
designed and do not have an adverse impact on neighbouring amenity.

4.5 Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 ( SPG8 ) (Assessing Development in the Rural
Investment Area) goes into further detail regarding the acceptable development types
within the Rural Investment Area. Section H 'New Dwellings & House Extensions'
state that there is a general presumption in favour of granting planning permission for

new dwellings in the RIA if they are: (a) sensitively located within or adjacent to an
existing building cluster and (b) designed in such a way as to respect the local building
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form and detail. Isolated developments insensitively located and o f poor design will
not be supported and will be regarded as being contrary to Policy NBE 3 B.

4.6 In order to avoid repetition an evaluation o f the proposal in relation to these Policies
and guidance is considered in Section 5.0 o f this statement in the assessment o f the
points raised by the Planning Authority in their considerations o f the definition o f a
building cluster, siting o f appropriate development and design matters in relation to
this application.

5.0 Evaluation of proposal including an appraisal in relation to the Local Plan and
assessment of points raised in the Report of Handling concerning the application.

5.1 The Report o f Handling ( ROH ) (Production No − 02 ) on the application under review
makes various assertions which are assessed and commented upon in this section with
regard to the points raised and relevance to the provisions o f the Local Plan.

Building clusters.

a. The ROH surprisingly asserts that the existing buildings associated with
Netherhall Farm do not form a recognised 'cluster'.

This is clearly at variance with previous appraisals regarding development
in the area and indications in the Supplementary Guidance regarding
'cluster' development.

In 2011 Planning Permission was granted for two dwellinghouscs across
the road to the south o f Netherhall Farm ( Planning ref. − I 1/00036/FUL)

The proposal was assessed against the provisions o f the then current
Southern Area Local Plan 2008 but more importantly with the relevant
policies o f the new Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan and the
approved supplementary planning guidance SP 08 − Development in the
Rural Investment Area.

These Policies and Guidance were the same policies and guidance as
contained within the current Local Plan.

These Policies and Guidance were therefore considered at the time as
material considerations in the granting o f Planning Permission.

The Committee Report in relation to the application at the time in 2011
stated − 'The proposed development is located at a sleading which is a
recognised building cluster in terms o f the criteria contained in section F qf
, V G 08. The building is considered a cluster by virtue o f the original
dwelling and the two attached outbuildings which have been converted and
form part o f the main dwelling. The proposed new dwellings are closely
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grouped together and will form a tight building group adjacent to the
principle dwelling o f Netherhall Farm.

The Committee Report concluded that − 'The proposed development Jails to
meets the criteria set out in the relevant policies contained within the
Southern Area Local Plan 2008. The proposals however comply with the
relevant policies o f the Finalised Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan and
the approved supplementary planning guidance SP 08 Development in the
Rural Investment Area. The proposed development can be accommodated at
this location without significant detriment to the surrounding rural area'.
(Production No. − 04)

In considering the previous application and also with relation to the
Supplementary Guidance the Planning Authority has determined that the
environs o f Netherhall Farm is a recognised building cluster.

b. This delineation is also reinforced by the inclusion o f the Netherhall Farm
complex in the map contained within the current Supplementary Planning
Guidance 8 − Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area (SPG
8). This illustrates on page 11 (Section J − Building Cluster Locations in
the RIA) that the farm complex is included as one of the recognised
building clusters just to the south east o f Allanton. (Production No —05 )

C. Considering these points it is asserted that the Planning Authority has
granted Planning Permission for development in the environs o f Netherhall
Farm on the basis that the farm is a recognised building cluster and that
development within the environs complies with the policy provisions o f the
Local Plan.

d. The assertions o f the Planning Authority in relation to the application under
review that the proposal is not part o f an existing cluster gives an erroneous
and misleading interpretation of the physical characteristics o f the built
format in relation to building clusters or acceptable developments within
them contained within the provisions o f the Local Plan.

The previous acceptance that the environs o f Netherhall Farm are
considered as a definable building cluster and the granting o f Planning
Permission for two dwellinghouses on this basis in compliance with Local
Plan Policies is a material consideration in relation to determining this
planning application under review.

f. in this context, the proposal would be in accordance with the provisions of'
Policy NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural
Investment Area) in relation to identifiable building clusters within the
Rural Investment Area.
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2. Number of housing units.

a. The Local Plan indicates that identifiable building clusters within the Rural
Investment Area can contain up to four additional houses in addition to the
original farm unit.

b. At present there are two dwellinghouses to the south o f the farmhouse

across the road which were given Planning Consent in 2011 −11/00036/FUL
The two proposed dwellinghouses would therefore take the housing units
adjacent to the existing farm and within the building cluster up to the
acceptable number o f four dwellinghouses.

C. This aspect of the total number of housing units has not been questioned by
the Planning Authority.

d. In this context the proposed total number o f housing units within the
building cluster would conform with the provisions o f Policy NBE 3 B
(Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area) in
the Local Plan.

3. Location o f development

a. Having established that the environs of Netherhall farm are an accredited
building cluster consideration should be given to the siting o f the two
proposed dwellinghouses.

b. Policies and Guidance within the Local Plan indicate that acceptable
development within the Rural Investment Areas should be directed towards
building clusters o f development. This o f course is in accordance as
outlined previously with the later pattern of development in the countryside
evident after the agricultural improvements / clearances beginning in the
181hcentury.

C. It should be noted that whilst the 'cluster' type o f development tends to be
prevalent throughout the Rural Investment Area it is not totally exclusive
and there are some fairly isolated individual dwellinghouses.

However, having noted that, it should be stressed that no case is being made
in this review for sporadic development.

d. The proposed new housing is, as accepted by the Planning Authority as
being adjacent to the identifiable Netherhall farm.

e. The Report o f Handling ( ROH) states − Mere is a general presumption in
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favour o f granting planning permission/or new dwellings in the Rural
Investment Area ( R I A ) i/they are. (a) sensitively located within or
adjacent to an existing building cluster.

This of course is in accordance with the guidance contained in SPG 8.

f. SPG 8 also indicates that the starting point for an assessment o f the
development potential o f the building cluster is to determine the building
footprint. It further clarifies this guidance by indicating that all new
development must be substantially contained within the 50 metre radius
development footprint ( this of course can also be determined as 1 OOm.
diameter) so as to avoid proliferation o f development out into the wider
landscape. Some flexibility however, is allowed, in SPG 8 in so far as that
it is acceptable to have 85% o f building footprint contained within this
circle.

g. A guide to what is considered acceptable cluster' type development is
shown basically within Section F − What is a Building Cluster, Section G

− Development Options in a Building Cluster and also Section G −
Development Options in a Building Cluster / 2 in SPG 8.
(Production No − 05)

These diagrams illustrate the concept o f cluster development, the
application o f the 50m. radius (1 00m. diameter) footprint for development
and also illustrate a broad range o f acceptable and unacceptable
development.

It should he noted that none of these illustrations have the original
farmhouse at the centre of the 50m. acceptable radius (10Dm. diameter)
for development. The acceptable radius is broadly based on a variable area
which accommodates the farmhouse and other associated buildings and as
such the farmhouse can be positioned at the edge o f the radius / diameter
thus allowing for a flexibility in the acceptable development footprint area.

This is the case with Netherhall Farm. The position o f the farmhouse and
the development o f the two dwellinghouses across the road to the south of
Netherhall Farm have determined that the 50m. acceptable radius (10Dm.
diameter ) for development is not necessarily symmetrical with the farm
and is compliant with the illustrations in SPG 8. As such there is an area
within this 50m. radius ( lOOm. diameter ) to the west which is clearly
within the prescribed parameters and suitable for development.
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h. As illustrated on the Proposed Block Plan ( Production No. − 06 ) the
proposed development apart from a small area o f some 15% o f the floor
plan o f plot 2 is within this defined area o f a development radius o f 50m.
(diameter o f I OOm).
As previously mentioned SPG 8 allows for 85% o f building footprint
contained within this circle and as such the proposal is compliant with the
acceptable development footprint as defined in SPG 8.

i. The Report o f Handling ( ROH ) states − ' I f it were deemed that the group
o f three dwellinghouses were a cluster, the nearest part o f the closer
proposed dwellinghouse would be located approximately 27m from the
centre o f the courtyard o f the existing Netherhall Farm, with the firthest
part o f that dwellingho use 52m from the centre. The western proposed
dwellingho use is located further away. located 72m from the centre of
Net herhall Farm.' and that − ' The proposed dwellingho uses will be
located a significant distance from the centre of the existing buildings'

This statement would appear to imply that the center o f any cluster is based

on the center of any existing farmhouses.

As previously indicated this assumption is not verified by any guidance
contained within SPG 8. As also previously illustrated in the examples
shown in SPG 8 concerning clusters, the farmhouse is not taken as the focal
point or placed at the center o f the acceptable development circle.

In this respect the Planning Authority would have appeared to have
misconstrued the salient guidance as outlined in SPG 8.

It is difficult to understand the point being made by the Planning Authority
with regards to their analysis o f the distances involved between the existing
farmhouse and the proposed development. It is supposed that these figures

are used to illustrate that the proposed development is considered outwith
the recognized development circle. Apart from the erroneous assumption
that the center o f any acceptable development area is based on the center
o f the existing farmhouse or the yard they have not given any indication of
where they would consider that the extremities o f the acceptable
development circle would be located in relation to the overall development
cluster.

The Planning Authority appear to consider that the proposed development
is located at an unacceptable distance from the existing farm. In this
assumption however they have failed to take cognizance o f the fact that as
illustrated previously within this statement that the proposed development
is within a recognized spatial perimeter as outlined by the provisions of
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SPG 8 and as such would be within the limits o f acceptable development
and not constitute sporadic development outwith these limits.

j. In this context it is also worth noting that the two dwellinghouses
constructed across the road to the south of the farmhouse are located at a
similar distance away from the farmhouse buildings ( some 25 − 27m. ) as
would be the proposed new dwellinghouses.
The previous acceptance and granting o f Planning Permission for the
development across the road from the farmhouse under ostensibly the same
Policies that apply to the current application is as outlined in this statement
a definite material consideration in determining this application under
review.

k. As demonstrated therefore, the proposal can be considered as being within
the designated permissible circle o f development relating to building
clusters and as such is compatible with the guidance in SPG 8 and the
provisions o f Policy NBE 3 B o f the Local Plan.

4. Overall Layout Considerations

Building format.

a. SPG 8 indicates that new buildings need to respect the traditional building
form and layout by being located to provide enclosure and shelter.

In this respect the proposed dwellinghouses are o f a L shape and surround

a central courtyard type space giving them a U shaped format. This format
o f a courtyard as in traditional buildings layout provides a form of
enclosure with resultant shelter from the elements which compliments
other building formats within the cluster.

b. The proposed dwellinghouses as illustrated on the submitted plans are also
contained within the extended front and rear building lines o f the adjacent
Netherhall Farm with the new facades lining through with them. This
aspect gives a relationship in terms of scale and position to the existing
farmhouse within the overall landscape.

C. The overall ground floor area o f the proposed new U shaped block of
housing is slightly less than the ground area o f the existing U shaped farm
block. As such the proposal relates in spatial terms to the existing
development and does not constitute an overdominant feature in relation to
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the existing farm block or detrimentally impair the perception o f the cluster

as a coherent building group with buildings of similar scales.

d. It is accepted that the depth of the proposed housing is greater than the
existing farmhouse. housing spatial standards in the past for both
farmhouses and especially workers cottages were considerably less than
accepted modern standards. With this realisation it is not unreasonable that

new housing should reflect these modern standards and that people should
not be forced to accept sub−standard housing or living areas due to the fact
that the house is located in the countryside.

e. As previously illustrated the overall size of the development is less than the
adjacent farm block. This is a relevant factor along with o f course design
when determining if a development can be assimilated into the rural
landscape and development patterns without forming incongruous or over
developed new build. As such the proposed development does not
constitute overdevelopment in relation to adjacent building patterns.

f This traditional format o f building is to a degree accepted by the Planning
Authority in the Report of Handling which states − 'The layout o f the
proposed development, with two L shaped buildings do create some jhrm
o f enclosure, and accords with the layout o f development within a cluster,
but they cannot be considered to complement an existing building cluster.'
and 'Buildings are traditionally grouped at right angles to each other to
form a U or C block creating a courtyard providing shelter from the wind
and allowing supervision o f the buildings from the principle dwelling.'

The point about the proposed dwellinghouses not complimenting an
existing cluster has already been addressed.

With regards to the supervision aspect, this, whist possibly true in a lot of
early farm developments was not uniform and traditionally many buildings

were situated at a distance from the main residence to provide both privacy
and separation from the main farmer and farm workers. In fact, the
illustrations for acceptable building clusters provided in Section G o f SPG
8 indicates examples o f acceptable buildings within the 'cluster' which
have no direct supervision from the main farmhouse.

g. Considering these points it is contended that the proposal does not in
building format contravene the overall provisions o f either SPG 8 or Policy
NBE 3 B.

ii. Boundary relationship to existing cluster and farmhouse
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a. The ROH states − 'The buildings to the east consist o f three separate
residential buildings. two of' which were only granted in 2011. Although
the layout o f the two new build properties have been done sympathetically
to the cluster style, it is deemed that due to the clear boundary treatment
and demarcations between the new dwellinghouses and the original
Netherhall Farm, as well as the separation via the road, that the existing
buildings to the east o f this site does not constitute the description o f a
cluster. The western boundary o f Netherhall Farmhouse is clearly defined,
with a dry stone wall and tree planting along the boundary. This indicates
that any development further west o f the drystone wall would constitute as
an intrusion into the wider rural area −−−' and also that − 'Section 14 of
SPG 08 stales that "any new development proposals should relate to the
existing building fcotprint and the need to create a sense o f enclosure and
space." The proposed does not accord with the above description due to
the proposed being located in an area clearly separated from the existing
buildings on site. This separation effect is reinfbrcedfiirther by boundary
treatments proposed and the development being at a sufficient distance

away from the existing buildings, so that they can only he viewed as
sporadic development and intrusion in the wider rural area'.

b. With regards to these points raised in the ROH the question o f building
clusters and the position o f the proposed new dwcllinghouses have been
previously addressed in this statement.

C. As can be ascertained from the above comments the ROI−I asserts that the
western boundary o f Netherhall Farmhouse is clearly defined, with a
drystone wall and tree planting along the boundary and that this indicates
that any development further west o f the drystone wall would constitute an
intrusion into the wider rural area, which does not accord with policy NBE
3 B.

The existing drystone wall is not continuous through the site and has been
partially demolished through time with gaps in its format and construction
which renders it fairly inconspicuous in the landscape.

The existing trees are fairly sporadic and do not as such constitute a definite
defined boundary.

This western boundary as considered by the Planning Authority is therefore
fairly low key and not a truly distinctive feature defining the farmhouse
from the fields to the west.

d. Most farm houses and complexes have defined boundaries which can take
the form o f fencing or walls or hedging.
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Again, most if not all new developments within the RIA also have distinct
boundaries usually to define their land ownership. This is illustrated by the
boundary treatment of the two new dwellinghouses across from the
farmhouse.

e. The cluster concept however is not defined by the physical boundaries of

say an original farmhouse or any other adjacent buildings including
dwellinghouses. This concept is clearly defined in SPG 8 as relating to an
area contained within a lOOm. diameter which covers the accepted
parameters o f the cluster. This guidance makes no mention o f existing
boundaries o f any buildings preventing the development o f other buildings
within the defined cluster area.

To further clarify this assertion it should be noted that no distinct
boundaries are shown on any of the illustrations contained within SPG 8
which show acceptable clusters. There is also no indication that
repositioning o f boundaries would prohibit development within a cluster.

f. In essence therefore the question of the existing boundary to the west of
the farm is considered fairly irrelevant in determining the suitability of
development within the spatial parameters o f a defined cluster.

g. As the proposed new housing is within the acceptable limits o f the 'cluster'
it cannot be determined as constituting an intrusion into the rural area.

h. It should also be noted that the two new dwellinghouses across the road to
the south o f the farmhouse were also granted Planning Permission on land
that was clearly separate from the farm complex and that they were not
considered as constituting sporadic development or an intrusion into the
wider rural area.

Again the point is made that the granting o f Planning Permission for these
dweflinghouses is a material consideration in determining this application
under review.

The North and West boundaries to the plots will be finished with
agricultural fencing to give a distinction from the adjacent fields but with
additional hedgerow planting to soften these boundaries. To the South
hedging and the stone wall will be retained which will screen the car
parking. To the east it is proposed to erect a new 1.8m high timber fence to
basically provide a degree o f acceptable privacy to the rear areas from the
adjacent farm complex. These provisions and materials are traditional and
accord in essence with the guidance contained within the Local Plan.

j. In order to facilitate the development three smallish semi−mature trees will
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have to be removed within plot 1. It should be noted that these trees are not
covered by any Tree Preservation Orders. The more mature trees to the rear
(north ) o f the site will be retained as will the smaller fairly newly planted

trees towards the font ( south ) o f the site. The removal o f these trees will
not adversely affect the overall integrity o f the surrounding landscape and
the additional planting will further integrate the proposal with the
surrounding landscape.

k. These treatments are fairly traditional in the countryside and provide
screening and containment to the development. It should be noted that a
certain extent similar boundary treatment is evident on the two new
dwellinghouses across the road from the farmhouse.

These boundary treatment measures do not contravene any guidance on
landscape contained within the Supplementary Guidance ( SPG 01)
relating to the Local Plan.

It is understood that no objections have been forthcoming from the Local
Authority with regards to the landscaping proposals.

m. If it is considered however, by the Review Body that further landscaping
including tree planting were desirable the appellant would have no
objections to conditions being attached to the subsequent Planning
Approval concerning the submission o f a further landscaping scheme.

n. Considering these points in relation to the juxtaposition o f the new
dwellinghouses and the boundaries it is contended that the proposal does
not contravene the overall provisions of either SPG 8 or Policy NBE 3 B.

iii. Access and parking.

a. As can be ascertained from the submitted plans it is proposed to provide a
new access from the existing farm road. Six parking spaces are to be
provided infront o f the new dwellinghouses and this parking area will be
largely screened by existing and new hedges.

There were no objections to these aspects o f the proposal from the Planning
Authority.

5. Design Elements.
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The proposed housing development is essentially vernacular in concept. It
is 1.5 storeys in height which relates to the pattern o f other vernacular
buildings in the area and conforms with guidance contained in the Local
Plan.

b. As previously illustrated it is essentially based on traditional L shaped rural
housing and a U shaped courtyard which accords with the provisions o f the
Local Plan.

C. The roof with a pitch o f 40 degrees is of a format typical o f local vernacular
architecture and the guttering and downpipes display a simple traditional
approach all o f which receives support in the Local Plan.

d. The dormers are similar to those on the adjacent farm building. They are of

a simple wall head Scottish style without any over elaborate features which
is in accordance with guidance contained within the Local Plan.

C. The Gables are plain without any associated over detailing which again is in
accordance with the guidance in the Local Plan.

The fenestration is fairly traditional in proportions having a mainly vertical
emphasis and does not dominate the wall space. There are a couple of
larger windows on the ground floor but these are sub−divided which give
them a more vertical emphasis. This treatment is in accordance with
acceptable fenestration details as shown in the diagrams contained in the
Supplementary Guidance in the Local Plan. It should he noted that the
planning Authority raised no specific concerns with regards to the
fenestration.

g. Finishing materials for the proposed housing are traditional. The roof will
be finished in natural grey slate. The walls will have a white wet dash
render. Doors and windows will be finished in natural wood painted grey.
These materials would conform with the guidance within the provisions of
the Local Plan.

h. It should be noted that the appellant is considering possibly finishing the
buildings in natural stone. If the scheme is approved then an amendment
could be submitted for this treatment.

i. It should also he noted that these above points and others including
biodiversity are raised in the Application Supporting Statement submitted
with the Planning Application. This Supporting Statement also forms part of
this Review Body /Appeal submission. (Production No − 07)
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j. The ROH states − 'with regards to design, all new builds should respect
the local buildingJorm and detail. Although the layout has been positioned
to be sympathetic o f the rural area, the proposed houses are large in scale,
very suburban looking and the boundary treatments will further enhance
this suburban feel'.

As previously demonstrated the proposed new dwellinghouses are the

same 1.5 storeys as adjacent housing and are slightly less in ground floor

area than the adjacent farm block. They are also similar in scale with the
two new houses which as previously asserted is a material consideration.
As also previously illustrated the proposed new dwellinghouses reflect
vernacular architecture o f the area. The Planning Authority do not give any
reasoned justification in design terms for considering them as being
suburban looking. As previously outlined the boundary treatments are
considered as being similar to other boundary treatments in the area and
overall are o f a traditional nature.

k. The ROH further states − 'Although there are elements sympathetic to the
rural nature o f the proposed, the overall design is large and does not fit in
well with the rural characteristics of the area. It is assumed that the design
of the proposed is derived from the new build housing located to the south
east o f the site. However, it should be stated that these are not high quality
examples o f architecture in rural areas, and design inspiration for
appropriate design o f new housing in the countryside should not he taken
from these two buildings'.

The design o f the proposed new dwellinghouses was not influenced by the
design o f the two new dwellinghouses across from the farm. The proposed
dwellinghouses have as previously discussed distinct vernacular
architectural features which are complimentary to their countryside
location.

With regards to the comments made about the two new houses across from
the farm it should be noted that when their design was considered in 2011
under ostensibly the same current policies in the Local Plan they were
considered by the Planning Authority to be o f a suitable design standard.
Again it should be emphasized that the granting o f Planning Permission for
these two dwellinghouses is a material consideration in determining this
application.

I. In considering the above points in relation to the overall design elements
of the new dwellinghouses it is contended that the proposal does not
contravene the overall provisions of either SPG 8 or Policy DSP 4..
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6.0 Perceived Precedent

The Reasons for Refusal stated − 'The proposed development, if approved, would
result in an undesirable precedent being set for sporadic development o f housing in the
countryside'.

Precedent can of course be considered as a material planning consideration as is the

case regarding the two new dwellinghouses across the road from the farm.

However, it should be treated with care and not applied as an overall caveat and
appended as almost a standard reason for refusal without due consideration o f the
particular circumstances.

Precedent refers to a somewhat restrictive circumstance in which a planning authority
refuses planning permission because to grant it would likely lead to a proliferation of
similar applications.

The mere fear o f establishing a precedent or some general concern should not be
sufficient grounds for refusal. Some evidence should exist before reliance on such
grounds may be justified and there should be evidence in one form or another for
similar development in the area to rely on precedence.

Decision making should rely on consistency and the provisions o f the Local Plan and
not on perceived precedent.

In practice each application should be solely considered on its own merits when there is

no evidence led to indicate that there is any tangible precedent for similar developments
in the area.

In this instance there is no tangible evidence led by the Council that any other similar
applications out with this site had been received or were likely to be received or
encouraged by the application under review.

As such, as there is no evidence led to support the claim that the granting o f Planning
Permission for this development would necessarily lead to other unacceptable
developments contrary to the provisions of the Local Plan. The concept o f perceived
precedent as a reason for refusal therefore, has to be considered with extreme care In
order that it can be considered as a legally acceptable reason for refusal.

7.0 Conclusion

7.1 As outlined the environs o f Netherhall Farm were clearly considered as an acceptable
building cluster in the granting o f Planning Permission in 2011 under ostensibly the

same policies in the current Local Plan for the two new dwellinghouses across the road
from the existing farmhouse. This was further reinforced within the current
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Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 − Assessing Development in the Rural Investment
Area (SPG 8). This illustrates on page 11 (Section J − Building Cluster Locations in
the RIA ) that the farm complex is included as one of the recognised building clusters
just to the south east o f Allanton.

7.2 The erection o f the two new dwellinghouses would take the housing units adjacent to
the existing farm and within the building cluster up to the acceptable number o f four
dwellinghouses as specified in the Local Plan.

7.3 As demonstrated in this statement the proposal is contained within the designated
permissible circle o f development relating to building clusters and as such the proposed
development would not constitute unacceptable sporadic development into the
countryside.

7.4 The proposed dwellinghouses are o f a L shape and surround a central courtyard type
space giving them a U shaped format. This format o f a courtyard as in traditional
buildings layout provides a form o f enclosure with resultant shelter from the elements
which compliments other building formats within the cluster and is an acceptable form
o f traditional building in the countryside.

7.5 As illustrated the proposed footprint of the two proposed dwellinghouses is similar in
scale to the existing farmhouse and the two existing new dwellinghouses across the
road from the farm.

7.6 This western boundary as considered by the Planning Authority is fairly low key and
not a truly distinctive feature which dramatically differentiates the farmhouse from the
fields to the west.

7.7 The proposed landscaping and boundary treatments are fairly traditional in the
countryside and provide screening and containment to the development.

7.8 The proposed housing development is essentially vernacular in concept. It is 1.5 storeys
in height which relates to the pattern of other vernacular buildings in the area and
conforms with guidance contained in the Local Plan.

The roof with a pitch o f 40 degrees is o f a format typical o f local vernacular
architecture and the guttering and downpipes display a simple traditional approach all
o f which receives support in the Local Plan.

The dormers are similar to those on the adjacent farm building. They are o f a simple
wall head Scottish style without any over elaborate features which is in accordance with
guidance contained within the Local Plan.

The Gables are plain without any associated over detailing which again is in accordance
with the guidance in the Local Plan.
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The fenestration is fairly traditional in proportions having a mainly vertical emphasis
and does not dominate the wall space.

7.9 Finishing materials for the proposed housing are traditional. The roof will be finished in
natural grey slate. The walls will have a white wet dash render. Doors and windows will
be finished in natural wood painted grey These are all traditional finishes within the
countryside.

7.10 The Planning Authority offered no objections to the proposed new access or parking.

7.11 The two new dwellinghouses across the road from the farmhouse were previously
considered acceptable by the Planning Authority as they were contained within the
designated permissible circle of development relating to the acceptable building cluster
of the farm.

The two new built dwellinghouses are similar in distance and position as the proposed
dwellinghouses from the farm and all are within the acceptable circle o f development.
This granting o f Planning Permission in 2011 is considered a Material Consideration in
reviewing this application.

7.12 There is no evidence led to support the claim that the granting o f Planning Permission
for this development would necessarily lead to other unacceptable developments
contrary to the provisions o f the Local Plan. The concept o f perceived precedent as a
reason for refusal therefore, has to be considered with extreme care to be a legally
acceptable reason for refusal.

7.13 It should also be noted that these above points in this statement and others including
biodiversity are raised in the Application Supporting Statement submitted with the
Planning Application. This Supporting Statement also forms part o f this Review Body /
Appeal submission.

7.14 The statement illustrates with reasoned points that the proposal complies with the
detailed guidance and criteria set out in Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 ( SPG8)
(Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area ) contained in the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan.

7.15 This statement also clearly illustrates with reasoned points that the proposal conforms
with the overall provisions o f Policy NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green
Belt and Rural Investment Area) and Policy l)SP 4 (Quality o f Development) o f the
North Lanarkshire Local Plan.

7.16 Section 25 o f the Town and Country (Scotland ) Planning Act, as amended, indicates
that − where in making any determination under the planning act, regard is to be had
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to the Development Plan
, the determination shall be made in accordance with the plan

unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

7.17 If it is considered that the appeal proposal complies with the Development Plan and
there are no adverse material considerations then planning consent should be granted.

7.18 As illustrated, the proposal complies with the relevant Development Plan Policies and
Guidance and there are no adverse material considerations.

7.19 It is respectfully requested therefore, that Planning Permission be granted for the
proposal..

8.0 List of Productions.

01 − Application Form − 19 / 00843 / FUL

02 − Report o f Handling − 19 / 00843 / FUL.

03 − Decision Notice − 19 / 00843 / FUL.

04 − Committee Report − 11/ 00036 / FUL.

05 − North Lanarkshire Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 ( SPG8)

06 − Block Plan.

07 − Application Supporting Statement.
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 191008431FUL

Date Application Valid: 25th June 2019

Proposal Two detached dwellinghouses

Address Netherhall Farm Case Officer:
Dura Road Mr Ritchie Gillies
Allanton
North Lanarkshire
M U 5DJ

Local Plan Policies
HCF 1 A (Protecting Residential Amenity and Community Facilities − Residential Amenity)

DSP 4 (Quality of Development)

NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area − Rural
Investment Area)

Planning History
• 97/1 0021/OUT Rehabilitation of Existing Derelict Farmhouse
• 98/00372/REM Rehabilitation and Alterations to Derelict Farmhouse
• 09/01334/FUL Erection of 4 No, Dwellinghouses
• 1 1/00036/FUL Erection of 2 Dwellinghouses
• 12/00035/PAN Proposed Wind Farm
• 12/00757/FUL Erection of Agricultural Storage Shed
• 18/00589/FUL 2 Dwellinghouses
• 19/00843/FUL Two detached dwellinghouses

Site Visit Date(s) 1st August 2019
Weekly List Date Weekly List Expiry Date
Neighbour 29th July 2019 Neighbour Notification 19th August 2019Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date 7th August 2019 Advert Expiry Date

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The site relates to a vacant area of land to the west of Netherhall Farm, Dura
Road, Allanton and features a relatively flat field with a group of mature trees
demarcating the field and the dwellings to the east. The distance between the
nearest proposed dwelling and the centre of the courtyard of the existing
Netherhall farmhouse is 40m with the furthest part of the dwelling being 52m
distant and the furthest part of the more westerly proposed dwelling being 72m
distant.

Design and Materials The proposal is for a two one and a half storey L shaped dwellinghouses which
would face each other, with the projecting sides of each dwelling forming a
shallow partially closed area facing the south. The maximum depth of this
enclosure created by the houses would be approximately 6.7m. A newly created
vehicular access would lead into this partial courtyard.

Both dwellings would have a slate roof, timber windows and doors and a white
wet dash render finish. Both dwellings would incorporate traditional roof dormers.

DaylightlSunlight Due to the location of the proposed development, and lack of neighbouring
buildings or properties, there will be no impact on daylight or sunlight as a result
of this proposal.

Boundary Treatment Planting of an agricultural fence and hedgerow are proposed along the northern
boundaries of the development with additional small lengths of hedgerow
planting enclosing the parking areas to the front of the dwellings. A 1.8m high
timber fence would enclose the eastern boundary facing Netherhall Farm

Privacy Due to the location of the proposed development, and lack of neighbouring
buildings or properties located within 20m distance, there will be minimal impact
on privacy provision as a result of the proposed.

Adjacent Levels The site is sloped slightly towards the west.

Landscaping (including garden The easterly dwellinghouse would impact directly on several mature trees within
ground) the tree group to the east of the site.

AGENDA ITEM 2D
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Access, Parking & Turning Three parking spaces are proposed to the front of each dweflinghouse with a
new vehicular access being created to the existing farm access road.

Site Constraints The site is located within a High Risk Coal Mining Area

Consultation Responses Due to the location of the proposed, the council's greenspace service, the Local
Development Plans team were consulted as part of this assessment, as well as
The Coal Authority
The Local Development Plans team indicated that compliance with policy NBE 3
B and SPG8 will be required to determine whether this proposal is acceptable.
Greenspace have been consulted as part of this application, however no
response was received
The Coal Authority was consulted, and raised no objection to the proposed

Representations One representation was received, neither objecting nor supporting, but
requesting that if approved, a condition to widen the access to Dura Road
is attached to allow safe vehicular access.

Any Other Material None
Considerations

Report

Under Section 25 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, planning decisions must be
made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The
proposal raises no strategic issues and as such requires to be assessed against local plan policies. In this
regard, policies NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area DSP 4
(Quality of Development) and − Rural Investment Area) are relevant. Given the location of the proposed,
Supplementary Guidance 8, regarding the assessment of development within the Rural Investment Area
will also be considered.

Policy NBE 3 B (Assessing Development in the Green Belt and Rural Investment Area − Rural Investment
Area (RIA) ) seeks to protect rural areas from inappropriate development. However there are
circumstances where limited development is acceptable where it is seen to enhance the environment in
which it is to be set. Within the RIA new development specifically to enhance an existing cluster, natural
heritage value and respect natural boundaries.

Supplementary Planning Guidance 8 −Assessing Development in the Rural Investment Area (SPG 8) goes
into further detail regarding the acceptable development types within the Rural Investment Area. Section
H 'New Dwellings & House Extensions state that there is a general presumption in favour of granting
planning permission for new dwellings in the RIA if they are: (a) sensitively located within or adjacent to
an existing building cluster and (b) designed in such a way as to respect the local building form and detail.
Isolated developments insensitively located and of poor design will not be supported and will be regarded
as being contrary to Policy NBE 3 B

As per SPG 8, a building cluster comprises a residential property and associated agricultural outbuilding
which should be closely grouped together within an average building footprint diameter of approximately
lOOm. Buildings are traditionally grouped at right angles to each other to form a U or C block creating a
courtyard providing shelter from the wind and allowing supervision of the buildings from the principle
dwelling. The buildings to the east consist of three separate residential buildings, two of which were only
granted in 2011. Although the layout of the two new build properties have been done sympathetically to
the cluster style, it is deemed that due to the clear boundary treatment and demarcations between the new
dwellinghouses and the original Netherhall Farm, as well as the separation via the road, that the existing
buildings to the east of this site does not constitute the description of a cluster. The western boundary of
Netherhall Farmhouse is clearly defined, with a dry stone wall and tree planting along the boundary. This
indicates that any development further west of the drystone wall would constitute as an intrusion into the
wider rural area, which does not accord with policy NBE 3 B.

If it were deemed that the group of three dwellinghouses were a cluster, the nearest part of the closer
proposed dwellinghouse would be located approximately 27m from the centre of the courtyard of the
existing Netherhall Farm, with the furthest part of that dwellinghouse 52m from the centre. The western
proposed dwellinghouse is located further away, located 72m from the centre of Netherhall Farm.

The layout of the proposed development, with two L shaped buildings do create some form of enclosure,
and accords with the layout of development within a cluster, but they cannot be considered to complement
an existing building cluster. As described above, the buildings on the site currently do not constitute as a
cluster. Section 1.4 of SPG 08 states that "any new development proposals should relate to the existing
building footprint and the need to create a sense of enclosure and space." The proposed does not accord
with the above description due to the proposed being kcated in an area clearly separated from the existing
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buildings on site. This separation effect is reinforced further by boundary treatments proposed and the
development being at a sufficient distance away from the existing buildings, so that they can only be
viewed as sporadic development and intrusion in the wider rural area.

Therefore, it is deemed that the existing buildings on site do not constitute as a cluster, despite the new
build's layout designed in a way to be sympathetic to cluster styling. The proposed dwellinghouses will be
located a significant distance from the centre of the existing buildings, and due to their location and the
existing and proposed boundary treatments, the proposed would not create a sense of enclosure, but will
give the appearance of two separate and detached dwellinghouses located within the countryside. As
such, the proposed does not comply with policies NBE 3 B and SPG 8

Policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development) seeks to ensure that developments are well designed and do not
have an adverse impact on neighbouring amenity. The planning statement submitted with this application
states that the dwellinghouses would be designed to ensure accordance with SPG8. The principles of
development in SPG8 are discussed above, but with regards to design, all new builds should respect the
local building form and detail. Although the layout has been positioned to be sympathetic of the rural area,
the proposed houses are large in scale, very suburban looking and the boundary treatments will further
enhance this suburban feel. Although there are elements sympathetic to the rural nature of the proposed,
the overall design is large and does not fit in well with the rural characteristics of the area. It is assumed
that the design of the proposed is derived from the new build housing located to the south east of the site.
However, it should be stated that these are not high quality examples of architecture in rural areas, and
design inspiration for appropriate design of new housing in the countryside should not be taken from these
two buildings. Furthermore, as discussed above, the proposed development does not integrate
successfully into the existing buildings and will result in a detrimental impact on neighbouring amenity by
failing to relate well to the existing context. Therefore, it is deemed that due to the unsympathetic style,
design and location, this proposal does not comply with DSP 4.

To summarise, it is considered that the proposal fails against policies NBE 3 B (and SPG 8) and against
DSP 4 as the development is inappropriate at this location as it fails to form part of a cluster, and it is not
in keeping in terms of design. It is considered that the proposed will have a negative impact for cumulative
incremental development within the rural area, and as a consequence would set an undesirable precedent
for residential developments in unacceptable locations in the countryside.

Date 28th August 2019

Reasoned Justification

The proposal is considered not to comply with the terms of the adopted local plan policy NBE 3 B (Rural
Investment Area) and DSP 4 (Quality of Development) in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan in that it is an
inappropriate development in the rural area. The proposed dwellinghouses will also adversely affect the
rural character and amenity of the area.

Recommendation: Refuse for the FollowingReasons:−The

proposed development does not comply with the terms of local plan policy NBE 3 B Rural
Investment Area and associated Supplementary Guidance 8 'Development in the Rural Investment Area,'
as it is not part of an existing cluster, nor does it enhance an existing cluster.

2. The proposed development does not comply with local plan policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development) as it
is not of the high quality design expected in a rural location.

The proposed development, if approved, would result in an undesirable precedent being set for sporadic
development of housing in the countryside.
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM

TO: HEAD OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

SOUTHERN AREA OFFICE

F.A.O.

FROM: Assistant Business Manager −
Greenspace Development

ASK FOR: Biodiversity or Access Officers

01236 632838

YOUR REF: S119/008431FUL

MY REF:

DATE: 28.08.2019

COPIED TO: SUBJECT: Allanton, Dura Road, Netherhall

Farm − two detached dwellinghouses

GRID REFERENCE: 286271 657241

Biodiversity

Access:

Access Rights under Part 1 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 apply to most land in Scotland

including parks, woodlands, public open amenity space and open countryside. Access rights

currently apply to this site, which appears to be pastoral.

Section 6 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 excludes land which is adjacent to a house,

caravan, tent or other similar domestic place as is sufficient to give persons living there reasonable

measures of privacy and undisturbed enjoyment. These rights would be lost under section 6, should

the 2 planned houses and associated private gardens be formed.

The secluded and isolated nature of the site means it's unlikely that the area is being used in any
capacity by local access users. The effect on access rights users is likely to be negligible.

Right of Way SM052 runs along the access track to the south of the application site, but this is

unlikely to be affected by the development. There are no core paths within the boundary of the

proposed development.

AGENDA ITEM 2E
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Comments for Planning Application 19/00843/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 19/00843/FUL
Address: Netherhall Farm Dura Road Alanton North Lanarkshire M U 5DJ
Proposal: Two detached dwellinghouses
Case Officer: Mr Ritchie Gillies

Customer Details
Name: Mr Graham Alexander
Address: Blackhall Cottage, Dura Road, Allanton, North Lanarkshire MI−7 5DJ

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:We have no objections to the proposed application as long as a condition of the
planning is to widen the road end in order to safely allow vehicles to enter and exit without risk of
collision. This is already a risk, as you are essentially turning in and out of the road blind and the
risk will only increase further with the additional traffic that is likely to be associated with another
two houses. It would also be advisable to improve visibility up and down Dura Road when exiting

our road end.
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Hamill Mark

From: Henderson Andrew
Sent: 09 August 2019 13:28
To: eConsultation
Cc: Regen & ES NLLDP
Subject: Strategy and Policy team advice on application 19/00843/FUL

Application number: 19/00843/FUL

Proposal: Two detached dwellinghouses

Location: Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanto

Strategy and Policy team have no comment other than the proposal sits within the Rural Investment Area (RIA). The
proposal, if considered for approval, the case officer should refer to Policies NBE313, DSP4 of the NLLP and to SPG8
Development in the RIA.

NLLDP − Modified Proposed Plan

The site is Countryside in the modified Proposed Plan, covered by policies PP5 and AD5. Appropriate forms and
scale of development are set out on pages 77 and 78. The application would have to assess against the relevant
principle policies of place making which are as follows:

• PP5 Countryside Purpose of place and guidance page 77.
• AD5 Countryside Amount of Development policy guidance page 78
• PROM LOC3 − Housing Development Sites and guidance page 29
• Cli − Contributions to infrastructure and guidance page 80
• EDQ1, EDQ2 and EDQ3 − Environmental and Design Qualities with guidance on pages 84, 85, 86

and 87

Consideration: The proposal should be assessed as part of the Development Management Process.

Andrew Henderson
Strategy and Policy Team
Enterprise & Communitiies
Enterprise & Place
North Lanarkshire Council
Tel: 01236 632615
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0
The Coal
Authority

I

i\;T%'rs'rOR IN PEOPLE

RTPI
Learning Partner

200 Lichfield Lane
Berry Hill
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 4RG

Tel: 01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries)

Email: planningconsultationcoal.pov.uk

Web: www.ciov.uk/coalauthority

For the Attention of: Mr Ritchie Gillies − Case Officer
North Lanarkshire Council

[By Email: econsultation@northlan.gov.uk]

26 July 2019

Dear Mr Ritchie Giflies

PLANNING APPLICATION: 19/00843/FUL

Two detached dwellinghouses; Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton, North
Lanarkshire, ML7 5DJ

Thank you for your consultation letter of 24 July 2019 seeking the views of The Coal
Authority on the above planning application.

The Coal Authority is a non−departmental public body sponsored by the Department of
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy. As a statutory consultee, The Coal Authority has a
duty to respond to planning applications and development plans in order to protect the
public and the environment in mining areas.

The Coal Authority Response: Fundamental Concern

I have reviewed the proposals and confirm that the application site falls within the defined
Development High Risk Area; therefore within the application site and surrounding area
there are coal mining features and hazards which need to be considered in relation to the
determination of this planning application.

The Coal Authority records indicate that the application site falls within the boundaries a
form opencast site; where coal has been extracted using surface mining methods.

In accordance with the agreed risk−based approach to development management in the
defined Development High Risk Areas, the applicant should be informed that they need to
submit a Coal Mining Risk Assessment Report, or equivalent report, to support this
planning application. As no relevant information has been submitted at this time the Coal
Authority objects to this planning application.

Protecting the public and the environment in mining areas
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The Coal Authority would expect that the report attempt to locate surface mining high walls
and that no built development straddles surface mining high walls where possible. A layout
plan should be submitted which plots the surface mining high walls in relation to the
development proposed.

The Coal Authority would be very pleased to receive for further consultation and comment
any additional information submitted by the applicant.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter further.

Yours Sincerely,

57x" 'ItJe4&94a
George Weightman I MS, BSc (Hons)
Trainee Planning Liaison Manager

General Information for the Applicant

The Coal Mining Risk Assessment needs to interpret the coal mining risks and should be
based on up−to−date information of past coal mining activities in relation to the application
site. A variety of Coal Mining Report products which provide baseline information on coal
mining legacy risks are available from www.ciroundstability.com. A Coal Mining Risk
Assessment should then take the information contained in the Coal Mining Report and
interpret the risks identified specifically in relation to the proposed development. If you
merely submit a Non Residential Coal Mining Report, an Enviro All−in−One Report or other
factual report obtained from www.groundstability.com (or a similar product from private
land search suppliers) this will not overcome our objection to your planning application.

The need for a Coal Mining Risk Assessment is set out in the National Planning Practice
Guide at:
http://planningguidance.planningDortal .gov. uklblog/ciuidance/Iand−stability/land−stability−guidance!

This coal mining information you obtain from a Non−Residential Coal Mining Report, an
Enviro−All−in−One Report or other factual report should then be used to assess whether or
not past mining activity poses any risk to the development proposal and, where necessary,
propose mitigation measures to address any issues of land instability. This could include
further intrusive investigation on site to ensure that the Local Planning Authority has
sufficient information to determine the planning application.

The Coal Mining Risk Assessment should be prepared by a "competent body". Links to
the relevant professional institutions of competent bodies can be found at:
htts://www.gov. uk/planninp−arlications−coal−mi ni np−risk−assessments

2

Protecting the public and the environment in mining areas
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Guidance on how to produce a Coal Mining Risk Assessment and a template which the
"competent body" can utilise is also contained at:
httrs ://www.gov. uk/planni nQ−applications−coal−mininQ−risk−assessments

Disclaimer

The above consultation response is provided by The Coal Authority as a Statutory
Consultee and is based upon the latest available data on the date of the response, and
electronic consultation records held by The Coal Authority since 1 April 2013. The
comments made are also based upon only the information provided to The Coal Authority
by the Local Planning Authority and/or has been published on the Council's website for
consultation purposes in relation to this specific planning application. The views and
conclusions contained in this response may be subject to review and amendment by The
Coal Authority if additional or new data/information (such as a revised Coal Mining Risk
Assessment) is provided by the Local Planning Authority or the Applicant for consultation
purposes.

In formulating this response The Coal Authority has taken full account of the professional
conclusions reached by the competent person who has prepared the Coal Mining Risk
Assessment or other similar report. In the event that any future claim for liability arises in
relation to this development The Coal Authority will take full account of the views,
conclusions and mitigation previously expressed by the professional advisers for this
development in relation to ground conditions and the acceptability of development.

3

Protecting the public and the environment in mining areas
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INVESTOR IN PEOPLE

RTPI
Learning Partner

200 Lichfield Lane
Berry Hill
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NGI8 4RG

Tel: 01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries)

Email: plan ningconsultation(äcoal.qov.uk

Web

For the Attention of: Mr Ritchie Gillies − Case Officer
North Lanarkshire Council

[By Email: econsultationnorthlan.gov.uk]

15 August 2019

Dear Mr Ritchie Gillies

www.gov.uk/coalauthority

PLANNING APPLICATION: 19/00843/FUL RECONSULTATION

Two detached dwellinghouses; Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton, North
Lanarkshire, ML7 5DJ

Thank you for your consultation letter of 29 July 2019 seeking the further views of The
Coal Authority on the above planning application.

The Coal Authority Response: Material Consideration

I previously commented on this planning application in a letter to the LPA dated 26 July
2019. In accordance with the agreed risk−based approach to development management in
the defined Development High risk Areas, I had requested that the applicant submit a Coal
Mining Risk Assessment or equivalent report in support of this planning application.

The applicant has obtained appropriate and up−to−date coal mining information for the
proposed development site and has used this information to inform the Coal Mining Risk
Assessment Report (The Commercial Section at The Coal Authority, 18 April 2019) which
nowaccompanies this planning application.

The report has reviewed a Consultants Coal Mining Report, an abandonment plan and
other records. This review of information has concluded in the professional opinion of the
author that the extraction area falls approximately 20m north of the application site and
therefore opencast workings pose a low risk to the application site.

In addition, the report identifies a medium risk from probable underground ironstone
workings which is associated with coal beneath the site. The report does recommended
that intrusive site investigations be undertaken to determine the presence or otherwise of
these workings. However, I have liaised with my mining information colleagues who have

1

Protecting the public and the environment in mining areas
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confirmed that when the likelihood of shallow coal workings are considered independent of
ironstone the likely risk is low. As you may be aware The Coal Authority does not make
comment on other minerals, however, The LPA and applicant should consider the risk
posed by ironstone workings.

On the basis that that the site does not fall within the extraction area associated with areas
of opencast, The Coal Authority withdraw its objection to this planning application.
However, further more detailed considerations of ground conditions and/or foundation
design may be required as part of any subsequent building regulations/warrant application.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter further.

Yours Sincerely,

57x" IOeq%tma#
George Weightman I MSC, BSc (Hons)
Trainee Planning Liaison Manager

Disclaimer

The above consultation response is provided by The Coal Authority as a Statutory
Consultee and is based upon the latest available data on the date of the response, and
electronic consultation records held by The Coal Authority since 1 April 2013. The
comments made are also based upon only the information provided to The Coal Authority
by the Local Planning Authority and/or has been published on the Council's website for
consultation purposes in relation to this specific planning application. The views and
conclusions contained in this response may be subject to review and amendment by The
Coal Authority if additional or new data/information (such as a revised Coal Mining Risk
Assessment) is provided by the Local Planning Authority or the Applicant for consultation
purposes.

In formulating this response The Coal Authority has taken full account of the professional
conclusions reached by the competent person who has prepared the Coal Mining Risk
Assessment or other similar report. In the event that any future claim for liability arises in
relation to this development The Coal Authority will take full account of the views,
conclusions and mitigation previously expressed by the professional advisers for this
development in relation to ground conditions and the acceptability of development.

2
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INTRODUCTION
1 The countryside is a valuable asset to the people of
North Lanarkshire for the visual amenity it provides as
well as the opportunities for both formal and informal
recreation. It covers 31,424 Ha of the land area of North
Lanarkshire with 16,543 Ha designated as Green Belt
where restrictive planning policies apply with a further
14,881 Ha designated as Rural Investment Area (RIA)
where more permissive development policies apply. It
contains a variety of land uses, including agriculture,
grazing, recreation, housing and businesses, and is an
area where many changes are currently taking place.
Increasingly these changes require to be carefully
managed to safeguard the areas character and
population.

2. This leaflet addresses issues in the Rural Investment
Area, providing detailed advice to supplement the policies
for development and land use as set out in the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan. There are separate and distinct
leaflets for Development in the Green Belt (SPG 07),
Landscaping (SPG 01) and Biodiversity and Development
(SPG 20)

CONTENTS The latest Supplementary Planning Guidance can be
found online at:− www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklspg

A Policy Context p.02 L Equestrian Development
B RIA Boundary & Settlements p.03 M Design Issues for the Conversion of Buildings
C Key Issues for Development in the RIA p.04 N Window Proportions
D Agricultural Permitted Development (APD) p.06 0 Material and Detailing
E Control of APD p.06 P Access and Car Parking

F What is a Building Cluster? p.07 Q Landscape−Assessment and Integration
G Development Options in a Building Cluster p.08 R Biodiversity Assessment and Mitigation
H New Dwellings & House Extensions p.10 S Other Consents You May Need
I Conversion and Reuse of Rural Buildings p.10 T Sources of Further Guidance
J Building Cluster Locations in the RIA p.11 U Contact Details
K Key Design Requirements for New Buildings p.12 V Development Checklist

p.14
p.15
p.17
p.18
p.20

p.21
p.22
p.23
p.23
p.23
p.24

T uncv
:tCêSS

The rut−al character of the RIA − here North of Green gairs − needs to be retained
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A. POLICY CONTEXT
1. The following Rural Investment Area Policy NBE 3B was incorporated in the Finalised
Draft North Lanarkshire Local Plan approved by the Council on the 27th of November
2008, the policy complies in full with the Scottish Planning Policy of February 2010. This
document represents the Supplementary Guidance referred to in Policy NBE 3B.

2. Planningapplica−tions
will need to

demonstrate − through
the design and written
submissions −compli−ance

with all these key
tests where they are
appropriate to the
particular situation.
They also need to
demonstrate how the
rural character will be
retained and enhanced

− as set out in thisguid−ance.

Other relevant Scottish
Government and Local
Plan Policies also need
to be complied with.
See paras 159−164 of
the Scottish Planning
Policy (SPP).

Other relevant policies
within the Local Plan
include:−Policy

DSP.4 Quality of
Design (see SPG.15)

NB SPG.08 Assessing
Development in the
Rural Investment Area is
a material consideration
in determining
applications for planning
permission.
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B. RIA BOUNDARY & SETTLEMENTS
1. The map below shows the extent of the Rural Investment Area within North
Lanarkshire in comparison to the Green Belt. It also indicates the settlements which are
located in the Rural Investment Area which constitute the centre for public services and
facilities for the dispersed rural communities.

Regional Scenic Area

AThis map is based upon Ordnance Survey
material with the permission of Ordnance Survey
on behalf of the Controller of Her Majesty's
Stationery Office © Crown copyright Unauthorised
reproduction infringes Crown copyright, and may
lead to prosecution or civil proceedings
North Lariarkshire Council 100023396 2009

00.51 2 3 4 5 K
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C. K E Y ISSUES FOR DEVELOPMENT IN T H E R.I.A.

Supported Housing. Berwickshire,
Oliver Chapman Architects

PA

Affordable Housing, Berwickshire Private dwelling, Speyside,
Oliver Chapman Architects Malcolm Fraser Architects

1. Unlike the Green Belt, there is no presumption against the granting of planning
permission for new development in the Rural Investment Area (RIA). However, this is
qualified by the requirement for new development to be located within an existing cluster
of buildings or farm steading groups (see Section H below). Isolated developments in the
open countryside are not acceptable under Policy NBE 3B.

2. The Council does not consider it appropriate to grant
planning permission in principle (PPP), but will in allcas−es

require a full detailed planning application to ensure
that all of the requirements of this guidance have been
met. The need for a full range of information at the time of
application − as opposed to granting approval butsub−ject

to conditions − is important as officers of the Council
need to have sufficient information to assess whether the
development (architectural plans) and the development
setting (landscape plans) have been well considered and
whether the criteria set out in this guidance have been
complied with. This cannot be properly done with a PPP
application.

3. In addition to arresting the depopulation of the RIA this
guidance is also seeking to promote increased
commercial and employment generating uses in the RIA
to aid farm diversification and to attract investment into
the countryside (see Section M). However, these
commercial and employment uses must be carefully
located and designed to enhance the environmental
landscape of the RIA. The landscape geology and
topography of the RIA is such that commercial operations
such as open−cast mining, quarrying and renewable
energy developments are acceptable uses which,
because of their impact, have required there own specific
supplementary guidance documents.
(see SPG 11 Minerals Development and SPG 12Assess−ing

Wind Farm Developments)

−i

Landscape of the RIA in North Lanarkshire can include farm buildings, wind turbines, and agricultural land.

4 Contemporary design can help private dwellings or farm steadings fit in − using mature trees to provide scale and shelter
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Private dwelling, Speyside
Malcolm Fraser Architects

4. Occupancy conditions will not be applied in the Rural
Investment Area in an effort to arrest the decline in the
rural population through household growth. This is a step
change from the previous policy which required all new
developments to be justified on the basis of a specific
locational need tied to a limited set of acceptable uses in
the countryside. In effect new development can be sold
on the open market thereby increasing the opportunity to
increase inward migration to the RIA and help to stabilise
rural populations and secure the thresholds required to
maintain rural services.

5. New development should not however prejudice
landscape character, or environmental and biodiversity
features. It should meet the Council's design and
environmental performance standards as detailed in
Sections Kto 0 of this guidance document. In seeking
to promote new development in the R.I.A the Council's
primary objective is to achieve betterment in the character
of the local environment through the requirement for all
new development to have a positive impact on the local
landscape through extensive structural landscaping and
sensitive siting of development (see Sections M and N
and separate Landscaping S. G). This requirementsup−ports

the actions required to improve the environmental
quality of the RIA as set out in the Structure Plan.

Analysing the character of the agricultural land or local buildings or walls can help set the rural landscape context.

Traditional buildings can be reused − whether with a contemporary extension or as a private dwelling

Farm steading in the RIA, North LanarkshireFarm steading in the RIA, North Lanarkshire
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D. AGRICULTURAL PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT

Traditional farm buildings are grouped around a yard and are flexible in use

1. For certain types of Permitted Development there is a
"Prior Approval" procedure (with a fee) which you must
follow. The types of development covered by this "Prior
Approval" procedure are:
a) New or significantly altered or extended agricultural

and forestry buildings.
b) Agricultural and forestry roads, certain excavations or

waste deposits or the placing or assembly of fish tanks.

3. The Council has 28 days to determine if it wishes to
give approval to details of the development prior to its
construction. If the Council does not wish to give approval
you will be notified within the 28 day period. If the Council
does wish to give approval it has 8 weeks from there−ceipt

of the submitted details to issue its decision. A form
setting out the information required may be obtained from
the Planning Service. (see contacts on page 19)

2. You must notify the Council with the following details
which will normally be requested on a location plan showing:
a) the siting design and external appearance of

agricultural or forestry buildings,
b) the siting and means of construction of a private road,
c) the siting and excavations or waste deposits within an

area exceeding 0.5 hectare,
d) the siting and appearance of fish tanks.

4. The Council will require prior approval of all such
details in the Clyde Valley Area of Great Landscape
Value (A.G.L.V.) and where proposals would affect sites
of Nature Conservation Value (SAC's, SPA's, SSSI's and
SINC's as shown on the N.L.L.P Proposals Map) or other
sensitive areas.

5. Proposals in other areas will be examined on their
individual merits but prior approval will always be required
where a proposal is likely to have a significant impact on
its surroundings. For design considerations (see Section
Q. If you are in doubt whether this procedure applies to
you, a Planning officer can advise you.

E. CONTROL OF AGRICULTURAL PD

Agricultural buildings in North Lanarkshire can have diverse uses − from modern farm sheds to storage

1. Landowners seeking to convert existing non domestic
buildings in the RIA to domestic use need to explain why
the buildings are functionally obsolete.

2. Landowners will not be allowed to declare existing
functional buildings obsolete in order to develop them for
domestic use and then seek to develop new/replacement
functional buildings elsewhere within their landholdings/
farm unit as this would result in a proliferation of buildings

in the landscape and would have a negative
6 impact on the open character of the RIA.

3. The Council will therefore examine proposed changes
of use of agricultural buildings to dwellings withparticu−lar

care. Where consent is granted for the conversion of
agricultural buildings to a non−agricultural use, the Council
may consider withdrawing agricultural permitteddevelop−ment

rights which allow construction of new functional farm
buildings through the imposition of a legal agreement. This
will be appropriate where the conversion would result in the
need for replacement agricultural buildings which would
have an adverse effect on the landscape through theprolif−eration

of development in the open landscape.Page 111 of 247



F. WHAT IS A BUILDING CLUSTER All illustrations are intended
as general guidance only

1. The National Planning Guidance upon which this guidance is based (PAN 72) advocates
the siting of new development in the RIA within or adjacent to an existing building cluster.
However, the national guidance does not define a building cluster and leaves each Planning
Authority free to provide its own definition. In an effort to define what constitutes a building
cluster officers of the Council assessed every building and building group in the RIA to
arrive at a defintion as to what constitutes a building cluster in North Lanarkshire.
2. Having examined over 100 existing farm steadings and
building groups within the RIA the average number of
buildings within a building cluster is five. A building cluster
in North Lanarkshire comprises a residential property and
associated agricultural outbuildings (see photographs
and plans overleaf). The buildings are closely grouped
together within an average building footprint diameter of
some 100 metres. Buildings are traditionally grouped at
right angles to each other to form a U or C block creating
a courtyard providing shelter from the wind and allowing
supervision of the buildings from the principle dwelling.
The ratio of built to unbuilt land within the average building
cluster footprint should not exceed 40 %.

3. Analysis of the spread of built development within the
R. LA also indicated that each recognised building cluster
or farm steading group also has an average separation
distance from the next building cluster. This separation
distance relates to historic factors such as the average
size of the farm unit and the movement of farm machinery

to and from the farm steading. It is felt that these historic
factors are still valid today as they reflect the tradition of
development in the landscape. In seeking to promote new
development in the RIA the Council wishes to maintain the
open character of the landscape. As such this guidance
seeks to maintain existing patterns of development within
the RIA. Any proposals for new building clusters must
have a minimum separation distance of 1,000 metres from
an existing building cluster.

4. The overall intent of Policy NBE 3B is to focusdevel−opment
towards the recognised building clusters (see

Section J), as this minimises the impact on the landscape,
secures environmental improvements to the setting of
existing buildings and allows new development to connect
with existing infrastructures and services. Proposals for
non−residential use may be acceptable outwith recognised
building clusters dependant upon the nature of thepro−posed

use and the impact of the buildings on thecharac−ter
of the RIA (see Section M).

These domestic building clusters in North Lanarkshire need mature planting to integrate A typical farm building cluster in North Lanarkshire

Farm building clusters benefit from the right location for shelter and trees to provide scale This domesric building cluster needs planting

Duntilland Farm Easter Glentore Farm Daviesdyke FarmBogside Farm
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G. DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS IN A BUILDING CLUSTER
•'•:.

(

East Mains Holding

1. The images on these pages indicate typical farm steading building clusters in North
Lanarkshire. The images show the figure−ground plans of all of the buildings within a
cluster. Buildings within a cluster are highlighted in white. The farm−houses are coloured
in black. The average development footprint of a 50 metre radius has also beensuper−imposed

on the plan.

0

Barnhill Farm Blacktongue Farm

2. The intent of this guidance is to illustrate the type and
form of development that would be appropriate (in green)
within a building cluster or farm steading group and that
which would not (in red). The starting point for an assessment
of the development potential of the building duster is to
determine the building footprint. This will establish a
benchmark against which new proposals will be measured.

3. If the non−residential buildings are functionally obsolete
the preference is for stone buildings to be retained and
refurbished for residential or commercial use with minor
extensions used to achieve modern living standards. The
structural condition of the buildings will determine whether
they are capable of refurbishment (see Section Q.

4. In addition, new buildings need to respect thetradi−tional
building form and layout by being located to provide

enclosure and shelter − typically by being placed at right
angles to the principle residential development so as to
replicate courtyard forms (see Section M). Ideally with
large mature trees providing scale to the cluster.

East Maths Holding East Redmire Farm

5. All new development must be substantially contained
within the 50 metre radius development footprint so as
to avoid proliferation of development out into the wider
landscape. As long as the majority of the building footprint
(85% plus) is contained within the average radius then
part of the building and associated private open space
can be accommodated outwith this area (as long as it
complies with Section M which emphasises the need for
containment).

6. If the non−residential buildings are of no architectural
merit then their floor area can be used to determine the
appropriate thresholds for any new development. Any
new development proposals should relate to the existing
building footprint and the need to create a sense of
enclosure and place. The massing and height of the
structures to be replaced will also provide a guide as
to the form and massing of the new development e.g.
maximum ridge heights and mature trees will dictate the
number of storeys in any replacement building.

Contemporary additions to a traditional farm house or steading need to provide shelter and fit in terms of scale and ridge height

Barnhill Farm Blacktongue Farm East Redmire Farm
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G... DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS IN A BUILDING CLUSTER . . /2
Al illustrations are intended as general guidance only

T)
−cceo:a. −Farm Cluster−Ol, North Lanarkshire Un coeptable Acc ors

A : cu−Farm
Cluster−02. North Lanarkshire Unnappr onate Ao−.ions

−

\\

−
−

Aco
Farm Cluster−03, North Lanarkshire U n n a o p me Acu −

I

Farm Cluster−04. North Lanarkshire − 9
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H. NEW DWELLINGS & HOUSE EXTENSIONS
1. There is a general presumption in favour of granting planning permission for new
dwellings in the R.I.A if they are:
(a) sensitively located within or adjacent to an existing building cluster and
(b) designed in such a way as to respect the local building form and detail.

Isolated developments insensitively located and of poor design will not be supported and
will be regarded as being contrary to Policy N B E 3B.

2. New dwellings need to be carefully grouped so as not
to prejudice landscape character, or quality, or sitefea−tures

or mature planting, and should meet NorthLanark−shire
Council's standards for environmental performance.

3. Extensions to dwellings in the RIA are generally
acceptable provided that their size and scale does not
prejudice the open character of the surrounding
countryside and the design is consistent with the
character and scale of the existing building group.

4. As a general guideline, the Council considers that an
extension or succession of extensions which increase the
original floorspace of the house by more that 30% are
likely to form an intrusive feature in the landscape and
prejudice the integrity and original scale of the dwelling.

5. Because of the likely visual impact of a new dwelling in
the countryside, the Council does not consider itappropri−ate

to grant planning permission in principle consent, but
will in all cases require a full detailed planning application.

Additions which respect the scale, character and materials can help a traditional farm house or steading become contemporary

I. CONVERSION AND R E U S E OF RURAL BUILDINGS
1. The Council will examine proposed changes of use of agricultural buildings to dwellings
with particular care. Where consent is granted for the conversion of agricultural buildings
to a non−agricultural use, the Council may consider imposing a condition on the farm unit
withdrawing agricultural permitted development rights so as control the construction of any
new farm buildings(see Chapters D and Q.

Conversion is likely to be Conversion is not likely to beappro−appropriate
where:

1. The building is functionally obsolete.
2. The form, massing and general design of the buildings

are in keeping with their surroundings.
3. The re−use of the building will not prejudice the

purposes, open character and visual amenity
of the RIA.

4. The proposals are set within the context of the farm/
steading unit and will maintain and enhance the wider
landscape setting and site features (see Section J).

5. Proposals seek to improve the external appearance
of the building, especially in conjunction with any
necessary structural changes, in order to contribute to
the visual amenity of the RIA.

6. The proposed use can be accommodated within the
existing structure of the building, without major change
or extension (e.g. less than 30%).

7. In traditional buildings, the proposal retains essential
features such as openings, walls and roofs.

8. The original character of the rural setting around
10 the building is maintained and enhanced.

priate where:
1. The proposal fails to maintain or enhance

the wider landscape setting.
2. The proposed use requires construction of large scale

extensions which are inappropriate in scale and
design in relation to the existing building (eg over 30%).

3. The proposal alters essential elements such as walls,
openings, roofs and individual characteristics such as
stone steps and flagstones.

4. The proposal introduces urban clutter' such as
exposed parking areas, garages, storage areas,
sheds, washing lines or new driveways which would be
visible in the wider landscape.

5. The proposal would result in unacceptable levels of
traffic on local roads, noise or other unacceptable
adverse environmental impacts.

6. The building is within an area of flood risk
and satisfactory mitigating measures
cannot be achieved.
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J. BUILDING CLUSTER LOCATIONS IN THE R.I.A
1 The map below shows the spread of building clusters within the RIA. The number and
location of the building clusters reflects traditional farming units and as such provides an
equitable distribution of development opportunity in the RIA. This developmentopportu−nity

provides an economic up−lift to landowners thereby aiding rural
diversification whilst satisfying the demand for rural housing from the indigenous
population and also commuters. These factors seek to arrest rural de−population.

'
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K. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW BUILDINGS
Agricultural Buildings

r.IiPJ
Typical North Lanarkshire stone farm buildings and steading groups provide design clues for new development

1. Agricultural buildings are an integral part of the landscape. Well designed and located
structures can enhance the visual amenity of the area. Conversely, poor siting and design
can have an adverse impact on the appearance of the countryside. Below are somede−sign

objectives to facilitate the integration of new agricultural buildings into the landscape.

2. Roofs in new agricultural buildings often have a wide
span and shallow pitch which make them prominent in the
landscape. Dark colours should therefore be used such as
sombre greens, blues and browns. Avoid reflectivemateri−als.

Timber cladding should, if used, be dark stained.

3. Making roofs darker than walls and keeping the eaves
simple and as traditional as possible will help reduce
the perceived mass of the building. Modern box eaves"
should be avoided.

4. Roof lights often form very visible features. They should
be avoided unless functionally essential and are best
finished flush.

5. Proposals should include measures to prevent pollution
from animal waste and encourage re−use of grey water.

Commercial & Business Premises

6. Where walls are especially noticable in the landscape,
they should be suitably rendered or appropriately clad,
rather than left as exposed concrete block. Dark plastic
U.P.V.0 guttering and down−pipes are acceptable as they
help to provide relief and shadow.

7. Storage areas and fuel tanks may be necessary.
Choose locations well screened from view either byexist−ing

or proposed buildings or by trees and hedgerows.

8. The existing landscape should be enhanced so that
new buildings fit in" rather than clutter the countryside.

9. Once construction is complete, regrade any disturbed
soil to blend with the existing landform, restore the top−soil
and re−seed.

Loch Lomond National Park Offices New commercial business, Port of Monteith
Page & Park Architects

1. New commercial and business premises may vary in
scale. However, in general their siting and design has
much in common with new agricultural buildings. Thefol−lowing

issues are of particular note to applicants:

2. In those cases where the nature of the activity to be
housed will result in a building of a different character, the
advice relating to landscape setting and site features are
very important.

3. External materials and detailing should be sympathetic
to the vernacular which here consists of stone,

12 timber, corrugated steel, slate and slate substitute.

4. The design of the building should seek to minimise
its scale and bulk in order to reduce its impact upon the
appearance of the surrounding landscape. Careful siting
and location is critical.

5. Businesses must be established for a minimum of 3
years prior to the consideration of a permanent dwelling,
18 months for a temporary dwelling, and such dwellings
will be legally tied to the operation of the business via a
Section 75 Agreement. In such circumstances, the criteria
in Section.G will also be applied.

Bute Recycling Centre
Collective Architecture
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K. K E Y DESIGN R E Q U I R E M E N T S FOR N E W B U I L D I N G S . . /2
Dwellings

− − − . ' . − − −

−

p .

/
/ A

TYPICAL HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT of a FARM STEADING

1. Traditional rural dwellings in North Lanarkshire are
usually small in scale with a compact floor plan reflecting
their historical origins as dwellings for agricultural workers
or for those working in other traditional industries. The
following issues are of particular note to applicants:

2. New dwellings should reflect the traditional scale of the
vernacular buildings. Proposals should avoid sprawling
layouts that are more appropriate to urban and suburban
areas, and which could adversly affect the open,
un−developed nature of the countryside.

3. Unless surrounding properties provide a unique context
dwellings rarely exceed 2 stories in height, and aretradi−tionally

one storey and a half with dormer windows.

Appropriate Dwelling Forms (Suitable scale, rural in character)

L

r

L

− − − − −
J

p

L

v000
T

Inappropriate Dwelling Forms (Excessively large, suburban in character)

. . . . . .
. : : . : ...

4. Roofs are frequently of a narrow width, usually pitched
and often slated.

5. Older dwellings are usually built of natural materials.
These may vary from sandstone and ashlar to harling or
roughcast. New dwellings should use materials that
sympathise with the local traditions.

6. Traditional detailing includes dressed stone to
doorways and windows, and crow−stepped gabledetail−ing.

Detailing should reflect local traditions. Simple robust
detailing is usually most appropriate.

x
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L. EQUESTRIAN DEVELOPMENT

1. The keeping and riding of horses is a popular pastime
but one which, through the erection of stables, fences,
jumps and the like, can have a significant impact on the
character and appearance of the countryside. Isolated
developments insensitively located and of poor design will
not be supported and will be regarded as being contrary to
Policy NBE 3B.

2. The Council expects that facilities associated with the
keeping of horses avoid harming the visual amenity and
character of the countryside. In particular stables, jumps,
fences, access gates, hard standings, lighting, parked
vehicles, schooling areas and the like need to be carefully
located, well landscaped and built in materials which help
them "fit in" and make them unobtrusive features in the
landscape. The Council will resist such intrusive elements
unless they are well integrated into the rural landscape.

Siting
1. Facilities should avoid sky−line locations and any other
prominent sites which are highly visible from publicfoot−paths

and roads.
2. Stables and ancillary structures of two or more adjacent
facilities should be grouped into clusters, preferably in field
corners, using mature planting to reduce their visual impact.
3. Proposals which require long or visually intrusive access
roads will be resisted especially where proposals requirehard−surface

tracks. Facilities should be within 15m of the access.
4. Protect new planting from browsing − horses can
browse up to 2 metres over a fence.

Landscaping
1. Applications should also be accompanied bymanage−ment

proposals to ensure that existing and new vegetation
and any features of wildlife interest are properly protected
both during and subsequent to the implementation of the
proposals.
2. Use native trees and hedgerow plants and avoid using
conifers as hedging or screening as these are alien to the
traditional landscape (see SPG 01).
3. Applications will be accompanied by detailed schemes
of planting to help minimise the visual impact of
development.

Fences & Jumps
1. Fencing should be post and rail, a well laid hedge or a well
maintained dry stone wall depending on local characteristics.
2. New fences should be kept to a minimum and normally be
accompanied by new hedgerow planting in native species.
3. Moveable objects such as jumps should be removed
when not in frequent use. This is to minimise

visual impact and damage to grass. Provision
14 for storage should be shown.

Access Points and Hard Standings
1. Avoid the need to create new field access points onto
public roads. Two or more developments can often share
the same gateway.
2. Access points should be located to avoid the need for
visibility splays. Where such access splays are essential,
natural stonewalls or hedgerow planting will be required
(instead of post−and−rail fences) in order to retain a sense
of enclosure.
3. Hard standings and tracks should be suitably surfaced
to minimise their visual impact. Large areas of tarmac and
concrete should be avoided.
4. Particular care is required in the design and material of
gateways to maintain a rustic/rural character.

Stables
1. External materials and colours should be used which
will quickly weather to minimise their impact on theland−scape.

Dark stained timber can be more in keeping with
the landscape than external brick or block work.
2. Wherever possible adopt characteristics of design and
materials of older agricultural buildings in the locality
which are visually attractive.
3. Avoid the temptation to make a bold statement in the
landscape. Too many bold statements will compete
visually to the detriment of the local scene − facilities
should generally be discrete.
4. Buildings are usually best grouped around a yard to
provide shelter. Openings should generally face inwards
to the yard, field or building group. Solid wall areas can
help the character.
5. Using simple roof shapes, details and materials can
enhance the overall design.
6. Consider the needs of humans too! It is better to make
provision for facilities in the stable block than to usecara−vans

and the like as ancillary facilities

further advice is available from British Horse SocietyScot−land
at wwwbhsscotland.org.uk and wwwbhs.org.uk
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M. DESIGN ISSUES FOR THE C O N V E R S I O N OF BUILDINGS

4Fi1Restored inter/or Former school converted to houses Conversion possibilities

1. The character of traditional farm buildings derives from
their original function as working agricultural buildings.
In general they are simple and unfussy both in form and
detail, which is part of their appeal. Effective conversion
should maintain this simplicity and protect the essential
features and original fabric of the building to be converted
Retention of solid wall areas and other traditional details
helps.

Structural Survey
1. Conversion proposals should incorporate a full survey
carried out by a structural engineer or other suitablyquali−fied

person to show the current state of the building and
indicate how the proposed conversion can be achieved.
Annotated photos of the existing situation can also assist.
2. The survey should be realistic − neither "belt & braces"
cautious or without detail. It should analyse any movement,
highlight elements of the building to be retained, repaired or
replaced, the shoring−up necessary whilst works take place
and other protective measures.
3. Elevations, cross sections and longitudinal sections
should be provided at a scale of at least 1:50.

Identify Essential Character

2. If you are intending to convert or reuse an existingbuild−ing
then you need to address the key issues in this section

when making a planning application. If your application fails
to satisfactorily address these issues, you may be requested
to revise your proposals or, in some cases, the application
may be refused. The Council encourages pre−application
discussions, once sketch proposals have been prepared and
the issues within the guidance have been considered. (See
Contacts on page 23 to make an appointment).

Landscape Setting
1. Applicants need to establish the landscape character
(see p.4 and 5) and use it as a basis for a landscape
strategy for the whole farm steading / unit. The strategy
should enhance the setting and should contribute to the
rural character of the converted buildings in their new use.
2. Traditional farm buildings are generally grouped
together around a yard to provide shelter − often forming
a small cluster or steading which may be visible over a
considerable distance.
3. Large specimen trees and natural hedging usuallycon−tribute

to providing shelter and scale to the setting.

1. The character of traditional farm buildings derives from their original function as working
agricultural buildings. In general they are simple both in form and detail, which is part of
their appeal. Effective conversion will maintain this simplicity and protect essential features
and the original fabric of the building to be converted. Retention of solid wall areas helps.

x
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VFormerSchool converted to a house
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M. DESIGN ISSUES FOR THE CONVERSION OF BUILDINGS /2

Identify Essential Character
Existing Farm Steading
1. Atypical farmsteading in North Lanarkshire has been
developed over time. Traditionally it takes the form of a
single or one and half storey stone U−block comprising a
dwelling with associated equipment and animal storage
buildings on either side. Overall it forms an enclosed and
sheltered courtyard and hardstanding area − typically with
a few large specimen trees to provide scale and shelter.

2. The buildings will typically be located within aland−scape
which has matured over time to provide shelter

from the elements and visual screening − so that the
building in integrated well into the landscape.

Appropriate Conversion
1 The image on the right indicates ways in which to
sensitively design a steading conversion

2 The roof line and profile have been maintained through
the use of internal facing flush roof lights Alterations to
+ I , c a v i o t i n r q a n - i n n c h a * i o k a o n n n n f a r n o r l * , i t h i n th

/
−

L I ¼ , ¼ # f l I O L I I I I S f J ¼ # I I I I I C I V ¼ , I J ¼ # ¼ , I I ¼ , ¼ J I I L C I I I I ¼ , ¼ 4 V V I L I I I I I L I 1¼.,

− −−−−−−internal
courtyard as much as possible. New windows

are of a traditional simple vertical emphasis and style
The mature planting has been retained and enhanced to
protect and screen the building

3 The interventions are considered to be
appropriate in that they maintain the rural character of
the building while providing accommodation to meet the
needs of modern lifestyles.

Inappropriate Conversion
1. The image on the right indicates how NOT to
convert a traditional steading.

2. The box dormers do not respect the simple roof line or
profile. The insertion of overlarge horizontal windows on
blank gables harms the solid to void ratio of the building.
The removal of the mature planting exposes the building,
makes it more visible in the landscape, and increases the
perceived scale of the buildings.

3. The interventions are considered to be inappropriate in
that they reduce the integration with the adjoining
countryside and seek to suburbanise the rural character

16
of the building.

x
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N. WINDOW PROPORTIONS
Doors and Windows

all

Simple traditional forms can echo the agricultural character There is usually a neec . proportions and extent of openings

IND I 1 i
j1'[

Traditional materials can be used in modern ways to reflect the traditional or agricultural character

1. In general, agricultural buildings have few windows and
door openings, and those which exist are rarely arranged
symmetrically within an elevation.

2. New openings are discouraged, particularly if they face
outwards. The layout and type of accommodation that can
be provided in the converted building may be restricted by
the number and sizes of existing openings.

3. Where additional doors and windows are to beprovid−ed,
they should generally be on the least public face of the

building and should copy existing patterns. Simple robust
frames (timber or metal) will normally be mostappropri−ate

and usually these should be stained or painted in dark
colours to be sympathetic to the surrounding walls.

Window to Wall Ratios
The ratio of window to wall area and the proportions of the
openings are all important to help a building fit in.

4. Where additional floors are to be provided at first floor
level, they should be set back or designed to avoiddis−rupting

the appearance of the existing full height windows.

5. Where roof lights are needed, they should be themini−mum
necessary. They should be finished flush with the

roof to avoid disruption of the roof line and should be on
the least public face of the building. A large "conservatory
type" section of roof may alternatively work.

6. Barn door openings of substantial proportions are found
on many farm buildings. Full height windows may be
inserted but these usually benefit from being set back into
the opening to maintain the impression of shadow and
depth attached to the original opening. The frames should
be simple, robust and dark stained.

pR ;a1 :kk:
Modern rura, nousing can use traditional materials and forms to fit in Vei L , I openings usually fit in better than horizontal proportions
Oliver Chapman Architects Rural Design Architects SLldlo KAP Paterson Architects

. I

V
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0 . MATERIALS AND DETAILING

Reflecting diverse local materials can help development fit in − wnether pail tea merai corrugated sheeting. slate roof with lead
flashings. to timber doors, windows and screens arid crow−stepped gab/es

1. The original building fabric should be retained where
possible. New or recycled materials should where
possible be sourced locally to reduce the carbon footprint
of the development. Completely new re−building will not
normally be acceptable.
2. External materials should either be matched exactly
to that of the original building and steading group or be
clearly distinctive and modern.
3. Appropriate external building materials are stone, pebble
dash, timber, corrugated iron/tin/steel, slate or slate substitute.

K,
Retaining and reflecting
gutters & downpipes: − c

4. Windows and doors should generally be of timber or
metal construction.
5. The urban character of modern ground surfaces such
as concrete paving and concrete blocks is inappropriate
for rural buildings. Surfaces should be permeable (see
SPG 09). Tarmac may be appropriate if used in a limited
way and with simple or hidden edging. Applicants should
reuse existing materials supplementing these as
necessary. For large areas, gravel and whinstone are
recommended.
6. Proposals should include measures to prevent pollution
from animal waste and encourage re−use of grey water.

naterials − from white pain tea rougncasr render semi−dressed focal stone, metal
modern textured rendered walls with slate roof or smooth render with timber details

Ancillary Buildings & Gardens
1. Gardens often contain domestic clutter i.e: washing lines, play equipment. Careful
location and landscaping should aim to contain and enclose these so as to avoid a
suburban character.

2. Existing out−buildings should be used to house domestic items where possible. If new
anciliary outbuildings are required these should be limited, located sensitively within the
plot to form a clear relationship to the existing buildings and the external materials should
compliment the existing buildings within the plot.
3. Private garden areas should generally be well screened with existing walls and hedges
enhanced wherever necessary. (See Landscaping Guidance SPG 01). A clear distinction
between the residential garden area and any adjoining agricultural fields is essential.

Building Materials
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0 . MATERIALS AND DETAILING /2
Roof Profile

A

p

Photographs showing various traditional and contemporary gables and roof profiles.

1. Original roof structures and pitch should be retained 4. Appropriate roofing materials are natural slate, high
wherever possible − setting height and massing limits, quality concrete tile, slate substitute and corrugated metal.
Approval will not normally be given to unjustified alteration sheeting.
of roof trusses and other structural roof timbers. 5. Dormer windows (if not already used within thestead−2.

Carefully designed solutions may be necessary to ing) are generally unacceptable. Where proposed they
achieve adequate head room and retain the original need to be limited in number. A small number of roof lights
structure (e.g. lowering floor level). This requirement may may be acceptable on the least public roof slope.
restrict the amount and type of accommodation which can 6. Vents should minimise disturbance to the roof line but
be provided, can have their visual impact reduced by placing them
3. Simple, large unbroken roof slopes are characteristic of along the eaves using ducting specifically designed for
traditional farm buildings. They often dominate elevations this purpose.
and can be prominent in distant views. To preserve the 7. New chimneys and flues, which suggest a domestic
original character of the building, these simple, undis− use, should not be used in non−domestic buildings.Metal−turbed

lines need to be retained. lic vents / flues are preferred to masonry chimneys in
order to reinforce the functional / industrial function of the
building.

Adjoining Buildings
Applicants need to establish the relationship of thebuild−ing

to be converted to any adjoining buildings. Theirloca−tion,
the way they will function and their character makes

it necessary to consider the future of the whole building
group (Impact on wider use I potential nuisance etc.)

Inappropriate Roof Details

T;\ ,N

Appropriate Roof Details

¶ J t /

/

V
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P. ACCESS & CAR PARKING

I. The existing means of access should be used wherever
possible. New driveways across open land will generally
be inappropriate.

2. Avoid widening existing accesses onto roads and
removing walls, hedgerows or trees.

3. When creating access splays, natural stone walls or
hedgerow planting should be employed in order to match
the local context (rather than post−and−rail fences) and
also to provide a sense of enclosure in the lane.

4. Cars, vehicles and other modern requirements(wash−ing
lines, sheds, play equipment, etc) can detract from the

appearance of farm yards causing them to look suburban.
Containing parking and garages and other modern'clut−ter"

by careful location and good landscaping helps.

5. Existing out−buildings should be used whenever
possible to garage vehicles, provided that accessar−rangements

are suitable for modern requirements. The
Council will not normally approve new structures for
garaging when suitable accommodation for vehicles exists
within the steading group.

Parking Integrated within the Landscape

Appropriate and Inappropriate Parking Layouts

V

J

\\

V x

LI20

Entrances & Boundaries
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Q. LANDSCAPE−ASSESSMENT & INTEGRATION
1. This section seeks to highlight the need to consider the design of the proposed
development in relation to its landscape setting, to ensure that the amenity and character
of the rural landscape is enhanced by the proposed development. Development proposals
have to respond to both the general landscape setting and the specific characteristics of
the development site to ensure that it makes a positive impact on the rural landscape.
Applicants are therefore encouraged to establish the landscape setting and site features
as outlined below as a precursor to designing the buildings and landscaping of the
development. Please note that detailed guidance on Landscaping is incorporated in
SPG.01 Landscaping; SPG.01A Landscape Species Supplement; and SPG.20
Biodiversity and Development..

Establish the Landscape Setting
1. The rural landscape of North Lanarkshire is diverse.
It is an expression of various factors combining to give
an appearance to the land; factors such as landform,
vegetation and the impact of man through development.

2. The Clyde Valley Area of Great Landscape Value
(AGLV) is of regional importance. Topography, vegetation
and the pattern of settlement along the valley combine to
give the landscape its unique character. (see the Glasgow
and Clyde Valley Landscape Character Assessment at
www.snh.org.uk/publications/on−Iine/LCA/glasgow.asp)

3. Analysis of the landscape setting will also show the
traditional siting of buildings in the countryside, traditional
patterns of tree and hedgerow planting, and the local
importance of dry stone walls.

4. River corridors contain features which require protection
and enhancement. They also form wildlife corridors.

5. Proposals should have minimal visual impact and
should seek to enhance the landscape by:−

− Reinforcing field patterns wherever appropriate and
retaining and improving traditional boundaries such as walls.

− Retaining & enhancing trees, woodlands and hedgerows.

− Introducing additional planting of indigenous broad leaved
woodland species in appropriate locations (grants may be
available from the Forestry Commission). This is consistent
with the objectives of the Central Scotland Forest which
seeks to increase the amount of woodland in N Lanarkshire.

− Sympathetic siting of new buildings within the site.
− Extending local landscape networks of woodland and

open space habitats in support of the aims of the Central
Scotland Green Network, a National Planning priority.

:

1'

The sun path changes according to season

Site Features
1. Any areas within the site which are of nature conservation
value (SAC's, SPA's,SSSI's and SINC's), conservation,
archaeological or historic interest, and any area beyond the
site boundary which may be affected by the proposal should
be identified − the following table shouldassist:−2.

An accurate site survey should include:
i) A description of the nature and extent of any features of

interest, levels, topography, north point (orientation).
ii) Details of the site drainage including ponds, bums and

ditches.
iii) Areas over which the public have access, including

footpaths and vehicular tracks.
iv)Existing boundaries, trees (trunk & canopies) and hedges.
v) Existing buildings (including their condition)
vi)Areas to be affected by land fill, earth moving and

excavation.

3. The proposals should identify:
i) The nature and extent of any impacts on the important

features.
ii) Mitigation measures (e.g. buffer planting) where adverse

impacts are identified, or any proposed changes in level.
iii)Features to be enhanced and restored and the means of

achieving this.
iv)Areas to be retained and managed to maintain existing

character value.
v) Protective measures during construction.

I • II

Typical site survey information plan

4 .r
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R. BIODIVERSITY−ASSESSM ENT & MITIGATION
1. Some forms of development can threaten biodiversity
but development can also contribute positively towards the
protection and enhancement of biodiversity. Opportunities
can vary from retaining existing vegetation to providing
new planting of native trees and shrubs; ensuring that
watercourses are protected and taking measures to protect
individual species. With a few simple steps developers can
ensure they comply with biodiversity legislation, meet the
Councils' requirements for biodiversity conservation, and
help avoid delays at a later stage. Development should not
result in a net loss of biodiversity. Where significant adverse
impacts to biodiversity are identified, appropriate mitigation
measures will be required. However, it should be noted
that long established habitats are almost impossible tore−create

and particular effort should be made to protect such
habitats. This is fully explained in SPG 20 Biodiversity and
Development and accompanying checklists − with the key
points in making a planning application described below.

Pre−Application Discussions
2. Discussions are encouraged at an early stage with
Council planning officers and Greenspace staff. Where
the development might affect Sites of Importance to
Nature Conservation, European sites or raise naturalher−itage

issues of national interest Scottish Natural Heritage
should also be involved in pre−application discussions.
This can provide information identifying how a proposal
can be improved to allow the development to proceed.

Site Audit
3. An initial site audit should be undertaken to determine
the possible ecological issues at a potential development
site. In the case of a site with a range of establishedenvi−ronmental

features/habitats/species this audit requires to
be undertaken by a qualified ecologist or landscapearchi−tect

with suitable ecological experience. The initial audit will
assist in the selection of an appropriate development site,
highlight the potential biodiversity issues and opportunities
at a site, identify existing species and habitat records and
identify where further survey data will be required.

4. Developers should identify any designations on or
adjacent to the site, eg, Sites of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINCs), and should incorporate relevant
mitigation measures to ensure their protection. Details
of designated sites can be obtained by consulting the
ecologist within North Lanarkshire Council's Greenspace
Services. Even where existing survey information exists,
updated survey work is likely to be required to support
development proposals as the use of the site by protected
species can vary from year to year. The site audit should
be included with the planning application.

Detailed Surveys & Impact Assessment
5. Where the initial site audit indicates that the site does
or could support species, habitats or features of
biodiversity interest, specific targeted surveys should be
carried out. This information should be included with the
planning application.

6. The production of environmental surveys, impactas−sessments,
biodiversity objectives, detailed methodologies

for biodiversity conservation and biodiversity management
plans should be carried out by a suitably qualified ecologist.
As an absolute minimum, sufficient data should always be
obtained to determine the presence or otherwise of legally
protected and Local Biodiversity Action Plan PrioritySpe−cies

and Habitats and if present indicate their distribution
and population size/area.

7. Additional survey information may be necessary to
inform mitigation, enhancement, compensation and
management works on site, and will be a requirement for
certain development types or sites − particularly where
there are protected species or habitats − see SPG.20Bio−diversity

and SPG.22 on Environmental ImpactAssess−ment.
These additional data needs will be highlighted

by the initial site audit and / or by early discussions with
the Council and other relevant bodies. For instance, in
accordance with the Site Assessment Guidance of SPG
20, for proposals which are considered to have a likely
significant effect on any European designated sites and
Appropriate Assessment (under the Habitats Regulations)
will be required to investigate in detail the likely impacts
of specific development proposals on any such protected
sites. To be in accordance with the development plan,
proposals for the RIA must demonstrate that they will not
adversely affect the integrity of European sites.

8. In some cases more than one survey will be required to
provide sufficient data on a species/habitat. Given these
seasonal constraints survey requirements for adevelop−ment

should be determined at the earliest possible stage
to avoid delays later in the planning process. Optimium
survey seasons vary for different species and habitats.

9. Further information is available in SPG 20 Biodiversity
and Development and in the North LanarkshireBiodiver−sity

Action Plan.

Design Development to Incorporate Biodtversity
10. Having identified biodiversity opportunities andcon−straints

within a site these should be considered as part
of the design or masterplan for the site. It is important that
design should consider biodiversity not just within the site
boundaries but also existing biodiversity features in the
surrounding area and any links which can be created.
Even where few features of ecological value have been
identified on site, the developer will be expected to explore
opportunities to enhance the value of the site for wildlife. At
the detailed planning application stage more detail of the
design and biodiversity objectives will be required. Planning
conditions may be used to ensure the necessary work is
undertaken to achieve the biodiversity objectives.
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S. OTHER CONSENTS YOU MAY NEED
Building Standards Consent
This is necessary for any structural
alterations or new build.

S

Listed Building Consent
This is needed for any works which affect
the historic or architectural character of a
Listed Building in any way.

Advertisement Consent

adverts in North Lanarkshire.

Scheduled Monument Consent
This is required when works affect the
scheduled area of a monumentdesig−nated

under the Ancient Monuments

consents are administered by Historic

Waste Disposal
and a licence

Works to Trees
'S.require

consent where trees are subject
toFoot−path

Diversion
This will require approval under the
Planning or Roads Acts.

Area Transportation Team.

Drainage & Roads

area Transportation Team. Landdrain−age
consent may also be required from

1_fl

Protected Species Licences
These are required when works affect
European protected species (e.g.
bats, otters, great crested newts) or
their shelter I breeding places from

Government). A licence is also required
for any works that are likely to disturb
badgers and their setts from thelicens−T.

SOURCES OF FURTHER GUIDANCE
Scottish Government

v".scotIandyo.u/topcsIano:nq
Contains general information onplan−ning

and building standards.
Scottish Planning Policy (SPP)
para 92−97 (p.19−20)
Plus Policy Advice Notes:
PAN 72 Housing in the Countryside &
PAN 73 Rural Diversification.

Historic Scotland
scot/and orq k

Historic Scotland "Rural Buildings of
the Lothian's.− Conservation andCon−version

Guide for Practitioners"

British Horse Society
sotyuk

British Horse Society Scotland
for advice on all things equine and
equestrian, animal welfare,bridal−paths

etc & sscoTian
See also Illustrations by

wscotlandgov.ukJTopics'?a,mingniraI
.

ARCHITECTURE
www.sears.scotland.gov.uk www.collectivearchitecture.com

U. CONTACT DETAILS
North Lanarkshire Council
Development Management

Fleming House, 2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld G67 IJW
01236 632500
esenquiriesnorthlan.gov.uk

North Lanarkshire Council
Transportation Team
Northern Area Office
Central Area Offitce
Southern Area Office
(see addresses above)
esenquiriesnorthlan.gov.uk

COPYRIGHT − Please note this document contains
various copyrighted images all of which have been used toillus−trate

exemplar quality rural developments. The expresspermis−sion
of the copyright holders has not been requested.

North Lanarkshire Council The latest Supplementary
Development Implementation Planning Guidance and index
Team can be found onlineat:−www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklspg

Fleming House, 2 Tryst Road search Supplementary Guidance.
Cumbemauld,G67 IJW
01236 632625
esdesign@northlan.gov.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage
30 Hope Street,
Lanark, MLI1 7NE
Tel 0155 566 5928

S.E.P.A Corporate Office
East Kilbride, 5 Redwood
Crescent, Peel Park,
G74 5PP
Planning.ek@sepa.org.uk

www.snh.gov.uk
www.sepa.org.uk

See also:
www.rics.org/scotland

r" i sto c − s c o , . . i ,

www.scotland.gov.uk

www.sac.ac.uk

vvw.ntus.org.uk

www.icas.org.uk
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The latest Supplementary Planning Guidance and index can be found onlineat:−www.northianarkshire.gov.uk/spg

s s o r e o Ref: SPG 08 Assessing Development
encouraging good n r t l i e J . T advice in the RIA − Approved 28th July 2010

' i L n v t t , , L
North Lanarkshire Council, Environmental
Services, Strategic Planning, Fleming House,
2 Tryst Road, Cumbemauld G67 1JW
Tel 01236 632625 esdesign©northlan.gov.uk
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Location Plan

AGENDA ITEM 2G
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Aerial Image
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Proposed Site Layout
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Proposed Elevations Plot 1
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Proposed Elevations Plot 2
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19/00843/FUL
Netherhall Farm, Dura Road, Allanton
Two detached dwellinghouses
Local Plan Extract
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Local Review Body Procedure 
 

Stage 1 
 

 View slides of application site 

 Agree that there is sufficient information to determine the application 

 
 
Stage 2 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines the application 

 Agree the Policy position – does the proposal accord with Council policy 

 
 
Stage 3 
 

 Planning Advisor outlines other material considerations 

 Do any of the material considerations outweigh the policy position 
 
 
Stage 4 
 

 Decision and reasoned justification 
 

AGENDA ITEM 3A
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Our Ref: 19/01329/FUL
Your Ref:
Contact: Ms Shahida Bashir
Tel: 01236632500
E−mail: espIanningnorthlan.gov.uk
Date: 12th December 2019

Mr Alex Bankier

Alex Bankier & Co

Fernieshaw Farm

Fernieshaw Road

Cleland

North Lanarkshire

MLI 5NQ

Dear Sir/Madam,

NORTH
LANARKSHIRE

I r COUNCIL

Enterprise And Communities
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 1 J
esplanninQ@northlan.gov.uk

Determination of Application
Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire,,
I refer to your application for Planning Permission relative to the above proposal, which was
registered on 15th October 2019. I write to advise you that this application was refused on 11th
December 2019.

I enclose a copy of the Decision Notice.

We appreciate and value customer feedback to help us understand what we do well and where
we need to improve. This allows us to tailor our service to better meet your needs.

Please take a few minutes to complete our customer survey at
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/NLCdevelopmentmanaqement. If you submitted on paper a
survey form and prepaid envelope are enclosed.

Yours faithfully,

/
−−Lorna

Bowden
Planning and Place Manager

I M Mf l d i s a b i l i t y
INVESTORS AccreditedI c o n f l d j

' PEOPLEL___. LEADER −

LIVE
LEARN
WORK

INVEST
Visit
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NORTH
LANARKSHIRE
r COUNCIL

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997
as amended by the

Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006
Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)

(Scotland) Regulations 2013

No: 19/01329/FUL
Date: 11th December 2019
To: Mr Alex Bankier

Alex Bankier & Co
Fernieshaw Farm
Fern ieshaw Road
Cleland
North Lanarkshire

ML1 5NQ

With reference to your application dated 8th October 2019 for planning permission under
the above Acts and Regulations for the following development:

Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire,,

North Lanarkshire Council, in exercise of its powers under the above Acts and
Regulations, hereby REFUSES planning permission for the reasons indicated in the
paper apart.

The Council's reasoning for arriving at the above decision is asfollows:−Reasoned

Justification
The proposal fails to meet the criteria of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan Green Belt
policy in that, it is considered to represent a residential development in the green belt
without adequate justification, or any exceptional circumstances, and it would set an
undesirable precedent for other such developments within the immediate vicinity and
across the wider green belt areas.

/ A",
Lorna Bowden
Planning and Place Manager
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Reasons

The proposal is contrary to policy NBE 3A (Green Belt) and associated
Supplementary Planning Guidance Note SPG07 of the North Lanarkshire Local
Plan as it constitutes inappropriate development in the Green Belt in that it does
not fulfil the requirement for any residential development to be in connection
with agriculture, forestry, horticulture or other appropriate rural uses.
Furthermore, no adequate justification, special circumstances or material
considerations have been demonstrated to merit a departure from this policy.

2 The proposal is contrary to policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development) of the North
Lanarkshire Local Plan as the proposal will result in a reduction in the existing
levels of landscape value, biodiversity and amenity value
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

PLEASE READ THESE NOTES CAREFULLY, THEY DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE, AND ARE NOT

INTENDED TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO LAWS WHICH MAY APPLY TO THE DEVELOPMENT WHICH

YOU PROPOSE TO CARRY OUT. IF YOU WISH TO OBTAIN ADVICE ON WHICH YOU WILL BE ENTITLED TO

RELY, YOU MUST CONSULT A SOLICITOR OR OTHER APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVISER, e.g. AN

ARCHITECT OR CHARTERED SURVEYOR.

(1) A copy of the plan which accompanied your application is returned docketed appropriately.

(2) If the applicant is aggrieved by this decision taken under delegated powers by the Planning Authority he
may request that a review of the decision is undertaken by the Councils Local Review Body. A request for
a review (Notice of Review) should be submitted to North Lanarkshire Councils Corporate Services Section
in accordance with the Planning etc (Scotland) Act 2006 within three months of this decision.

The Local Review Body may uphold the original decision or may reverse or vary any part of it and may deal
with the application as if it had been made to them in the first instance. This is regardless of the specific
issues raised in the Notice of Review..

NOTE: A request for a review should be addressed to North Lanarkshire Councils Corporate Services
Section, Civic Centre, Windmillhill Street, Motherwell ML1 lAB. The appropriate Notice of Review
form is available online at wwweplanning.scotlandgov.uk

(3) If permission to develop land is refused and the owner of the land claims that the land has become
incapable of reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonably
beneficial use by the carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve
on the Planning Authority a purchase notice of his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions of
Sections 88 to 94 of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997.

(4) Where it appears to the Planning Authority that there has been a breach of planning control, they may serve
enforcement and stop notices requiring the breach to be remedied.
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12./0l/2020

NOTICE OF REVIEW
Under Section 43A(8) Of the Town and County Planning (SCOTLAND) ACT 1997 (As amended) In Respect

of Decisions on Local Developments
The Town and Country Planning (Schemes of Delegation and Local Review Procedure) (SCOTLAND)
• Regulations 2013

The Town and Country Planning (Appeals) (SCOTLAND) Regulations 2013

P1 EASE NOTE IT IS FASTER AND SIMPLER TO SUBMIT PLANNING APPLICATIONS
ELECTRONICALLY VIA https:llwww.eplanning.scot

1. Applicant's Details 2. Agent's Details (if any)

T i 1 e r M r . Ref No.
Forename Alex. Forename
Surname: Bankier. Surname

Company Name
Building No./Name

Address Line I
Address Line 2
Town/City

Posicode
Telephone

Mobile
Fax
EmaiIj alex

Alex Bankier & Co.
Fernieshaw Farm,
Fernieshaw Road.

Cleland.

MLI 5NQ.

of. corn

ENTERPRISE & COMMUNITIES

Company Nane
Building No.It1ame
Address LineJL

Address Line
Town/City

Postco
Teteph

Mobile
Fax
Email

3. Application Details

Planning authority

Planning authority's application reference number

Site address

North Lanarkshire Council 1

191013291FUL 7

Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire

Description of proposed development

Erection of two new detached dwelllnghouses with garages

1

AGENDA ITEM 3C
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Date of application [15th Oct 2 0 1 ] Date of decision (ii any) 11th Dec 2019

This notice must be served on the planning authority within three months of the date of decision notice or
from the date of excnr'v of the oenod allowed for determininq the aorjhcation.

LI

4. Nature o f Application

Application for planning permission (including householder application)

Application for planning permission in principle

Further application (including development that has not yet commenced and where a time limit has
been lmosed; renewal of planning permission and/or modification, variation or removal of a planning
condition)

Application for approval of matters specified in conditions

S. Reasons for seeking review

Refusal of aophcation by appointed officer

Failure by appointed officer to determine the application within the period allowed for determination
of the application

Conditions imposed on consent by appointed officer

6. Review Drocedure

El
El

V
111
El

The Local Review Body will decide on the procedure to be used to determine your review and may at any lime
during the review process require that further information or representations be made to enable them to determine
the review. Further information may be required by one or a combination of procedures, such as: written
submissions; the holding of one or more hearing sessions andlor inspecting the land which is the subject of the
review case.

Please indicate what procedure (or combination of procedures) you think is most appropriate for the handling of
your review. You may tick more than one box if you wish the review to be conducted by a combination of
procedures.

Further written submissions
One or more hearing sessions
Site inspection
Assessment of review documents only, with no further procedure

If you have marked either of the first 2 options, please explain here which of the matters (as set out in your
statement below) you believe ought to be subject of that procedure, and why you consider further submissions or a
hearing necessary.

Refer to sheet enclosed

7. Site iñs_pection
In the event that the Local Review Body decides to inspect the review site, in your opinion:

Can the site be viewed entirely from public land?
Is it possible for the site to be accessed safely, and without barriers to entry?
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If there are reasons why you think the Local Review Body would be unable to undertake an unaccompanied site
inspection, please explain here:

N/A

8. Statement

You must state, in full. why you are seetcing a review on your application. Your statement must set out all matters
you consider require to be taken into account in determining your review. you may not have a further
opportunity 10 add to your statement of review at a later date. It is therefore essential that you submit with your
notice of (eview, all necessary information and evidence that you rely on and wish the Local Review Body to
consider as part of your review.

If the Local Review Body issues a notice requesling further information from any other person or body, you will
have a period of 14 days in which to comment on any additional matter which has been raised by that person or
body.

State here the reasons for your notice of review and all matters you wish to raise. If necessary, this can be
continued or provided in full in a separate document. You may also submit additional documentation with this form

Refer to sheet enclosed

Have you raised any matters which were not before the appointed officer at the time
your application was determined? YesJo[J

If yes. please explain below a) why your are raising new material b) why it was not raised with the appointed officer
before yoiir application was determined and c) why you believe it should now be considered with your review.

a) / was surprised that the Council via the Planning Department took the
action they did without correct interpretation of the guidance in our
option. The Planning policies and guidance is clear and Planning
department appear to have ignored policies without explanation.

b) I was not given any guidance on the recommendation for refusal or the
reasons for this before the decision notice was given.

c) i f ! was given points a) and b) above / would have presented additional
supporting information to the Council.
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9. List of Documents and Evidence

Please provide a list of all supporting documents, materials and evidence which you wish to submit with your notice
of review

Refer to sheet enclosed

Note. The planning authority will make a copy of the notice of review, the review documents and any notice of the
procedure of the review available for inspection at an office of the planning authority until such time as the review is
determined, It may also be available on the planning authority website.
10. Checklist

Please mark the appropriate boxes to confirm that you have provided all supporting documents and evidence
relevant to your review:

Full completion of all parts of this form

Statement of your reasons for requesting a review
001

All documents, materials and evidence which you intend to rely on (e g. plans and drawings or
other documents) which are now the subject of this review, 01,

Note. Where the review relates to a further application e.g. renewal of planning permission or modification,
variation' or removal of a planning condition or where it relates to an application for approval of matters specified in
conditions, it is advisable to provide the application reference number, approved plans and decision notice from
that earlier consent.

DECLARATION

I, the applicant/agent hereby serve notice on the planning authority to review the application as set out on this form
and in the supporting documents. I hereby confirm that the information given in this form is true and accurate to the
best of my knowledge.

Signature [
Name f Mr Alex Bankier Date: F24,12,19

A m , r e s b r i t t ' i : ',n, i'.e' −' . : : . " ' r c . ' i w i ; : . . 'e i . 'i:

Data Poec13n LQISLdIC'i

A
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Alex Bankier & Co
Fernieshaw Farm,

Fernieshaw Rd,
Cleland,

MI−1 5NQ
01698 860310

Planning Department
North: Lanarkshire Council
Enterprise & Communities
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
Cumbernauld
G67 13W

20/1/20,

Dear Sir or Madam,

Planning Application for 2 houses with ancillary garages, Greenhill
Road, Hareshaw, Cleland. 19/01329/FUL

Please find enclosed my application for Planning Review.

I am applying for a planning review as I consider the Planning Department
have not fully assessed this application or indeed are not aware of special
circumstances which demonstrated this application is in compliance with
existing Planning Policies and the fact that there is special circumstances with
this application that provides local amenity and planning gains which have not
been mentioned or considered.

Our proposal
walkway and
Commission.

comprises 2 houses and the formation of a large woodland
wildlife habitat which has now been agreed with the Forestry

Pleasefind enclosed application form 'notice for review' and appendix showing
justification for approving this application.

Yours sincerely,

AA
Mr. Alex Bankier
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Planning Statement
Planning Application 19/01329/FUL

for two dwelling houses
at Greenhill Road, Hareshaw

To whom it may concern.

The: North Lanarkshire Council should be supportive of this application on
the basis that the proposal includes a large proposal for woodland walkway
andwildlife habitat, which have either not been considered by the Planning
Department or have not been fully assessed against existing policies due
to the Planning Department not engaging in dialogue.

We will provide detailed information on the Forestry Commission wildlife
habitat agreement shortly, but firstly we would like you to consider what
the intension for the Green Belt Policy is, and how this application complies.

Please note according to the Council's website Planning Application
19/01329/FUL had just one public objection, this person lives in abrand−new

house on the north side of Greenhill Road and his grounds for objection
would have applied to this own house when this house gained Planning
Permission. There are no technical restrictions for development.

Green Belt Policy

D Greenbelt is land designated to manage the
growth of a town or city in the long term. The
key objectives of greenbelt policy are; protect
and enhance the quality, character, landscape
setting and identity of towns and cities and
protect and give access to open space within
and around towns and cities. The purpose of a
Green Belt is as a strategic planning tool, not
to protect natural or scenic heritage. (Alan
Rehfisch, 2010)
To build two houses in this location would not
be detrimental to the access to open space
within or around the local community or nearby
towns especially when considering the overall
proposal.

U Green belt designation should be used to
direct development to suitable locations, not to
prevent development from happening (Alan
Rehfisch, 2010).
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Li Where a proposal would not normally be
consistent with green belt policy, it may still be
considered appropriate either as a national
priority or to meet an established need if no
other suitable site is available (Alan Rehfisch,
2010).
To refuse a small development o f two houses
would be using greenbelt policy to prevent
development as there is no other location to
direct this development to within this
community.

The Scottish Planning Policy states that the intensification o f use o f existing
development within a Green Belt may be permissible i f the proposed
development is o f suitable scale and form (Alan Rehfisch, 2010).
We request that this review consider that the new houses on the opposite
site o f Greenhill Road, also within the Greenbelt gets considered in this
respect. Having houses on both sides o f Greenhill reduces the demand for
houses that have a higher impact on the surrounding visual amenity.

The spatial form of the green belt should be appropriate to the location. It
may encircle a settlement or take the shape of a buffer, corridor, strip or
wedge. Local development plans should show the detailed boundary of any
green belt, giving consideration to:

• the need for development in smaller settlements within the green belt,
where appropriate leaving room for expansion;

• establishing identifiable visual boundary markers based on landscape
features such as rivers, tree belts, railways or main roads 30. Hedges and
field enclosures will rarely provide a sufficiently robust boundary (Scottish
Government, 2014).

Looking at the policies above, the local plan and the proposed local
development plan gives this community no room for expansion contrary to
government advice. This leaves no room for local people to have a choice
o f housing within the village, for relatives o f current residents to have family
support, i f required, and for the children o f the current residents to allow
them to live in the community in which they were raised − making this
community unsustainable. We would like you to consider the location o f the
current 30 mph speed limit.
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This development is a small development o f two dwelling houses, and in
my opinion, i t is well within the envelope o f the current settlement as
demonstrated by the 30mph zone. As can be seen by the images below,
image 1, satellite image o f the settlement o f Hareshaw, image 2, the
current local plan, showing sites for development in white and greenbelt in
light green. The proposed site is marked in red hatchings on image 2.

Image 1 Image 2

As can be seen with the comparison with the satellite image and the local
Plan map, there is no land available for development as all previously
allocated land has been developed and there have already been
developments approved in the Greenbelt zoning. Therefore, the current
restrictions are effectively closing the community to all new development;
this is NOT the intention of greenbelt policy, as has been shown in previous
policies quoted on this statement. Planning Advice Note 72, explains that
there is a due to changing circumstances; there are more people wishing
to live in accessible rural communities. Hareshaw being within a 30−minute
commuter drive form a large town, such as Motherwell, is considered to be
within the determination of accessible rural community. This is due to the
improvement of digital technology, which is still not in place in this
community due to the low number of residents, which allows working from
home.

This leads us to talk about sustainable communities.

I t should also be noted that the Local development plans are not keeping
pace with the demand and expectations of local communities, and when
land is allocated on Local Development plans it is already under
construction. There is a presumption in favour of large−scale developments
within the Local Development plan to the detriment of small scale
development in smaller Hamlets, this will undoubtedly cause stagnation to
the detriment of these areas. The phrase that should be used for small
Hamlets is 'grow or die' and policies should encourage strategic growth.
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I t is the greatest failing o f the Greenbelt Policy that i t only targets the
inclusion o f Farm workers for special Planning exclusions. The Greenbelt is
full or other professionals and supporting workforce including plumbers,
electricians, vets, arbologists, doctors, nurses, mechanics, care workers
etc, do these people do not have the same rights to live within the greenbelt
as farm workers. The current Greenbelt policy should be amended to
encourage other professions to live in the community providing balance to
communities, otherwise rural life will continue to decline and become
unbearable.

The Greenbelt policy for new houses actually states....

AMENDED & APPROVED AFTER PUBLIC CONSULTATION − 28th July 2010
Supplementary Planning Guidance Note Ref. SPG.07 NLLP POLICY NBE.3A

1. There is a general presumption against granting planning permission
for new dwellings in the Green Belt not associated with agricultural
or forestry workers.

Agreed, in that the purpose o f Green Belt policy in principle is to protect
the scenic landscape, the loss o f valuable green field farmland and local
amenity. However, i t is also the intention Green Belt policy to promote the
improvement o f local amenity, landscape amenity, and to allow small scale
sensitive development to allow rural hamlets to grow and flourish, not
stagnate. Greenbelt policy is guidance and not a cast iron hammer to be
used disproportionately to hinder proposals which improve the wider
community. The land that this application occupies and also the
surrounding land to be used as a Wildlife Habitat is low quality farmland
which is not suitable for most farming and therefore has little effect on lose
o f valuable farmland, please refer to photographs in Appendix 1, showing
peaty, marshy land.

2. Exceptions to this policy must be justified by evidence of very special
circumstances which must be demonstrated by the applicant.

Agreed, to protect the Greenbelt and natural environment only
developments which show 'very special circumstances' must be considered,
however it is wrong for Planning Authorities to not engage in discussions
over this proposal and to discuss what wider benefit proposals have and
therefore to determine i f the application has very special circumstances'.
Failing to engage in discussions leads to Planning Authorities not fully
judging applications on the merits and not applying the correct procedures
when assessing applications on existing policies.
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3. New dwellings should not prejudice landscape character and quality
or site features and should meet the Council's environmental
performance standards.

As mentioned, our proposal has at its heart a proposal to incorporate
woodland walkways, hedging, footpaths, road widening and introduction of
passing spaces. These proposals improve the safety and amenity o f this
Hamlet.

4. Because of the likely visual impact of a new dwelling in the
countryside, the Council does not consider it appropriate to grant
planning permission in principle but will in all cases require a full
detailed planning application.

We have considered the visual impact for these two houses and believe the
overall proposal and the mitigating planting will incorporate these houses
into the wider landscape, Planning Department have refused to engage in
dialogue.

5. Extensions to dwellings in the Green belt are generally acceptable
provided that their size and scale does not prejudice the open
character of the surrounding countryside and the design is consistent
with the character and scale of the existing building group.

Not applicable

6. As a general guideline, the Council considers that an extension or
succession of extensions which increase the original floorspace of the
house by more than 30% are likely to form an intrusive feature in the
landscape and prejudice the integrity and original scale of the
dwelling. Not applicable to this application

General advice on House Extensions will be provided in a separate Guidance
Note. This SPG also gives advice on minor developments which vdo not
need planning permission under permitted development rights).
Not applicable to this application

We strongly suggest that this application because i t includes a woodland
walkway and mitigating landscaping has "very special circumstances" and
therefore should be considered as an exception that Planning Department
have not considered.

Whilst we believe there is no such thing as Planning precedent and each
site should be considered on its own merits, we feel that this has been
overlooked and that the same criteria which allowed the new housing on
the North East o f Greenhill Road should be applied fairly and equally to this
application. This is to avoid any animosity over how one neighbour gets
treated differently to another.
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Sustainable Community

The planning system should:

• in all rural and island areas promote a pattern of development that is
appropriate to the the character of the particular rural area and the
challenges it faces;

• encourage rural development that supports prosperous and sustainable
communities and businesses, whilst protecting and enhancing
environmental quality.

"The provision of new development should be sustainable. One way of
achieving this is whether it helps to maintain the population in an area −
making services viable, retaining people in affordable homes and creating
new businesses in rural areas. I t is also helpful if development makes use
of spare capacity in existing infrastructure and services. But it is important
to ensure that any new development does not overload the capacity of
current services and infrastructure" (Scottish Government, 2005).

The lack o f development in this community is making i t unsustainable in a
way described by the Scottish Government above, as services like
sustainable transport and digital internet, and not provided to the village.

Also, see the following policies.

Scottish National Planning frameworks states

Our vision is a Scotland which is:

A successful, sustainable place. We have a growing low carbon economy
which provides opportunities that are more fairly distributed between, and
within, all our communities. We live in high quality, vibrant and sustainable
places with enough, good quality homes.

A connected place. The whole country has access to high−speed fixed and
mobile digital networks. We make better use of our existing infrastructure
and have Improved internal and international transport links to facilitate
our ambition for growth and our commitment to an inclusive society.

A sustainable, economically active rural area, which attracts investment
and supports vibrant, growing communities, is essential to our vision.

To improve Hareshaw it should be allowed to grow naturally this would
encourage transport links, support local schools, develop local amenities
and then provide a greater pride in the Hamlet. By limiting small scale
growth these improvements are also being limited.
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Therefore, we would argue that the current planning policy for Hareshaw
being totally enclosed by greenbelt and no land designated for further
development would be in the long term very detrimental to the
sustainability o f the community. The only way to make this village
sustainable is to open i t up for development.

This application may only be for two dwellings; however, we would ask that
the local planning authority and the planning committee look at the
problems that these smaller communities experience.

With the information we had to hand, a local meeting in Salsburgh
Community centre in November, we comprised a place standard chart for
the village.
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This shows that the community is struggling to maintain its sustainability
− lack o f housing and community, social interaction, facilities and
amenities, care and maintenance.
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Taking all o f the above into account, we would recommend that the current
planning application for two dwellings be approved and that for the sake of
the community that a sustainable survey is carried out as a matter of
urgency for this village, because most small communities consist o f ageing
populations which in itself will bring challenges in the future, especially if
these villages are challenging to get to by public transport or extreme
weather.

References
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Appendix 1.

Images showing context

You can clearly see from the photograph the extent of new development

New

to the North of Greenhill Road and the lack of development to the south
creating a visual and practical imbalance in this Hamlet. The boggy nature
of this land can also be seen
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Append ix 2.

Site Plans giving justification

PlanningExtract from North Lanarkshire Council's website showingApplications
and overmarked with Approval or Refusal notes.
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Unfortunately, current aerial photographs do not show the extent of the
new constructions works to the north side of Greenhill Road, and the
imbalance this has created. Please refer to photographs to gain a greater
sense of the lack of consistency.
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Appendix 3.

Forestry Commission Proposal
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Business Woodland Creation
Reference 125155 application area 3.10
Number: (ha):

Application name: Hareshaw Community Woodland Extension

The Woodland Operational Plan allows you to show that you have carefully considered
all the relevant impacts and effects that the work you are proposing in your application
might have on the environment and where appropriate the measures you intend to
take to mitigate any adverse effects.

The Woodland Officer (WO) will take account of the details you have given in this Plan
when they assess your application and it will also help them to decide on a score for
your application.

You must complete this Woodland Creation Operational Plan and submit it with your
Woodland Creation application.

The amount of supporting information you give will depend on the scale, location and
nature of your application. You should give sufficient detail so that we can properly
assess the work you propose. Your local Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS)
Conservancy office will be able to provide you with further advice about this.

Please note that the Woodland Officer who will assess your application may request
further information or clarification about the details you give in this Operational Plan,
especially those that may have an environmental impact on the site.

When you have completed your woodland creation operational plan, save the
document to your computer and then upload to your on−line application.

WCOP vl.O
1
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Identifying Sensitive Areas

Check the appropriate boxes below to indicate if part or all of your application is within
any of the following sensitive areas as defined under the Environmental Impact
Assessment (Forestry) (Scotland) Regulations 1999.

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI
LI

LI
LI

National Nature Reserve or Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI)

National Park

A World Heritage Site

Scheduled Monument

Natural Heritage or National Scenic Area

A site designated as a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or identified as a
candidate Special Area of Conservation.

A site classified or proposed as a Special Protection Area

Land on which there is a Nature Conservation Order

None o f the above

Identifying Potential Impacts

Your application may have an impact or an effect on the environment. Please check
the relevant boxes below to indicate if your application will have a potential impact.

People:

LI Archaeology:

LI Soil:

LI Flora:

LI Landscape:

LI Fauna:

WCOP vl.O

Does your application have an impact or an effect on neighbouring
properties or local communities?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on a Scheduled
or Unscheduled Monument?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on the physical
structure o f soil or include deep peats (defined as peat greater than
50cm in depth)?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on high value
habitats such as those listed on the Scottish Biodiversity List? For
example Lowland Raised Bog.

Does your application have an impact or an effect on areas of
national landscape importance such as National Parks, National
Scenic Area, or Designed landscapes?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on wildlife. For
example European Protected Species such as Hen harrier?

2
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Recreation:

E Water:

Land use
Balance:

LI No impact

Does your application have an impact or an effect on any existing
recreational facilities such as way−marked footpaths?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on any water
bodies or water supplies?

Does your application have an impact or an effect on prime
agricultural land (defined as land use classes 1,2 and 3.1), o r the
local land use balance with agriculture?
You should refer to the Guidance About Wood/and Creation on
Agricultural Land' located on Woodland Expansion Advisory Group
(WEAG) web page for further details.

There will be no effects or impacts on any o f the above

Explaining the Potential Impacts

I f you have ticked any of the boxes in the section above ('Identifying Potential
Impacts'), then please explain below what impact or effect the work described in your
application may have.

(Anticipated impacts, which are positive, are set out in Annex 1

Mitigating the Potential Impacts

Having identified the factors that will have an impact or effect on the site give details of
the actions you will take to mitigate these impacts or effects (refer to Annex 1).
Positive impacts and mitigation of any negative impacts are contained in Annex 1

WCOP vl.O
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Select ion Criteria

The WO will use the Woodland Creation Operational Plan to assess and support the
scoring of your application.

For the woodland creation options:
Conifer; Diverse conifer; Broadleaves

Please use the Timber Transport Forum − 'Agreed Routes Map' and check the relevant
box below to indicate the timber transport route classification of the public road that
will form the access to the new woodland being proposed.

Li Agreed

LI Consultation

Li Severely restricted

LI Excluded

Li No classification

For the native woodland creation options:
Native Scots pine; Native upland birch; Native broadleaves and Native low
density broadleaves

Please use the 'Native Woodland Habitat Network' map in the 'FGS (2014−20) Target
Areas' data on the FCS Map Viewer and check the relevant box below to indicate which
of the habitat network zones your application is within.

Li Primary (within 500m of a core native woodland)

Li Secondary (within 2000m of a core native woodland)

Li Out with the habitat network

WCOP vl.O
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�—Site Assessment

All Applications

The design of the work in your application should be based on a thorough assessment
of the site. Please complete the following.

Describe the management objectives for the site.

The objectives behind the proposalsare:−•

The enhancement of the existing recreational provision within Hareshaw
Community Woodland through the extension of the path network.

• The enhancement of the landscape through the creation of a sensitively
designed woodland, linked to the existing community woodland.

• The diversification of the economic base of the land holding.

• The enhancement of biodiversity values, primarily through the expansion of the
forest habitat network.

Mitigation for climate change through woodland creation on a small scale.

• Give a description of the planting site and indicate how you have assessed
factors which will affect the design of the proposal. For example soil type,
archaeology, landscape.

Location

The proposed woodland creation sites lie on the south−eastern edge of the small
village of Hareshaw, in North Lanarkshire. The village is roughly 2km south−east of
Newhouse and Junction 6 on the MB, and a similar distance north−east of Cleland. The
site lies to the immediate south of Hareshaw Community Woodland.

Extent

The proposal comprises of two small blocks, separated by a high voltage powerline.
The eastern block (cpt. 1) extends to 2.3 ha, and the eastern block (cpt. 2) extends to
1.0 ha, giving a total area of 3.3 ha. The grant aided area is 3.1 ha.

Land Use

The planting site is currently in agricultural use, being used for grazing. Part of the
land was opencast mined some time ago with restoration having been completed to a

WCOP vl.O
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very high standard, and the grazing pasture is of good quality throughout.

Much of the surrounding land is in agricultural use, primarily as grazing for cattle.
Hareshaw village comprises of '−'50 individual houses, set along Hareshaw and
Greenhills roads. Hareshaw Community Woodland lies to the north of the proposed
site. The woodland, which is largely native and covers 3.5 ha, was established roughly
10 years ago. I t contains a well−used surfaced footpath loop, with a single entrance
off Greenhill Road. I t is in the same ownership as the proposed site.

The now closed Auchinlea Landfill is roughly 400m west of the site

Topography

The locality around Hareshaw village is characterised by a series of small, rounded
hills (or knowes) separated by low−lying troughs. The sites occupy the lower,north−facing

slopes of two such knowes as well as low−lying ground by a small canalised
burn. Altitude ranges from 185m in the east to 170m in the west.

Soils

The soils comprise of heavy cultivated gleys throughout. Most of the site was
historically disturbed by opencast mining (partly by the placement of topsoil and
subsoil storage). The soils have been restored to a high standard, with a good depth
of topsoil (>30 cm) over a relatively uncompacted clay subsoil, with small stones
present. Drainage does not seem to be unduly restricted, and earthworm activity was
noted in all soil pits dug.

Drainage

As noted above drainage is generally reasonable, and is assisted by the slopes
prevalent on the sites. Impeded drainage was noted on the flatter ground on the
northern boundary, with the boundary being demarcated by a small canalised
watercourse/ditch which flows south−westwards and appears to flow into the South
Calder Water. The watercourse is 0.6m − 1.2m in width, with only limited
development of riparian vegetation on its banks. A shallow ditch runs along cpt. 2's
south−western boundary.

Ecological Interest

There are no designated sites of conservation within or near to the site. The site itself
is dominated by improved pasture, with a narrow strip of rushes by the ditches being
the only exception. The young woodland to the north provides some ecological
diversity, which will increase as the trees develop through time. The woodland
comprises of native species in the main; primarily birch and alder, with a few ash and
rowan, and a shrub component including hawthorn, hazel, willow, and crab apple. The
only non−native elements are a scattering of small sycamore and Scots pine trees.

WCOP vl.O
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There is a small area of naturally developed scrub woodland to the immediatesouth−west
of the Community Woodland, set within semi−natural wetland and grassland

habitat. Greenhills Road, to the east of the site, is lined with over−mature beech
trees, while a couple of field boundaries are marked by relict hawthorn hedges.

Archaeological Interest

There are no features of recorded interest within the site. The site of Greenhill colliery
and its attendant bings and railway line lie to the north of the site, with part of the
ground now forming Hareshaw Community Woodland.

Landscape Interests

There are no landscape designations affecting the site.

The site itself is relatively small and non−descript, compromising of parts of a lager
field in permanent pasture. Pastoral agriculture is the predominant land use to the
south and east, and is characterised by rolling topography.

Key features in the localityinclude:−o

the high voltage and low voltage powerlines which cross the site
o Hareshaw Community Woodland, an attractive feature which will increase in
visual importance through time
o the presence of Hareshaw Village, and most notably the continued development
of house plots along Greenhill Road, to the east of the site
o Auchinlea Tip, which forms a prominent knowe to the south−west of Hareshaw,
although now that the tip is completed it is less of a detractive feature.

The site is plainly visible from a handful of houses located along Greenhill road south
of the junction with Hareshaw Road, while the views from houses along Hareshaw
Road is more restricted and distant.

The site is also visible at a greater distance from parts of Hareshaw Road, but it
cannot be seen from the A73, or from the south and east of Hareshaw due to
intervening topography.

The site is located in the 'Plateau Farmlands' landscape character area (LCA)according
to (Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Landscape Assessment (Land Use Consultants,
1999).

The Landscape Assessment' includes the following guidelines for Forestry and
Woodland within the 'Plateau Farmlands' LCA.

WCOP vl.O
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Relevant planning and management guidelinesinclude−0

consider the scope for additional woodland planting around settlements, along
transport corridors and on the periphery of other visually prominent land uses and
activities
o explore the potential for a more extensive framework of woodland planting,
comprising networks of shelterbelts defining and enclosing groups of pastoral
fields ... appropriate species would include Scots pine and beech; the choice of species
may be guided by the creation of a potential timber resource or the value of creating
ecological corridors
o resist planting which would create large areas of continuous coniferous tree
cover.

Public Access

The only core path within the vicinity of Hareshaw heads south along Greenhill Road
from Hareshaw before heading cross−country eastwards to Jersay Road.

Public access to Hareshaw Community Woodland is available, and is facilitated by a
surfaced loop path within the woodland, accessed off Greenhill Road via a set of steps.
The path route is roughly 600m long, and appears to be well−used by locals. White
there are a couple of wet spots, and although vegetation has encroached across the
edges of path surface, the route is generally well−maintained, with the path verges
being cut twice a year, and the corridor kept free of obstructions.

Management Access

The site can be accessed off Greenhill Road via a firm track.

Services

A high voltage powerline runs east−west to the south of Hareshaw. The wayleave
forms a division between cpts. and and 2, and the land will be retained in agricultural
use. Cpt. 1 is crossed by low voltage powerlines, and cpt. 2 is bounded to the west
by another low voltage powerline.

• As an initial check, please indicate the climatic suitability of the site for the tree
species you have chosen. Use the FCS Map Viewer − see the 'FGS (2014020)
Site Suitability' data.

(Note that we will make a further detailed on−site assessment to determine the
suitability of the trees for the site).

WCOP vl.O
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The land is categorised as being F3 in terms of Land Capability for Forestry (land with
good flexibility for the growth and management of tree crops).

The site lies within the the CSGN core area I t also lies within an area identified in the
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Forestry and Woodland Framework as 'preferred for new
planting', and it is situated within the 'Farmland' landscape area

An Ecological Site Classification assessment has been made or species which will form
more than 5% of the woodland. The assessment was adjusted to include that
cultivation and drainage, and fertilizer application, is proposed, but the default soil
moisture regime and soil nutrient status were used and woodland types is shown
below:−Species

Birch
Sycamore
Alder
Oak

% of woodland
21%
18%
10%

5%

Assessment
very suitable
suitable
marginal
suitable
suitable
suitable

Scots pine 12%
Norway spruce 6%

Alder will general be planted in more sheltered locations at the foot of the slope (its
weakest factor is DAMS). I t is intended largely as a nurse species; a role that =i t has
performed well on the adjoining Community Woodland

• Describe the species which you will plant and your proposed stocking density for
each species. This information can be summarised in the associated woodland
creation components table (refer to the Woodland Creation Technical Support
page).

The proposals involve the creation of 3.3 ha of new woodland as an expansion of the
existing Hareshaw Community Woodland, coupled with a 305m long extension to the
surfaced path route, and including the creation of a new public access point.

Design

To attain the objectives, the woodland creation will entail the use of three different
species mixes. The locations of the various planting mixes are shown on the 'Design
Plan'.

Design featuresinclude:−Establishing

a woodland with both coniferous and broadleaved elements.

WCOP vl.O
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• Focusing the coniferous elements on the higher ground.
• The establishment of a surfaced path route, connecting the existing path
network with a new entrance onto Greenhill Road.
• Focusing amenity trees and shrubs on the path corridor and on the more visible
external margins

Broadleaf Woodland 1.2 ha

Downy birch
Common alder
Sycamore
Aspen
Grey willow
Rowan

30%
25%
25%

10%
5%
5%

• This mix will be planted on the lower ground, on relatively wet soils

• Alder and willow will be focused on the margins with the watercourse, with
sycamore on the better soils
• Birch will be spread throughout the mix, and aspen and rowan will be planted
on the more visible internal and external edges
• Species will be planted in small single or two species groups (25 −100 no.
plants)

• The trees will be planted at 2,500 plants per ha

Mixed Woodland 1.35 ha

Scots pine
Norway spruce
Grand fir
Hybrid larch
Downy birch
Sycamore
Pedunculate Oak
Gean
Rowan

25%
10%
7.5%
7.5%

15%
15%
10%
5%
5%

• This mix will be planted on the higher slopes, on relatively dry soils
• The pine, spruce, and firs will be planted in single species groups, interspersed
with larch and birch
• The oak and sycamore will be planted in single species groups, interspersed
with birch and larch
• Gean, and rowan will be planted on the more visible internal and external edges

WCOP vl.0
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• The trees will be planted at 2,500 plants per ha

Shrub Mix 0.25 ha

Hawthorn 40%
Blackthorn 30%
Hazel 20%
Crab apple 100/0

• This mix will be focused on the eastern margins and along the path corridor

• Species will be planted in small single species groups (10−25 no. plants)

• The shrubs will be planted at 2,500 plants per ha

I f your application is more significant in scale, or located on a sensitive site, additional
information is required to clearly demonstrate that all of the potential impacts and
effects have been identified, considered and appropriate mitigation proposed.

The box below should only be completed by applications that meet this requirement.
Your local Conservancy office can advise you further.

• For larger more extensive proposals, and more sensitive sites, you should
provide additional detail about the site (refer to Annex 2).

Please ensure that any maps o r survey reports that have been produced, to
support your application, are uploaded to the online application system.

−ManagementOperations

All Aoplications

Having assessed the site please provide information about how you are going to
establish the new woodland. The description of management operations should always
be provided for all applications.

• Describe the management operations which will be undertaken to establish the
new woodland.

Preparation

• All ground preparation will comply with the Forestry Commission guidelines
'Cultivation
of Soils for Forestry' (Bulletin 119).

WCOP vl.0
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• The ground will be subsoiled with a mole tine, at a depth of 600mm, and with
rip lines running downslope
• Planting spots will be prepared by ploughing with a single or double furrow
agricultural plough (S or D15/T45).
• The furrows will follow a curvilinear line, angled obliquely across the slope.
Plough furrows will be broken at 50−100m intervals.
• I t is anticipated that drainage will be required, both to assist in tree
establishment, and to reduce surface water flow across the proposed path line.
• The western stretch of the existing open ditch on the northern side, and the
shallow ditch on the western boundary will be cleaned out.
• All drainage works will comply with the 'Forests and Water' Guidelines (5th
Edition).Specifically:−−

Cultivation will be undertaken when the soil is relatively dry.

− New drains will not exceed 2 degrees angle of slope.

− Drain ends will be channelled upslope at their termini.

− Drains will terminate short of the canalised watercourse
− Silt traps will be constructed to prevent sediments reaching the watercourses.

− Drainage works will be undertaken shortly after the ground preparation has
been completed.

Planting Specifications

• Coniferous stock will be either 2 −3 year old transplanted or undercut stock, or
2 year old cell−grown stock, 20−40cm tall
• Broadleaf stock will be 2−year−old transplanted or undercut stock, 45−90cm tall.
• Shrubs and willows will be cut back to 20cm prior to planting
• Trees and shrubs will be planted, using a 'T' or 'L' shaped notch, on the lee side
of the furrows.

All plants will be planted at 2m x 2m centres (2,500 plants per ha)

Protection

• All broadleaf trees and shrubs will be fitted with voile guards (20cm height,
38mm dia.)

• The site will be fenced to exclude deer, stock and rabbits. This will involve:−
El Erection of 675 m of deer/stock/rabbit proof fence, largely on newly created
boundaries on external boundaries.
El Erection of 500 m of deer fence extension above existing sound stock fences,
coupled with the addition of rabbit netting.
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• Three gates will be erected to provide management access.

Two self−closing kissing gates will be erected at either end of the path.

• Fences and guards will be maintained in an effective condition.

Maintenance

• All fences and gates will be monitored regularly for signs of intrusion and
maintained in a stock/deer proof condition.
• All plants and guards will be maintained in a windfirm position.
• All trees will have a 1m2 spot maintained in a substantially weed free condition
until they are established. This will be achieved by the applications of systemic and
residual herbicide and by hand weeding as necessary.
• All plants will receive an application of slow release N/P/K fertilizer in year 2,
and subsequently as necessary.
• Plants will be monitored for signs of disease, nutrient deficiency, and damage,
and appropriate action taken as necessary.
• Replacement planting will be undertaken to ensure that the original stocking
densities are maintained until year 5.
• Vole guards will be removed once the trees are fully established
• The site will be routinely monitored to ensure that the specifications are being
achieved, and in order that any unforeseen problems can be identified and dealt with,
at an early stage.

Open Ground 0.5 ha

The proposal includes for open ground amounting to 15% of the total area of
woodland planting (only 10% open ground is included in the grant application).

Most of the open ground will be focused along the path and wayleave corridors, with
amenity tree and shrub planting to soften its edge.

• Open ground on the margins of cpt. 1 will be mown annually in autumn.

• Path verges will be mown twice annually

• The remaining open ground will be left to develop naturally.

WCOP vl.O
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1
Please ensure that any maps or survey reports that have been produced to
support your decision making are uploaded to the online application system.

You must submit maps with your application. Please read the general mapping
guidance prior to submitting your maps.

• the perimeter boundary of the application area
• the boundary of each option
• the planting/species map
• existing water courses and planned or existing tracks on your map(s) as

appropriate

Please note that, if appropriate, you might also need to submit other documentation
such as ground preparation maps (refer to Document Checklist).
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• For larger more extensive proposals and more sensitive sites only, you
should provide additional detail about management operations (refer to Annex
2).
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Assessment of Potential Impact

I f you have identified the factors that will have an effect or an impact on the site give
detail about how you will mitigate against any adverse impacts:

• People: Detail any discussions which you have had with neighbours, local
communities or other stakeholders and explain how this has influenced your
application.

• Archaeology: Indicate what survey work has been undertaken and describe
how archaeology will be protected.

• Soil: Provide an accurate assessment of the soil on site and describe how you
will manage the quality of the soil.

• Flora: Detail the nature and extent of high value habitats and describe how you
will protect these habitats.

• Landscape: Provide details of how the impact on the landscape has been
assessed and how the application has been designed to minimise any impact.

• Fauna: Detail the nature of the likely impacts on wildlife from your activities and
how you will mitigate these impacts.

• Access: Detail the nature of the likely impacts on access from your activities
and how you will mitigate these impacts.

• Recreation: Detail the nature of the likely impacts on recreation from your
activities and how you propose to protect or enhance them.

• Water: Detail the nature of the likely impacts on water bodies or water supplies
from your activities and how you will mitigate these impacts

• Land use balance: Detail the nature of the likely impacts on agriculture from
your activities and how you will mitigate these impacts and integrate with
forestry.
You should refer to the 'Guidance About Woodland Creation on Agricultural Land'
located on Woodland Expansion Advisory Group (WEAG) web page for further
details.

WCOP vl.O
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For larger more extensive proposals, and more sensitive sites describe the site
and the management operations that you will carry out in more detail.

Your local Conservancy office will be able to advise you about the level of detail that
will be required. However the lists below identify most of the points that you will need
to consider:

Site Assessment:

• Site surveys: List the site surveys which have been carried out in order to
inform tree species selection. For example:

soil survey
soil depth survey
vegetation survey

• Woodland Strategy (or equivalent): Describe how your proposal fits with the
Local Authority woodland strategy

• Native Woodland Provenance: For the native woodland creation options
specify the Seed Source Zone.

Management Operations:

• Ground preparation: Describe the type of ground preparation you will use,
including size of mound/screef/furrow. Where you propose multiple ground
preparation techniques then you must identify on a map.

• Drainage: Identify any existing drains/watercourses and show where you
intend to create new drains.

• Fertiliser input: Describe the proposed fertiliser regime.

• Protection: Describe how the site will be protected.

• Deer management: Describe how deer will be managed on the site, appending
a deer management plan if required. You should refer to the Deer Management
Best Practice Guide. I f deer fencing is to be used please upload a Joint Agency
Fencing Assessment checklist.

• Access Tracks: Provide details of any new access tracks which will be created
as part of this application.

wcop vl.O
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•Documents Checklist

Ensure that you have provided all of the necessary information required for your
application.

Required information −

Please check the box (mark 'x' in the box) to confirm that you have provided the
following:

Map(s)

Z Map(s)

Map(s)

Map(s)

of the perimeter boundary of the application area

of the woodland creation option boundary(s)

showing the planting/species

showing existing watercourses and planned tracks

Table showing the woodland creation component areas
(You can get the template table for woodland creation component
areas on the Woodland Creation Technical Support page)

Other information required − I f you have supplied other information, for example:

• a map showing planned ground preparation

• a map showing soil types and depths

• a vegetation survey

• an archaeology survey

• a landscape appraisal

Then please list here:

LII Other:
LI Other:
LI Other:
LI Other:

LI Other:

We suggest that you use the following format for saving all of your related documents
so that they are easily identifiable, for example:

WC [your application name] table of component area.xls
WC [your application name] map showing ground prepartion.jpeg
WC [your application name] vegetation survey.doc

WCOP vl.O
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DELEGATED REPORT

PLANNING APP No: 19101329/FUL

Date Application Valid: 15th October 2019
KPI Deadline: 15.12.2019 KPI Target Met? Yes

Proposal Two detached dwellinghouses with garages

Address Site Off Case Officer:
Greenhill Road Ms Shahida Bashir
Hareshaw
North Lanarkshire

Local Plan Policies NBE 3A − Greenbelt
DSP 1 − Amount of development
DSP2 − Location of development
DSP3 − Impact of development
DSP4 − Quality of development

Planning History
• 18/00829/FUL Eight Dwellinghouses
• 18/01798/FUL Eight Dwellinghouses
• 19/01329/FUL Two detached dwellinghouses with garages

Site Visit Date(s) 28th March 2019
Weekly List Date 24th October 2019 Weekly List Expiry Date 14/11/2019
Neighbour 16th October 2019 Neighbour Notification 6th November 2019Notification Sent Expiry Date
Advert Date I 23rd October 2019 Advert Expiry Date

Detailed Considerations COMMENTS

Siting The site extends to around 4363sqm of greenfield land in the countryside, lying
south east of the Hareshaw village Settlement. The site is part of a larger
established agricultural green field that appears to have been used for grazing.

The site is open on three sides, and is bounded on the fourth side by the
mature tree lined Greenhill Road roadway. On the other side of the road (east
side) lies a largely brownfield area of the village which is within the village
envelope and is characterised by a mixture of dwellinghouse plot developments
that have taken place incrementally over the years.

Design and Materials The applicant seeks planning permission for two large detached modern 2
storey villas. The villas will range from 4 to 5 bedrooms, each with their own
spacious garden area, driveway and garage. The plots are proposed to be
accessed from Greenhill Road. Materials have not been specified although
the submitted plans indicate render walls and grey tiled roofs.

Daylight/Sunlight Due to the location of the proposed dwellinghouses daylight and sunlight are
unlikely to be affected.

Boundary Treatment Trees proposed.

Privacy Due to design and orientation of the windows, privacy and overlooking unlikely
to be affected.

Adjacent Levels Slight slope from south east down to the north of the site.

Landscaping (including garden Trees proposed.
ground)

Access, Parking & Turning Driveway and detached rear garage proposed.

Site Constraints Greenbelt

Consultation Responses Scottish Water: No objections however further investigations may be required
to be carried out once a formal application has been submitted to them.
Pollution Control: No objections subject to conditions i.e. SI be submitted.
Coal Authority: No objections.
Roads: No response. Previous response had recommended refusal due to the
narrowness of Greenhill Rd.

Representations Two letters of representation where received from local residents with the
following objections:

• Views will be affected (not a material planning consideration)
• Trees on site.

AGENDA ITEM 3D
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• Impact of construction on surrounding wild life and road
• Would set a precedent
• Exacerbate existing facilities i.e. sewerage system.
• Increase traffic levels.

Any Other Material The site forms part of a larger greenfield site that was twice recently refused planning
Considerations permission for housing development on greenbelt grounds. Those panning applications

are as follows:

• Planning application 18/00829/FUL Eight Dwellinghouses refused
• Planning application 18/01798/FUL Eight Dwellinghouses refused

Report

In accordance with Section 25 of Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, planning decisions must
be made in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The
application raises no strategic issues; it can therefore be assessed in terms of the adopted North
Lanarkshire Council local plan policies.

The site is designated as green belt within the North Lanarkshire Local Plan under Policy NBE 3A. The
proposal also requires to be considered against Policies DSP 1 (Amount of Development), DSP 2 (Location
of Development), DSP 3 (Impact of Development on community facilities and infrastructure) and DSP 4
(Quality of Development). It should be noted that the site remains designated as greenbelt within the
Modified Proposed Local Development Plan.

The NBE 3A green belt policy seeks to restrict development to acceptable types where there is a
justification in terms of agriculture, forestry, horticulture, telecommunications, power generation or other
uses appropriate to a rural area including coal extraction, outdoor recreation, education and tourism that
are compatible with an agricultural or natural setting. This proposal for a housing development provides no
justification against these criteria. As a result, the proposal is contrary to policy NBE 3A. The proposal
also fails against Supplementary Planning Guidance 7, Assessing Development in the Green Belt (SPG
07), which reiterates these special requirements.

Policies DSP 1 − DSP 4 also require to be considered. Under policy DSP 1, there is no justification
required in terms of supply and demand as the size of development is below the threshold of ten units. The
development is not an acceptable proposed addition to the existing land supply, and therefore, policy DSP
2 is not applicable. In relation to DSP3 (Impact on Infrastructure), there would not appear to be any
significant issues with regard to the potential impact of the proposal on existing infrastructure. Any planning
permission would require conditions in any event to ensure all services can be provided.

With regard to DSP4 (Quality of Development), the proposed development in terms of its design, layout
and material in this case is considered to be acceptable and in keeping with the neighbouring dwellings.
Also, there is unlikely to be any detriment to privacy or daylight. Despite the previous concerns of NLC
Roads Service, the scale and nature of the development is not such that this development in itself would
impact on road safety to such an extent as to merit refusal of planning permission. This conclusion needs
to be seen in the context of several incremental small scale housing developments in the village over
recent years. None of the previous refusals have included road safety as a reason for refusal.

The proposal fails against greenbelt policy, and is contrary to the development plan. Therefore, in
accordance with the requirements of Section 25 (see above), the proposal should be refused unless there
are other material considerations that indicate it should be approved. It remains to be assessed therefore
whether or not any such material considerations prevail.

As regards any further material considerations, all the points raised, by the objectors, including those with
regard to the potential strain on the sewerage system, road safety problems and threats to trees are noted
and appreciated. Road safety issues are addressed above, while the other concerns may be addressed by
further proposed details or by specifically worded conditions of any planning permission, although on this
occasion, for policy failure reasons explained above, permission will not be appropriate in this case.

The proposal is contrary to the development plan in that it represents an inappropriate development in the
green belt. There are no material considerations that suggest that the development plan should not prevail.

Planning permission should therefore be refused for the reasons given.

Date 6th December 2019
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Reasoned Justification

The proposal fails to meet the criteria of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan Green Belt policy in that, it is
considered to represent a residential development in the green belt without adequate justification, or any
exceptional circumstances, and it would set an undesirable precedent for other such developments within
the immediate vicinity and across the wider green belt areas.

Recommendation:Refuse:−1.

The proposal is contrary to policy NBE 3A (Green Belt) and associated Supplementary Planning Guidance
Note SPG07 of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as it constitutes inappropriate development in the Green
Belt in that it does not fulfil the requirement for any residential development to be in connection with
agriculture, forestry, horticulture or other appropriate rural uses. Furthermore, no adequate justification,
special circumstances or material considerations have been demonstrated to merit a departure from this
policy.

2. The proposal is contrary to policy DSP 4 (Quality of Development) of the North Lanarkshire Local Plan as
the proposal will result in a reduction in the existing levels of landscape value, biodiversity and amenity
value
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM

TO: HEAD OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT FROM: Assistant Business Manager −
Greenspace Development

ASK FOR: Biodiversity and Access Officers

F.A.O: Shahida Bashir

1

01236 632838

YOUR REF: 191013291FUL I DATE: 24.10.19

MY REF:

COPIED TO: SUBJECT: Hareshaw, Greenhill Road, site off −
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages

Biodiversity

The site comprises of a field with several mature trees that form part of a larger line of trees along

the periphery at Greenhead Road. Greenspace Development recommends that the mature trees are
kept.

Removal of any trees or scrub should be undertaken out with the breeding bird season. The

breeding bird season is March to September. If this is not possible, and experienced ecologist is

required to inspect these trees and scrub to check for nesting birds 24 hours before work

commences. If any nesting birds are identified, then these habitats must not be disturbed until all of

the chicks have fledged.

Reason: All wild birds, their nests and eggs are protected under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981

Access

Access rights under the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 [LRA] currently apply to the application

site, which looks like ex arable/pastoral.

Section 6 of the LRA excludes from access rights land on which there is any building or other

structure or works, plant, fixed machinery, caravans, tents or other places used to give a person
privacy or shelter.

Section 6 also excludes land which is adjacent to a house, caravan, tent or other similar domestic

place as is sufficient to give persons living there reasonable measures of privacy and undisturbed

enjoyment.

File path
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Therefore, access rights would be lost across the application site, should the 2 dwellinghouses and

associated gardens and driveways be built.

The effect on local access takers will be negligible.

Core Path 255 runs along the 'B' road which gives access to the site, but shouldn't be negatively

affected.

No objection.

Conclusion

In terms of biodiversity, Greenspace Development has no objection to this proposal as long as the

above advice is taken forward.

File path
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

INTERNAL MEMORANDUM

TO: Head of Planning and Development
Fleming House
Tryst Road
Cumbernauld

FAO: Shahida Bashir

FROM: Andrew McPherson
Head of Regulatory Services and Waste
Solutions
Pollution Control Team
Kildonan Street
Coatbridge

Ask for: Mr Robertson Ext (01236) 638630

Your Ref: 19/01329/FUL

My Ref: FLARE 545923

Date: 2411 October, 2019

Copied to: Subject: Two detached dwellinghouses with
garages

Site off Greenhill Road, Hareshaw

Grid reference: 281321 660187

I refer to the above application and have the following comments to make:

Construction Phase (Noise, Clean Air and Nuisance)

1. Construction work associated with this development shall conform to BS5228 − Noise from
Construction and Open Sites.

2. Due to the close proximity of the development to noise sensitive property construction
working hours should be limited to the following days and times:

08:00 hours to 19:00 hours Monday − Friday
08:00 hours to 13:00 hours Saturdays
with no noise producing works undertaken on Sundays and Public Holidays

3. Best practicable means shall be adopted to control site generated dust and prevent dust
emission beyond the site boundary.

4. During preparation of the site and construction no waste materials may be burned on site in
connection with the development.

5. The construction of the development shall not give rise to nuisance in terms of Section 79
of the Environmental Protection Act, 1990.

C:\Users\chalmersc\.AppOata\Local\Microsott\Windows\Temporary Internet
Files\Content.Qutlook\BM7SZV5I\P LANG reenhjIIRdI−tareshaw.docx
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2

Lighting from Development

6. Any external artificial lighting provided as part of this development should not give rise to
nuisance in terms of Section 79 of the Environmental Protection Act, 1990 as amended by
the Public Health etc. (Scotland) Act, 2008.

Site Investigation in relation to potential Ground Contamination

7. Historical maps show the site of a former quarry within 30m to the north of the proposed
development site which has since been infilled.

Before the development starts, a site investigation requires to be submitted to the
satisfaction of the Local Authority. This investigation must be carried out in accordance
with the British Standard Code of Practice BS 10175:2011 +A2:2017 "The Investigation of
Potentially Contaminated Sites". The report must include a site specific risk assessment of
all relevant pollution linkages, be carried out in accordance with the Environment Agency
publication Model Procedures for the Management of Land Contamination CLR1 1, and be
submitted in both hard cony and electronic format. Depending on the results of this
investigation, a detailed remediation strategy may be required. Before development begins
any remediation work required must be completed and verification provided by the
developer to the satisfaction of the Local Authority.

8. All documents submitted in relation to point 7. above should be in accordance with North
Lanarkshire Council's Developer's guidance, a copy of which can be accessed via the link
below;

http://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uklCHttpHandler.ashx?id=21 25&p=0

I trust that this information is satisfactory at this time.

Mark Robertson
Environmental Health Officer
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0The Coal
Authority

0TN P1OPI.1

r RTP
Learning Partner

200 Lichfield Lane
Berry Hill
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NGI8 4RG

Tel: 01623 637 119 (Planning Enquiries)

Email: plan ninqconsultationcoal.qov.uk

Web: www.qov.uklcoalauthority

For the Attention of: Ms Shahida Bashir −Case Officer
North Lanarkshire Council

[By Email: econsultation@northlan.gov.uk]

29 October 2019

Dear Ms Bashir

PLANNING APPLICATION: 19/01329/FUL

Two detached dwellinghouses with garages; Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw,
North Lanarkshire

Thank you for your consultation letter of 16 October 2019 seeking the views of The Coal
Authority on the above planning application.

The Coal Authority is a non−departmental public body sponsored by the Department of
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy. As a statutory consultee, The Coal Authority has a
duty to respond to planning applications and development plans in order to protect the
public and the environment in mining areas.

The Coal Authority Response: Material Consideration

I have reviewed the proposals and confirm that the application site falls within the defined
Development High Risk Area; therefore within the application site and surrounding area
there are coal mining features and hazards which need to be considered in relation to the
determination of this planning application.

The Coal Authority records indicate that the site is in an area of probable shallow coal
mine workings and within the boundary of a site from which coal has been extracted by
surface mining (opencast) methods.

The planning application is accompanied by a Mineral Stability Risk Assessment(M18−1208,
23 August 2018) prepared for the application site (including an area to the south

east) by NPL Environmental Ltd.

1
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It is noted that the Coal Authority previously commented on a planning applications for this
and the larger extent of land (18/01798/FUL − Eight dwellinghouses). As part of the
previous planning application, in our letter to the LPA dated 08 February 2019 we
commented on the contents of this Assessment The report author concluded that having
assessed all available geological and coal mining information, the site can be regarded as
minerally stable and suitable for the development.

The Coal Authority Recommendation to the LPA

The Coal Authority considers that the content and conclusions of the Mining Stability Risk
Assessment (M18−1208, dated 23 August 2018) are sufficient for the purposes of the
planning system in demonstrating (based on the professional opinion of NPL
Environmental Ltd) that the application site is safe and stable for the proposed
development. The Coal Authority therefore has no objection to the proposed
development.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss this matter further.

Yours sincerely

(D W96erts

Deb Roberts M.Sc. MRTP/

Planning Liaison Manager

Disclaimer

The above consultation response is provided by The Coal Authority as a Statutory
Consultee and is based upon the latest available data on the date of the response, and
electronic consultation records held by The Coal Authority since 1 April 2013. The
comments made are also based upon only the information provided to The Coal Authority
by the Local Planning Authority and/or has been published on the Council's website for
consultation purposes in relation to this specific planning application. The views and
conclusions contained in this response may be subject to review and amendment by The
Coal Authority if additional or new data/information (such as a revised Coal Mining Risk
Assessment) is provided by the Local Planning Authority or the Applicant for consultation
purposes.

In formulating this response The Coal Authority has taken full account of the professional
conclusions reached by the competent person who has prepared the Coal Mining Risk
Assessment or other similar report. In the event that any future claim for liability arises in
relation to this development The Coal Authority will take full account of the views,
conclusions and mitigation previously expressed by the professional advisers for this
development in relation to ground conditions and the acceptability of development.

2
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211 October 2019

North Lanarkshire Council
Fleming House 2 Tryst Road
Cumbemauld
G67 1JW

Scottish
Water

Development Operations
The Bridge

Buchanan Gate Business Park
Cumbernauld Road

Stepps
Glasgow
G33 6FB

Development Operations
Freephone Number − 0800 3890379

E−Mail − DevelopmentOperations@scottishwater.co.uk
www.scottishwater.co.uk

Dear Local Planner

MLI Hareshaw Greenhill Road Site Off
PLANNING APPLICATION NUMBER: 19!013291FUL
OUR REFERENCE: 784049
PROPOSAL: Two detached dwellinghouses with garages

Please quote our reference in all future correspondence

Scottish Water has no objection to this planning application; however, the applicant should
be aware that this does not confirm that the proposed development can currently be serviced
and would advise the following:

Water

Foul

There is currently sufficient capacity in the Daer Water Treatment Works. However,
please note that further investigations may be required to be carried out once a
formal application has been submitted to us.

This proposed development will be serviced by Hareshaw Waste Water Treatment
Works. Unfortunately, Scottish Water is unable to confirm capacity at this time so to
allow us to fully appraise the proposals we suggest that the applicant completes a
Pre−Development Enquiry (PDE) Form and submits it directly to Scottish Water. The
applicant can download a copy of our PDE Application Form, and other useful
guides, from Scottish Water's website at the following link
https ://www.scottishwater.co.uk/Business−and−DeveloperslConnecting−to−Our−Network

The applicant should be aware that we are unable to reserve capacity at our water
and/or waste water treatment works for their proposed development. Once a formal
connection application is submitted to Scottish Water after full planning permission
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has been granted, we will review the availability of capacity at that time and advise the
applicant accordingly.

Infrastructure within boundary

According to our records, the development proposals impact on existing Scottish Water
assets.

The applicant must identify any potential conflicts with Scottish Water assets and contact our
Asset Impact Team directly at service.relocation@scottishwater.co.uk.

The applicant should be aware that any conflict with assets identified may be subject to
restrictions on proximity of construction.

Scottish Water Disclaimer

"It is important to note that the information on any such plan provided on Scottish Waters infrastructure, is for
indicative purposes only and its accuracy cannot be relied upon. When the exact location and the nature of the
infrastructure on the plan is a material requirement then you should undertake an appropriate site investigation to
confirm its actual position in the ground and to determine i f it is suitable for its intended purpose. By using the
plan you agree that Scottish Water will not be liable for any loss, damage or costs caused by relying upon it or
from carrying out any such site investigation."

Surface Water

For reasons of sustainability and to protect our customers from potential future sewer
flooding, Scottish Water will not accept any surface water connections into our combined
sewer system.

There may be limited exceptional circumstances where we would allow such a connection
for brownfield sites only, however this will require significant justification taking account of
various factors including legal, physical, and technical challenges. However it may still be
deemed that a combined connection will not be accepted. Greenfield sites will not be
considered and a connection to the combined network will be refused.

In order to avoid costs and delays where a surface water discharge to our combined sewer
system is proposed, the developer should contact Scottish Water at the earliest opportunity
with strong evidence to support the intended drainage plan prior to making a connection
request. We will assess this evidence in a robust manner and provide a decision that reflects
the best option from environmental and customer perspectives.

General notes:

• Scottish Water asset plans can be obtained from our appointed asset plan
providers:

Site Investigation Services (UK) Ltd
Tel: 0333 123 1223
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Email: sw@sisplan.co.uk
www.sisplan.co.uk

Scottish Water's current minimum level of service for water pressure is 1.0 bar or
1O head at the customer's boundary internal outlet. Any property which cannot be
adequately serviced from the available pressure may require private pumping
arrangements to be installed, subject to compliance with Water Byelaws. If the
developer wishes to enquire about Scottish Water's procedure for checking the water
pressure in the area then they should write to the Customer Connections department
at the above address.

• If the connection to the public sewer and/or water main requires to be laid through
land out−with public ownership, the developer must provide evidence of formal
approval from the affected landowner(s) by way of a deed of servitude.

• Scottish Water may only vest new water or waste water infrastructure which is to be
laid through land out with public ownership where a Deed of Servitude has been
obtained in our favour by the developer.

• The developer should also be aware that Scottish Water requires land title to the area
of land where a pumping station and/or SUDS proposed to vest in Scottish Water is
constructed.

• Please find all of our application forms on our website at the following link
https :llwww.scottishwater.co.uk/Business−and−Developers/Connecting−to−Our−Network

Next Steps:

Single Property/Less than 10 dwellings

For developments of less than 10 domestic dwellings (or non−domestic equivalent)
we will require a formal technical application to be submitted directly to Scottish
Water or via the chosen Licensed Provider if non domestic, once full planning
permission has been granted. Please note in some instances we will require aPre−Development

Enquiry Form to be submitted (for example rural location which are
deemed to have a significant impact on our infrastructure) however we will make you
aware of this if required.

• 10 or more domestic dwellings:

For developments of 10 or more domestic dwellings (or non−domestic equivalent) we
require a Pre−Development Enquiry (PDE) Form to be submitted directly to Scottish
Water prior to any formal Technical Application being submitted. This will allow us to
fully appraise the proposals.

Where it is confirmed through the PDE process that mitigation works are necessary
to support a development, the cost of these works is to be met by the developer,
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which Scottish Water can contribute towards through Reasonable Cost Contribution
regulations.

Non Domestic/Commercial Property:
Since the introduction of the Water Services (Scotland) Act 2005 in April 2008 the
water industry in Scotland has opened up to market competition for non−domestic
customers. All Non−domestic Household customers now require a Licensed Provider
to act on their behalf for new water and waste water connections. Further details can
be obtained at www.scotlandontap.gov.uk

Trade Effluent Discharge from Non Dom Property:
Certain discharges from non−domestic premises may constitute a trade effluent in
terms of the Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968. Trade effluent arises from activities
including; manufacturing, production and engineering; vehicle, plant and equipment
washing, waste and leachate management. It covers both large and small premises,
including activities such as car washing and launderettes. Activities not covered
include hotels, caravan sites or restaurants.

If you are in any doubt as to whether or not the discharge from your premises is likely
to be considered to be trade effluent, please contact us on 0800 778 0778 or email
TEQ@scottishwater.co.uk using the subject "Is this Trade Effluent?". Discharges
that are deemed to be trade effluent need to apply separately for permission to
discharge to the sewerage system. The forms and application guidance notes can
be found using the following linkhttps://www.scottishwater.co.uk/business/our−services/compliance/trade−effluent/trade−effluent−documents/trade−effluent−notice−form−h

Trade effluent must never be discharged into surface water drainage systems as
these are solely for draining rainfall run off.

For food services establishments, Scottish Water recommends a suitably sized
grease trap is fitted within the food preparation areas so the development complies
with Standard 3.7 a) of the Building Standards Technical Handbook and for best
management and housekeeping practices to be followed which prevent food waste,
fat oil and grease from being disposed into sinks and drains.

The Waste (Scotland) Regulations which require all non−rural food businesses,
producing more than 50kg of food waste per week, to segregate that waste for
separate collection. The regulations also ban the use of food waste disposal units
that dispose of food waste to the public sewer. Further information can be found at
www.resourceefficientscotland.com

If the applicant requires any further assistance or information, please contact our
Development Operations Central Support Team on 0800 389 0379 or at
plan ningconsultationsscottishwater.co. uYours

sincerely
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Angela Allison
Angela.AlIisonscottishwater.co.uk
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SEPA
Scottish Environment

Protection Agency

Buidheann Dion
Arainneachd na h−Alba
Our ref: PCS/1 68232
Your ref: 19/01 329/FUL

Shahida Bashir
North Lanarkshire Council
Planning & Environment
Fleming House
2 Tryst Road
CUMBERNAULD
G67 1JW

By email only to: econsultation@northlan.pov.uk

Dear Ms Bashir

Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Acts
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw North Lanarkshire

If telephoning ask for:
Jonathan Werritty

17 October 2019

Thank you for your consultation email which SEPA received on the 17 October 2019.

On your reason for consultation list/sheet, you have not completed the specific reason for
consulting us, and the scale and nature of the development falls below that on which we provide
site−specific advice.

To assist with streamlining the consultation process, we now focus our site specific advice where
we can add best value in terms of enabling good development and protecting Scotland's
environment.

This consultation is below the threshold where we would provide bespoke advice. Please therefore
refer to SEPA standing advice for planning authorities and developers on development
management consultations.

If, after consulting this guidance, you still require our comment on some site specific issue which is
not adequately dealt with by the standing advice, then we would welcome the opportunity to bere−consulted.

Please note that the site specific issue on which you are seeking our advice must be
clearly indicated in the body of the consultation email or letter.

Further information on our consultation arrangements generally can be found in How and when to
consult SEPA.

− − −

UKAS

001

Chairman
Bob Downes

Chief Executive
Terry A'Hearn

Angus Smith Building − −
6 Parklands Avenue, Eurocentral,
Holytown, North Lanarkshire ML 4WQ
tel 01698 839000 fax 01698 738155

−

www.sepa.org.uk . customer enquiries 03000 99 66 99
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If you have any queries relating to this letter, please contact me by telephone on (01698) 839 000
or by e−mail to plan ninp.swseDa.orp.uk.

Yours sincerely

Jonathan Werritty
Senior Planning Officer
Planning Service
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Comments for Planning Application 19/01329/FUL

Application Summary
Application Number: 19/01329/FUL
Address: Site Off Greenhill Road Hareshaw North Lanarkshire
Proposal: Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Case Officer: Ms Shahida Bashir

Customer Details
Name: Mr Joseph Brown
Address: 41 Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire M U 5NF

Comment Details
Commenter Type: Neighbour
Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application
Comment Reasons:
Comment:Ref: Lorna Bowden, Ms Shahida Bashir

Representation to Planning Application
Reference: 19/01329/FUL − Site Off, Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire

Objection from Mr Joseph Brown, 41 Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire

Firstly the site location plan attached to the notification letter dated 16 October 2019 is not
representative of the actual location of the proposed site as can be seen on the North Lanarkshire
website planning application 19/01329/FUL, and led to many neighbours who received the
notification letter to believe that it did not concern them.

Regarding my objections below to the previous application 18/00829/FUL by the same applicant,
which I still believe to be valid, I would like to add the following,

Should this planning permission to build two detached dwelling houses on greenfield land be
granted, it would set an adverse precedent for the applicant then to continue and apply for further
developments in line with the previous application 18.00829/FUL for eight dwellinghouses which

was withdrawn earlier this year.

The application states that there are no trees on or adjacent to the proposed site, where in fact the
road is lined with healthy trees.
The application also states that the proposed development will connect to existing public sewage
system, I am not aware that such a facility exists on Greenhill Road.
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I Mr Joseph Brown, proprietor of 41 Greenhill Road, Hareshaw, North Lanarkshire.

With reference to the above noted planning application, I wish to object to planning permission
being granted. I have duly considered all material available online in respect of this application.

Background
I moved into the property on 19 December 2016. The property is situated to the North−East of the
proposed development site. A separate development was recently approved, concerning Four
dwellinghouses to be built on land adjacent to Greenhill Road together with another six
dwellinghouses on a further area of land. Therefore, should this application be approved, a total of
eighteen dwellinghouses will be built on or adjacent to Greenhill Road.

Sewage
In respect of the recently approved applications for the development of ten dwellinghouses, I have

concerns that the private sewage system which I believe is at its maximum capacity would be
subject to additional strain. No advice or reassurance has been provided to the effect that the
existing sewage system is capable of catering to ten dwellinghouses, let alone a further two as
proposed by this particular application.

My deep concern is not only for the functionality of the sewage system in respect of my own
property but also the two immediate neighbouring properties. Such a concern coincides with it
being in the public interest to ensure that the sewage system remains safe and does not pose any
threat to the environment. There will also be a notable reduction in mains water pressure available
which is insufficient at present.

Effect upon the access road

It can be inferred from the application that the proposed eight dwellinghouses are to utilise the
existing single track access road that is Greenhill Road. At present, this road is utilised by my
three vehicles together with a further four vehicles from the neighbouring properties. It is also used
by members of the public and as A73 by pass at peak hours.

Should this application be approved, a total of eighteen new dwellinghouses will be built in the

near future. It is inevitable that a significant increase in the number of vehicles using this single
track road will occur, concerns with regards to the safety of the road, coupled with an increase in
traffic, accordingly arise. The application fails to reassure myself and proprietors of the
neighbouring properties that their ability to not only access their properties but also to use and

access this road with ease will not be impaired as the application intimates that potentially a
further eight vehicles could be using this section of the road for access and egress. The concern
with regards to the inevitable increase in traffic is further justified when giving consideration to use
of the single track road in the winter period and also increased volume of traffic when Hareshaw
golf course reopens next year.
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Further, the application fails to address the onerous use of the road which will arise from the

presence of construction workers and their vehicles whilst the dwellinghouses are constructed,
during the construction of No. 37 Greenhill Road my property came within inches of being
extensively damaged when the constructer lost control of the main roof trusses during a lifting
operation. This proposed construction will cause extensive road closure as the dwelling houses

are assembled, meaning we will be unable to access our exit our properties as we wish, as is our
right to do so. My concern coincides with the public interest that any further development will be
detriment to road safety and pedestrian safety.
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Location Plan

AGENDA ITEM 3G
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Aerial Image
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Proposed Site Layout
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Proposed Elevations Plot 1
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Proposed Elevations Plot 2
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19/01329/FUL 
Site off Greenhill Road Hareshaw
Two detached dwellinghouses with garages
Local Plan Extract
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